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Subj: Response to Public Hearing Comments
Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
This letter provides responses to comments received in connection with the Board’s public
hearings on this application on March 2, 2021; April 6 and 22, 2021; May 4, 2021; and July 6, 2021.
Rather than respond to each individual speaker as in the past, similar comments have been grouped
together by topic area without identifying specific individuals in order to reduce repetitiveness in
the responses. Wherever possible, reference will be made to previously submitted documents
should the comment have been addressed during the extensive submission history of this
application.
Attached please also find the following documents submitted to the Town subsequent to
submission to the Town of the “Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report”
(“CEEAR”), dated March 2019. For convenience of keeping track of the various submissions, the
numbering of the below attached documents follows the last number of the final appendix of the
CEEAR, which is number 39.
40. Memorandum from William A. Canavan, PG, LSRP, dated 4/3/2019, regarding agreement with
Applicant’s projected water demand, well pumping test and off-site well monitoring program
results.
41. Letter from JMC to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Planning Board, dated
4/25/2019, regarding responses to comment letter from Provident Design Engineering, dated
4/16/2019.
A. Provident Design Engineering letter to the Town of Cortlandt, dated 4/16/2019.

42. Selected items from ZBA/litigation proceeding relevant to the nature of the proposed use and
public comments, as follows:
A. Views of existing facility.
B.

Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW 9/18/2019 presentation to ZBA regarding substance use
treatment programs.

C. Peter Millock 10/16/2019 presentation to ZBA regarding services provided by a Chemical
Dependence Residential Program and responses to public comment from the 9/18/2019
ZBA hearing.
D. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center Description of Services.
E.

Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated 11/4/2019, regarding Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer’s
Determination on Hospital Use.

F.

Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated 11/6/2019, regarding Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer’s
Determination on Hospital Use.

G. Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated 11/7/2019, regarding Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer’s
Determination on Hospital Use.
H. Revised Applicant’s Hearing Record/List of Zoning Board Submissions, March 2019 to
November 2019.
I.

Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated 11/11/2019, regarding response to Zarin & Steinmetz letter dated
11/8/2019.

43. Letter from JMC to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Planning Board, dated
2/19/2021, regarding Summary of Impacts and additional submission materials and responses
since the CEEAR submission, dated 3/2019.
A. Summary of Impacts dated 2/17/2021.
B.

Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the
Planning Board, dated 2/22/2021, regarding items submitted to the Board subsequent of
filing of the CEEAR, dated 3/2019.
1. April 11, 2019 report of the Town's hydrogeological consultant, in response to the
February 2019 Report of the neighborhood group's hydrogeologist.
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2. April 16, 2019 follow-up comments of the Town traffic consultant in response to
JMC's March 21, 2019 responses to his ·prior comments.
3. April 25, 2019 response of JMC to the Town traffic consultant's April 16, 2019
comments.
4. Robert F. Davis June 4, 2019 Planning Board presentation outline.
5. Letter of Robert F. Davis to Planning Board, dated December 17, 2020, with copy of
Court Decision.
6. Letter of Robert F. Davis to Planning Board, dated January 4, 2021.
7. Robert F. Davis January 5, 2021 Planning Board presentation outline.
8. Letter of Robert F. Davis to the Planning Board, dated January 21, 2021.
44. Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Planning
Board, dated 3/23/2021.
A. Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the
Planning Board, dated 3/23/2021, regarding response to the letter of Zarin & Steinmetz,
dated February 22, 2021.
B.

Presentation Outline from Robert Davis, Esq., for March 2, 2021 Planning Board Public
Hearing.

C. Letter from Robert Davis, Esq. to Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the
Planning Board, dated 3/23/2021, addressing certain false accusations and innuendo made
at the March 2, 2021 Planning Board Public Hearing and during the review proceedings.
45. Robert Davis, Esq. Planning Board Presentation Notes:
A. Planning Board Meeting - April 6, 2021
B.

Planning Board Meeting - April 22, 2021

C. Planning Board Meeting - May 4, 2021.
46. Letters to the Town of Cortlandt Planning Board from Robert Davis, Esq.
A. December 17, 2020;
B.

January 4, 2021;

C. January 21, 2021;
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D. February 22, 2021;
E.

March 23, 2021 (1);

F.

March 23, 2021 (2);

G. March 23, 2021 (3);
H. April 7, 2021.
47. PowerPoint presentation to Planning Board at the May 4, 2021, public hearing regarding the
traffic summary.
48. Letter from Westchester County Planning Board dated February 19, 2021.
49. Letter from Town of Cortlandt ZBA dated June 27, 2021.
50. Presentation by Brian Baldwin to the Planning Board on May 4, 2021 public hearing.
51. Letter from the Village and Town of Ossining dated July 12, 2021.
52. Letter from WSP, dated August 6, 2021, regarding responses to comments.
53. Letter from Cicero Consulting Associates VCC, Inc., dated August 9, 2021 regarding
correspondence with OASAS.
54. Letter from Cicero Consulting Associates VCC, Inc., dated August 9, 2021 regarding square
footage calculations.
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS BY TOPIC AREA
A.

Land Use and Zoning
1.

The proposed 92-bed Specialty Hospital cannot be physically accommodated
within the existing buildings on the property. Request floorplans of Proposed
Project.
The New York State Office of Addiction Services and Supports (OASAS) has the authority
to adopt standards including necessary rules and regulations pertaining to chemical
dependency services. This authority is authorized by section 19.07(e) of the New York
State Mental Hygiene Law. Part 814 governs the square footage requirements for sleeping
areas and ancillary or program space. OASAS will decide if the floor plan is adequate for
92 beds, which is the maximum number that Hudson Ridge Wellness will apply for. The
Planning Board has no authority over this issue.
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In addition, the Town of Cortlandt Building Inspector will review the drawings for
compliance with building code and fire code in order to obtain a Building Permit.
Appendix 54 provides some square footage calculations.
2.

What is the purpose of the new easement from the adjoining property to the
site? It must have some purpose including as a future driveway access to the
property should the existing driveway prove inadequate.
In regard to the utility easement that was granted from Quaker Hill Drive, LLC to Hudson
Ridge Wellness Center, Inc., as addressed in Bob Davis’s letter in April 2021 (Appendix
46.H), the easement area was never intended to be improved upon nor used for access
purposes for the specialty hospital. However please note that as a result of our recent
discussions with the Town the easement will now be eliminated entirely. The proper
filing with the County will be handled accordingly.

3.

The hospital use from 80 years ago is not a valid comparison to zoning today.
The best place for this use is in the Town’s MOD district which was created
for such uses as the Specialty Hospital.
The proposed use is not appropriate for the MOD Medical Oriented District, discussed
in the 2016 Comprehensive Plan “Envision Cortlandt” and currently undergoing SEQRA
review which, according to a status update on the Town’s website dated 6/18/2021, is in
the FEIS stage of the process for two development proposals that will establish/utilize the
MOD District designation. The MOD is an overlay district, utilized only in the discretion
of the Town Board.
The issue of the inappropriateness of the Specialty Hospital in the MOD is discussed in
great length in Appendices 1.R and 1.S within Volume 2 of the “Consolidated Expanded
Environmental Assessment Report” (“CEEAR”), dated March 2019. For example,
“Envision Cortlandt” does not propose to require or envision that the proposed use
components of the MOD or all medical uses in general be limited to just the MOD.
Indeed, existing residential-oriented medical uses such as nursing homes, assisted living
facilities, and group homes for disabled adults are dispersed throughout the Town, many
in residential zoning districts such as the proposed Specialty Hospital. Other nonresidential medical uses such as doctors' offices are also dispersed throughout the Town,
with some doctors maintaining home offices in residential zones. Page 107 of the 2016
Comprehensive Plan, for example, acknowledges that care for the elderly residents of the
Town is provided by several facilities, including the Bethel Nursing Home in Crugers, the
Cortlandt Nursing Home on Oregon Road, the Seabury at Field Home in Cortlandt
Manor, the NYS Veterans Home at the VA Campus in Montrose, and the former Danish
Home in Croton-on-Hudson. If all medical uses were intended by "Envision Cortlandt"
to be limited to the MOD, all such existing uses and the properties on which they are
located would be rendered non-conforming. Clearly, this is not "Envision Cortlandt's"
intent. Further, there would be no basis to so distinguish a medical use from other nonresidential uses in residential zones, such as educational and religious uses. The proposed
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Specialty Hospital has a temporary "residential" component but is not a long-term
residential medical use because clients only stay for a limited period of time.
Specifically, the envisioned MOD district in "Envision Cortlandt" is depicted as a dense
concentration of uses. This is contrary to the generally accepted industry standards for
such high-ended “luxury” Specialty Hospital facilities, which depend on location, privacy,
tranquility, and security to provide a recovery buffer from the hustle and bustle of fastpaced, stressful everyday life. This buffer contributes to their success in working with
individuals towards recovery and sobriety, and re-entry into normal everyday life. The
MOD district, in contrast, does not provide such a location by its very nature of
consolidating various medical uses into one location which is expressly envisioned to
become a vital economic center of the Town.
4.

Why not make it an affordable facility?
The facility will be an affordable solution for many seeking recovery within the area in
comparison to other options. Additionally, the Applicant will give preference for
admission to the facility to residents of Cortlandt, who will be afforded reduced fees on
a sliding scale based on income, augmented by private insurance, if any. In addition, full
scholarships will be awarded each year to two Cortlandt residents (see Appendix 37
within Volume 4 of the CEEAR).

B.

Operation and Programming
1.

The Applicant has no experience, absence of operator, apparent criminal
background.
The Applicant has stated (see Appendix 1, page 2 within Volume 2, of the CEEAR) that
the State regulated Specialty Hospital will be operated by full-time, experienced
professional management. In addition, there will be a physician and Medical Director, as
required by the NY State Office of Addiction Services and Supports (“OASAS”)
Regulations, and some 42 licensed healthcare professionals on staff.
In addition, as stated in the attached Appendix 50, OASAS has the authority to issue
operating certificates to new chemical dependence treatment programs and to inspect
and regulate those programs once they are established. The Hudson Ridge Residential
Program will have to comply with all applicable codes in order to be issued a license and
will have to continue to comply with all applicable codes as it operates the program. See
Appendix 50 for further discussion.
•
•

They will be required to have a medical director, who is a physician, and a staff of
qualified health professionals.
The ownership of Hudson Ridge Wellness will be required to include at least 10%
ownership by a person with experience operating an OASAS licensed program or
a substance use treatment program licensed in another state.
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•
2.

All owners will have to undergo an extensive background check.

Why has the Applicant not sought input from OASAS or Westchester County
Department of Community Mental Health (“DCMH”)? OASAS has not been
contacted, contrary to what Mr. Baldwin asserted according to CRHISD’s
attorney.
As stated in the attached Appendix 50, with respect to the prior consultation process,
the official record of hearings before the Town shows that OASAS is already aware of
this potential project. Based on those contacts, it appears that OASAS was already aware
of the local issues that this project was encountering, specifically as a result of contact
from the opposition, and OASAS wanted us to do our best to resolve these local issues
before conducting the prior consultation process. For the opposition to say that the
Applicant has done something abnormal by not reaching out to conduct the prior
consultation process first is a self-fulfilling prophecy -the opposition prevented the
Applicant from doing so by its own devices. The prior consultation process with OASAS's
Field Office and Local Governmental Unit has always been set up to occur after local
issues have been resolved, if possible, so that the State and County bodies do not spend
their time on a project that won't be able to proceed locally.

3.

The Planning Board requested copies of all correspondence between OASAS
and the Applicant.
This correspondence is contained within Appendix 53.

4.

Programming keeps changing regarding level of detoxification provided,
medication assisted treatment, staffing schedule.
Appendix 42.D of this document provides a detailed description of the facility’s proposed
programming.

5.

No community outreach, the Applicant has been very opaque about what is
proposed.
The Applicant’s submissions to the Town have been numerous and voluminous to which
the public has responded with comments which in turn the Applicant has responded back,
which is the normal process under SEQRA. This process is continuing.

6.

How many employees would use the shuttle and when?
Two shuttle vans will be provided, for required use by a substantial portion of the
employees, primarily lower level non-professional employees (see Appendix 37 within
Volume 4 of the CEEAR). The specific number of employees taking the shuttle will vary
by shift.
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The shuttles will operate at the shift changes for employees except there is no shuttle for
the 10:00 PM entering and 6:00 AM exiting employee shift. Shift Hours are out of phase
with the peak hours of the roadway:
o Shift 1 (6:00 AM – 2:00 PM)
o Shift 1A (9:00 AM – 5:00 PM)
o Shift 2 (2:00 PM – 10:00 PM)
o Shift 3 (10:00 PM – 6:00 AM)
The reduced employee trips resulting from the use of the two shuttle vans have not been
deducted for purposes of the traffic analysis, again providing a very conservative analysis.
7.

What is the proposed use of each building?
As noted in Appendix 8.A within Volume 2 of the CEEAR, the large majority of the
patients will stay in Building #1, which is at a distance of approximately 180 feet from the
nearest portion of the northerly property line and approximately 500 feet from the
nearest adjoining home at 2022 Quaker Ridge Road. The medical services offices will be
located in designated private office areas throughout Building #1. The Hudson Education
and Wellness Center (“HEWC”) kitchen will be located in the 1st floor of Building #1
where the original kitchen was located, with an adjoining dining room.
As stated in Appendix 13.C in Volume 3 of the CEEAR, Building #2 is a two story frame
building. It will be used for Conferences and Offices.
Building #3 is a two story masonry & frame building. This building will be used as a garage
with storage above.
Building #4 is a two story frame building. This building will be used for ancillary Patient
Quarters (6 beds) and ancillary Administrative Offices.
Building #5 is a two story brick building with a one story section to the east side of the
two story section. This building will be used for ancillary Patient Quarters (6 beds) and
ancillary Administrative Offices.
Building #6 is a two story frame building with a stucco finish on the exterior. This building
is an existing residence to remain.
Building #7 is a two story brick and stucco building. This building will be used for ancillary
Patient Quarters (6 beds) and ancillary Administrative Offices.
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8.

The Applicant originally said they would not accept Medicare/Medicaid, yet
recently said Medicaid would be accepted. Why the inconsistency?
Minor corrections such as this are to be expected in such a lengthy 6-year process, and
in any case do not have anything to do with the SEQRA issues the Planning Board is
concerned with.

9.

A Construction Impacts analysis is missing, and site work including roadway
widening and new walkways will increase surface runoff which may impact
water quality.
Site work activities will result in temporary disturbances of the property of less than one
acre. Prior to any walkway installation, sediment and erosion controls will be installed on
the downslope side of the construction activity to prevent any sediment transport. The
sediment and erosion control structures, which will include hay bales and silt fencing, will
be installed prior to initiating disturbance activities. Disturbed areas not to be repaved
will be seeded and mulched until permanent grass cover is established. No permanent or
long-term impact to water quality associated with proposed driveway widening or
walkway installation is expected.

10. Impacts of proposed lighting on the neighborhood.
As noted in Appendix 8.A within Volume 2 of the CEEAR, all exterior lighting fixtures will
be residential in character, downward directed and dark sky compliant so there is no light
trespass onto adjoining properties. Low level bollard-type lighting will be used in the
parking areas and sidewalks. The proposed lighting will not impair the established
character of the adjoining properties, in conformance with Section 307-73.C of the Town
of Cortlandt Zoning Code. Lights out for the residents is 10:30 PM. Also, there are
limited employee arrivals/departures at the night shift change at 10:00 PM with the use of
the two shuttle vans. The nearest residence is approximately 320 feet distant and
upgradient from Building #1 (the main treatment building), and buffered by a solid 6-foot
high fence on the Specialty Hospital property and by a wooded buffer on the residential
property.
Of note, the proposed hospital is not a general, “commercial” type of hospital. As stated
in the “Expanded Environmental Assessment” dated October 6, 2016 (Appendix 1 within
Volume 2 of the CEEAR), it is rather a residential rehabilitation hospital, which is much
more residential in character than a general hospital that treats all types of medical
conditions on a 24-hour basis including emergencies, and has daily visitors and outpatients.
11. Want to see daily operational details to evaluate impacts on adjacent
neighbors, ie. What are the proposed uses for the buildings adjacent to the
neighboring property line, lighting schedules, etc.
See Responses B.7 and B.10, above.
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12. Avoid headlights from parking lot shining into the adjacent neighbors’ homes.
The nearest residence is approximately 300 feet distant and upgradient from the proposed
parking lot of the main hospital building, and buffered by a solid 6-foot high fence on the
Specialty Hospital property and by a wooded buffer on the residential property, mitigating
lighting impacts. The proposed Landscape Buffer Plan (Appendix 15.E within Volume 3 of
the CEEAR) provides additional screening plantings.
13. A lower bed count than 92 does not necessarily reduce project impacts but
means that project impacts are different.
It is considered unlikely that any potentially environmentally significant impacts would be
generated by a reduction in the number of beds of the facility.
14. Impacts on local ambulance district. Silver Hills has 100 beds and 400 calls
annually.
This facility is not targeted to the elderly and infirm, but rather to those suffering
substance use disorder. All patients will be closely monitored and will have arrived at the
facility in a detoxified condition. They will have no access to illegal substances and will be
strictly regulated by professional medical staff for any medications they may be required
to take. As such, their need for emergency ambulance services is judged to be not that
dramatically different than the general population. For non-emergencies, the facility will
utilize a private ambulance service. There will be some 42 licensed healthcare
professionals on staff.
If a client experiences some type of medical problem or injury, HEWC nursing staff will
evaluate the situation and treat the problem or injury as indicated, and if indicated, consult
with the program physician. If a medical emergency situation occurs with clients, staff or
visitors, the onsite medical team staff will immediately evaluate the situation and
determine the most appropriate response. If a medical emergency is determined to exist,
medical staff will immediately attend to the individual and contact 9-1-1 for emergency
assistance. Research into the type and number of projected “medical emergencies” that
is “statistically normal for this type of facility” was not located. Writers researched the
US Department of Health and Human Services – Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA) website and the New York State Office of Alcoholism
and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) and were not able to locate data related to the
type and number of medical emergencies for a residential program facility.
15. Cortlandt Code Enforcement will not be able to inspect and enforce code
compliance during construction to the degree that is necessary.
It cannot be inferred that the Code Enforcement Division of the Town’s Department of
Technical Services does not have the capability to enforce code compliance for the
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Proposed Project. The Division has overseen innumerable projects within the Town over
the years covering a broad range of uses.
16. With the number of meals served, the kitchen is similar to a commercial
restaurant in a residential neighborhood.
The proposed kitchen will be designed for use for the residents and staff. Unlike a
commercial restaurant open to the public, no meals will be prepared or served to
outsiders. The site will provide no restaurant parking because there is no restaurant on
the site.
In addition, HEWC will not operate a “commercial” type of kitchen at the facilities, and it
will not be operating 24 hours because the proposed hospital is not a general,
“commercial” type of hospital. As stated in the “Expanded Environmental Assessment”
dated October 6, 2016, it is rather a residential rehabilitation hospital, which is much
more residential in character than a general hospital that treats all types of medical
conditions on a 24-hour basis including emergencies, and has daily visitors.
17. What is the project’s Indian Point Emergency Evacuation Plan?
Appendix 1.Q, Response 4 within Volume 2 of the CEEAR details the response of the
proposed Specialty Hospital in the event of an emergency at Indian Point. The Proposed
Project would develop emergency plans to keep residents safe, including conforming with
all the extensive emergency planning measures and information provided by Westchester
County.
The Indian Point nuclear power plant was closed on April 30, 2021.
C.

Traffic
1.

The Traffic Study is out of date and new counts are needed. What is the
impact of the recently expanded Sunshine Home in New Castle?
The land uses in the vicinity of the site have not changed since 2014, nor have there been
significant developments constructed in the area. As clearly described and shown on
illustrative figures in the traffic analyses previously submitted by the Applicant, the
expansion of the Sunshine Home has been included in the projected traffic volumes. The
Sunshine Home expansion does not have a significant impact on traffic volumes and
operations.
Regardless of the fact that the area land uses have not changed or significantly intensified
since 2014, additional traffic counts were recently performed by the Applicant. Automatic
Traffic Recorders (ATR) were placed from 4/17/2021 through 4/24/2021. The recent
daily counts along Quaker Ridge Road and Glendale Road were similar to and less than
the volumes recorded in 2017 (see Table A).
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Table A

Location

Quaker Ridge
Road along
Site Frontage
2.

2014 Traffic
2017 ATR Traffic
2021 ART Traffic
Volumes
Volumes
Volumes
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Weekday Weekday Weekday Weekday Weekday Weekday
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
45

42

41

39

24

35

Downed trees and heavy snowfall halt traffic on local roads, impeding
emergency vehicles such as fire equipment.
The patients at the proposed facility will require less care than patients at a general
hospital. During the very rare times when the primary roadways providing access to the
site may be restricted, alternative access is available, such as Quaker Ridge Road to and
from the north.

3.

The Traffic Management Plan is too stringent to be realistic.
The proposed Traffic Management Plan was initially prepared by the Applicant and then
refined by the Town’s Traffic Consultant, Provident Engineering. The Applicant is fully
aware of the requirements within the Traffic Management Plan and is committed to
operating in compliance with the plan.

4.

How will on-site security be able to handle trucks making deliveries to the site
while keeping Quaker Ridge Road clear?
As documented in previous submissions, the proposed security gate will remain open
during the day and early evening hours, when almost all deliveries will occur. Any evening
deliveries will be provided efficient access after the delivery vehicle contacts the on-site
security via a call button which will be provided at the gate. The proposed gate will be
located farther from Quaker Ridge Road than the existing gate to accommodate a delivery
vehicle waiting within the driveway prior to entering the site. Accordingly, vehicles
traveling along Quaker Ridge Road will not be impeded by delivery vehicles accessing the
site.

5.

Was parking at the Croton train station studied? How will the jitneys and
employee/patient parking be accommodated?
Employee and patient parking will not occur at the Croton Train Station. The proposed
jitney vans will provide employee and patient access to and from the train station, as well
as other locations.
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6.

The driveway grade is too steep for a truck attempting entry into the site or
leaving when the driveway is slippery. The truck won’t be able to stop sliding
onto Quaker Ridge Road, creating a dangerous situation.
The Applicant previously incorporated extensive driveway improvements in response to
an extensive review of the driveway by the Town’s Traffic Consultant. The site driveway
will be widened and improved to a 90 degree intersection with Quaker Ridge Road to
accommodate delivery and emergency vehicles. The driveway will also be reconstructed
to reduce the existing slopes along the lower portion of the driveway. The proposed
slope was reduced to five percent in the vicinity of Quaker Ridge Road.

7.

The Applicant has no supporting information that the “area roadways are not
heavily utilized by vehicular traffic, bicycles or pedestrians and the minor
increases in vehicular volumes will not significantly impact the ability of
bicycles and pedestrians to share the roadways”. Traffic safety is a concern.
Bicycle and pedestrian traffic volumes were counted at the intersection of Quaker Ridge
Road and Glendale Road on Saturday 4/17/2021 from 12:30 – 3:30 PM and on Tuesday
4/20/2021 from 2:00 – 5:00 PM. During the six hours of counts at the intersection, there
was an average of only 3.67 bicycle trips per hour and only 1.17 pedestrian trips per hour
(see Table B).
Table B
Day of Week
Saturday

Weekday

Time
12:30 – 1:30 PM
1:30 – 2:30 PM
2:30 – 3:30 PM

Pedestrian
4
1
0

Bicycle
1
5
6

2:00 – 3:00 PM
3:00 – 4:00 PM
4:00 – 5:00 PM

0
2
0

0
2
8

The area intersections operate at Level of Service A, the best possible level of service,
during the peak hours. The intersections will continue to operate at Level of Service A
with the proposed use.
8.

Disparities in width-of-roadway measurements adjacent to the site on Quaker
Ridge Road.
The Applicant’s previous submissions, including photographs, as well as presentations have
discussed at length that there is an overburden of grass and soil that extends into the
Quaker Ridge Road pavement area just a matter of some inches for a small portion of the
roadway adjacent to the project site that is proposed to be removed. The pavement
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width along the vast majority of the site frontage with Quaker Ridge Road is 20 feet. The
Applicant has submitted plan information depicting the removal of the overburden just a
matter of some inches for a small portion of the roadway adjacent to the project site that
is proposed to be removed, as well as minimal widening in certain areas, to provide the
20 foot wide roadway recommended by the Town’s Traffic Consultant.
9.

Much of the traffic to and from the property will go through the Town of
Ossining leading to increased carbon emissions, runoffs and additional wear
and tear to the area roadways.
The Town of Ossining previously retained a traffic expert, Frederick P. Clark Associates,
to undertake a thorough review of the potential traffic impacts of the proposed
reutilization of the property. As stated in the review letter provided to the Town of
Ossining by its consultant dated May 31, 2017 (Appendix 11 within Volume 3 of the
CEEAR):
“It is our opinion that the proposed use of the site in Cortlandt will have an
insignificant, if any, impact on the overall operation of roadways and
intersections within the Town of Ossining. Results of the analyses indicate that
the existing Level of Service would not change, which we agree with based on
our review.”
The proposed redevelopment of the site has not changed since 2016 and, accordingly,
would not have a significant traffic impact on the Town of Ossining. As discussed in great
detail in the previously submitted traffic analyses, the shift changes of the specialty hospital
will be out of phase with the peak traffic volumes along the area roadways and the
Applicant’s proposed use of two jitney vehicles will further reduce the site generated
traffic.

10. Albany Post Road has a five-ton weight limit and therefore cannot be
considered as a viable means of access for vehicles exceeding the weight limit
to enter/exit the property.
While the specific vendors and associated delivery vehicles have not been determined, it
is expected that most vehicles will be a SU-30 (total length of 30 feet) or shorter and any
larger vehicle would not exceed an SU-40 (total length of 40 feet). No tractor trailers will
be permitted to make deliveries to the hospital. No deliveries by 3rd party service
providers, such as deliveries of food/perishables, pharmacy, paper/office supplies, garbage
collection, laundry, etc., will occur on weekends. Existing vehicles along area roadways
such as school buses, and presumably service vehicles such as furniture and appliance
delivery trucks, moving vans, etc. have apparently not had any issues with using the local
roadways. (See Appendix 5, Response G1 within Volume 2 of the CEEAR, and Appendix
8.A, Response 20 and C2 within Volume 3 of the CEEAR.)
Section 188-20 of the Town Code states that local deliveries and pickups are exempted
from the weight limitations specified in Section 188-19. Specifically, the Code states “The
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regulations established in this article shall not be construed to prevent the delivery or
pickup of merchandise or other property along the highways from which such vehicles
and combinations are otherwise excluded.”
D.

Neighborhood Character
1.

This use will bring down my property value.
Appendix 5.J within Volume 2 of the CEEAR, dated March 2019, contains a letter from
Cushman & Wakefield regarding what impact, if any, the proposed Specialty Hospital
would have on the property values of nearby residents. The letter notes that the subject
property for the most part had previously been vacant for a number of years. As such
there were reports of and evidence of vandalism over the years.
The clientele of these facilities typically look for locations that offer a degree of privacy
for their clients, located within a peaceful surrounding neighborhood in order to assist
their clients in their recovery. The letter concludes that “It is my professional experience
that facilities like the proposed subject will pose minimal impact to the community
services needed and furthermore not only will they not be a negative impact on
surrounding property values but may in fact help enhance the neighborhood as the
proposed improvements will represent an improvement from the recent past of the
existing facilities.” Notably, the property has been designed and utilized for hospital and
other institutional uses since the 1920’s.

2.

The proposed use is incompatible with the character of Quaker Ridge Road
and the established single-family residential neighborhood.
The proposed Specialty Hospital use is consistent with the historical hospital and other
institutional uses of the site and will utilize the existing buildings on the property, with
approximately 75% of the property remaining as undeveloped open space and only 2%
building coverage, thereby remaining in harmony with the neighborhood and avoiding any
detriment to nearby properties. No additional buildings are proposed. The buildings and
use have been screened by substantial additional landscaping and the fencing installed or to
be installed on the property, and the adjoining 27.8 acre forested property to the south,
owned by a related entity, will remain undeveloped to provide a substantial additional
buffer while the hospital use is in effect.
The existence of a Specialty Hospital on this site in a primarily residential neighborhood is
not fundamentally different than any of the other non-residential uses permitted in the
neighborhood, such as schools, places of worship with nursery schools, government
offices, country clubs and recreation clubs, and indeed, will have less impact than most.

3.

The transient nature of the occupants is not consistent with the character of
the neighborhood. How will transient patients add to the neighborhood?
See Response D.2, above.
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The other uses permitted in the neighborhood such as schools, places of worship with
nursery schools, government offices, country clubs and recreation clubs, also have
“transient” occupants.
4.

The SEQRA Handbook states that the consistency of a project with
community character can be judged by compatibility with the Comprehensive
Plan and Zoning code requirements. CRHISD’s attorney stated that the
proposed project fails in this regard.
See Response D.2, above.
Section I.A.2.a within Volume 1 of the CEEAR, dated March 2019, discusses in depth the
consistency of the Proposed Project with the Town Development Plan and community
character as follows.
(1) The Proposed Action is consistent with the 2004 Comprehensive Plan. The Town's
2004 Master Plan makes note of this property in Policy 34, with the property being within
the Special Reuse and Conservation Development (SRC) district at that time. Policy 34
recommended that the Town Board eliminate the SRC district from the Zoning
Ordinance. The Hudson Institute property (the site) was mentioned in Policy 34 as one
of the institutional properties expressly intended to benefit by redevelopment under the
SRC zoning because the permitted lot area in that District was 5,000 square feet for
single-family, two-family and multifamily dwellings, potentially making the property
attractive for denser residential redevelopment than under the R-80 District. However,
the Master Plan proposed to eliminate the SRC because of the lack of infrastructure in
the area to support the increased housing density permitted thereunder. The Town Board
adopted the Master Plan recommendation in amending the Zoning Ordinance to eliminate
the SRC, whereby the property reverted to R-80 zoning. Thus, the proposed reuse of the
property as a Specialty Hospital permits the property to be used again and to remain on
the tax rolls with no such increase in density, while providing for the Specialty Hospital's
sanitary and water infrastructure needs on-site. The proposed use is therefore consistent
with the Town's 2004 Master Plan and Policy 34 in particular.
(2) The Proposed Action is consistent with the 2004 Comprehensive Plan’s goal of
preserving Quaker Ridge Road, and also with the 2016 Comprehensive Plan where the
Quaker Ridge Road area is listed on Table 7-1 on page 94 as a scenic resource in the
Town, which is consistent with Quaker Ridge Road’s historic designation, the proposed
Specialty Hospital has lower traffic volumes than other uses permitted in the R-80 district
with no requirement of access to state roads (such as private schools, places of worship
with associated religious school, and governmental buildings). As documented in the EEA
Addendum, the Level of Service will not change, and there will be minimal traffic impact.
No scenic features of Quaker Ridge Road are proposed to change, because the existing
buildings on the property are proposed to be reused, with no new building construction
proposed. Landscaping on the property will be enhanced. The existing open space
(approximately 75% of the property) will remain intact. The adjacent 27.8 acre adjacent
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property to the south, owned by an affiliate company, that contains a small, vacant house
but is otherwise undeveloped will remain in this condition as a buffer so long as the subject
property is used as a hospital.
(3) The Town's 2004 Open Space Plan includes the property in its current state under
Index E-2 as an "Under-Utilized Parcel, Five Acres or More, Particularly Worthy of
Preservation". The proposed re-use of the property as a Specialty Hospital, with no new
buildings proposed and with minimal land disturbance for some driveway, walkway and
parking improvements, maintains this property's open space identity in the substantially
same condition as it was in 2004, and thereby conforms to the Town's Open Space Plan.
(4) The proposed use preserves significant open space, a goal of the 2004 Comprehensive
Plan. For example, as noted on page 86 of the 2016 Comprehensive Plan, the property is
specifically mentioned in the context of meeting a goal of the 2004 Master Plan as being
within “Category 3”, which is an “underutilized privately-owned land” that currently
provides open space benefits. With no new building development proposed on the
property, the Proposed Action conforms to this goal.
(5) The Proposed Action is consistent with the 2004 amendments to the Zoning Code to
preserve local residential roads, as well as with Quaker Ridge Road as a recently
designated Town Historic and Scenic Road with specific protections for pavement width,
preservation of stone walls, mature trees and requirements for screening of new
developments, as discussed below. The same roads were used for over 60 years for
institutional use of the property. A special permit for such a hospital use was issued as
late as 1989, when the character of the current neighborhood was already established.
Furthermore, as noted previously, the proposed Specialty Hospital has lower traffic
volumes than other uses permitted in the R-80 district with no requirement of access to
state roads (such as private schools, places of worship with associated religious school,
and a government building). All of these uses would have a greater impact than the
proposed Specialty Hospital on any local residential road. As documented in the EEA
Addendum, the Level of Service will not change with the proposed Specialty Hospital, and
there will be minimal traffic impact.
With regard to Quaker Ridge Road as an Historic and Scenic Road, the Specialty Hospital
proposes removal of an overburden of grass and soil that extends into the Quaker Ridge
Road pavement area just a matter of some inches for a small portion of the roadway
adjacent to the project site, and no changes to pavement width of Quaker Ridge Road
(the proposed driveway improvements will widen the driveway and provide a 90 degree
intersection with Quaker Ridge Road yet will not require the widening of the travelled
pavement of Quaker Ridge Road), no alteration to any stone walls or mature trees, and
evergreen hedge screening has been installed along the property’s westerly property line
adjacent to Quaker Ridge Road. No changes are proposed to the existing road striping
adjacent to the property. An approximately 3 feet by 4 foot sign is proposed at the front
gate of the property. Therefore, the Specialty Hospital will have no discernable impact to
the historic nature of Quaker Ridge Road since the character of the roadway will not be
noticeably altered.
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(6) The Proposed Action is consistent with the Town’s 2016 “Envision Cortlandt”
Comprehensive Plan. In addition to the property being mentioned, as indicated above, on
page 86 with regard to the property providing open space benefits, and 10 on page 94
with regard to the property as a scenic resource in the Town, the 2016 Master Plan
provides on page 88 a list of Key Challenges and Opportunities for the Future; the
Proposed Action is in conformance with many of these. For example, how the Specialty
Hospital responds to the challenge of providing and preserving open space is discussed in
#4, above. The Specialty Hospital also addresses the key challenge of preserving the
Town’s biodiversity by protecting significant expanses of land and habitat, with no new
building construction proposed and minimal site disturbance (under one acre), preserving
the majority of the 20.8 acre site along with the addition of 64 trees as well as the trees
that have already been planted. In addition, the adjacent 27.8 acre adjacent property to
the south, owned by an affiliate company, that contains a small, vacant house but is
otherwise undeveloped will remain in this condition so long as the subject property is
used as a hospital. The Specialty Hospital also speaks to the challenge of protecting
environmentally sensitive land, with no disturbance proposed to wetlands, wetland
buffers, and steep slopes. This also helps to address the additional challenge of encouraging
climate resiliency by protecting wetlands and preserving forested site. In addition, the
adjacent 27.8 acre adjacent property to the south, owned by an affiliate company, that
contains a small, vacant house but is otherwise undeveloped will remain in this condition
so long as the subject property is used as a hospital. The Specialty Hospital also speaks to
the challenge of protecting environmentally sensitive land, with no disturbance proposed
to wetlands, wetland buffers, and steep slopes. This also helps to address the additional
challenge of encouraging climate resiliency by protecting wetlands and preserving forested
areas.
(7) The Specialty Hospital addresses the 2016 Master Plan challenge on page 88 of
preserving water quality and protecting surface and groundwater resources. The two new
HEWC wells will pump, on average, 9 gallons per minute. For some perspective, this is
approximately the rate of a garden hose. In addition, the well will not run continuously,
but will cycle on and off throughout the day, with less use at night. As discussed in the
LBG Hydrogeologic Assessment in Appendix 5.H, the data indicate that groundwater
withdrawals up to twice the average water demand of the Specialty Hospital will not result
in storage depletion of the groundwater. As approved and supervised by the Planning
Board and, its professional staff and expert hydrogeology consultant, LBG conducted a
72-hour pumping test in August 2018. The primary goal of the pumping test was to
evaluate potential impacts to water levels in nearby offsite potable supply wells while
pumping the new water supply at twice the average water demand of the Specialty
Hospital. To achieve this goal, a simultaneous pumping test was conducted on Well 1 and
Well 2 between August 20 and August 23, 2018 with pre- and post-water level monitoring
of the offsite wells. The two Hudson Ridge Wellness Center wells were pumped
concurrently for three days, each at a pumping rate of 9 gpm (gallons per minute), for a
combined yield of 18 gpm or 25,920 gpd (gallons per day). The average water demand for
the Specialty Hospital is 12,660 gpd (8.8 gpm).
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During the pumping test program, water-level measurements were collected from a total
of four onsite wells, including two onsite bedrock monitoring wells and the two wells
pumped during the testing program (Well 1 and Well 2) and 16 residential wells. Minimal
drawdown (less than 0.50 foot) was documented in the two onsite bedrock monitoring
wells. Water-level effects related to the pumping test was observed in two adjacent
properties located on Quaker Hill Drive with a drawdown of approximately 18.5 and 24.5
feet. Because both wells had a significant amount of available water above their respective
pumps at the end of the test, during a test that was conducted to demonstrate extreme
conditions that will not occur during the hospital occupancy (72 hours of continuous
pumping at a combined rate of double the average water demand), these wells are not
expected to be adversely affected by the use of the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
(HRWC) wells. Additionally, no discernible water-level impacts were measured in any of
the other offsite monitoring locations that were attributed to pumping in Well 1 and Well
2. The Town’s hydrogeology consultant and professional staff agreed with the testing
protocol and findings.
Nonetheless, the Applicant has requested via a letter dated October 03, 2018 to the
owners of the properties containing the wells affected by the pump test that they consider
participating in a long-term offsite well monitoring program, which would start three to
six months before the certificate of occupancy for the Specialty Hospital is issued and
continue for up to two years after 75 percent full occupancy occurs. If long-term
monitoring were to unexpectedly demonstrate any significant interference on these wells
from the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center wells, mitigation options would be explored and
implemented.
There will also be a domestic water storage tank to mitigate peak water draw demand,
the existence of which was not accounted for in the extreme pumping test.
Additionally, eighty-five percent (85%) or more of the pumped water will be recycled back
to the ground due to infiltration from the septic system following treatment, such that
there would only be an effective draw of about 1.3 gallons per minute - or approximately
1,900 gallons per day. The contribution to ground water of annual rainfall to the Specialty
Hospital site is equivalent to about 21 gallons per minute - much more than the intended
draw from the ground. This routine analysis also indicates that HEWC would not affect
groundwater supplies. In addition, there will be no irrigation systems installed for the site
landscaping. Rather, the landscaping will be hand-watered by a manually carried hose as
determined by an inspection of the landscaping. Thus, watering will only be conducted
should the landscaping require it based upon the conditions at the time, and only that
landscaping requiring watering will be watered, and only then by hand using a hose. This
will keep landscaping watering to a minimum. Once established, the species planted will
not require heavy usage of water. The existing approximately 15,000 gallon emergency
fire water storage tank behind building #3 will continue to be used for emergency fire
water storage. The emergency fire water storage tank will be refilled from the existing
functional wells, which will be dedicated to supplying the fire storage tank and which may
not be used for irrigation or any other purpose. Fire storage tank refill water will not be
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sourced from the two new wells which are only being used to supply domestic water to
the facility.
(8) Preserving community character is another 2016 Comprehensive Plan challenge on
page 88, which the proposed action is addressing. As discussed in the Expanded
Environmental Assessment (EEA) dated October 6, 2016, there was similar institutional
use of the property from the 20’s throughout the 80’s, culminating in the issuance of a
hospital special permit in 1989 when the neighborhood was fully developed, and the
Applicant is using the same buildings that were used for those institutional purposes. In
addition, the existence of a Specialty Hospital on this site in a primarily residential
neighborhood is not fundamentally different than any of the other non-residential uses
permitted in the neighborhood, such as schools, places of worship with nursery schools,
government offices, country clubs and recreation clubs.
(9) Limiting the impacts associated with development, including increases in airborne
pollutants, traffic, and noise levels is an additional 2016 Comprehensive Plan challenge on
page 88, which the proposed action is addressing. The existing buildings on the property
are proposed to be reused, with no new building construction proposed. No airborne
pollutants are anticipated to be generated by the operation of the use, and any temporary
construction impacts such as dust from the less than one acre of proposed disturbance
will be mitigated by the sediment and erosion control plan. The proposed Specialty
Hospital has lower traffic volumes than previous existing and approved uses of the site as
well as other uses permitted in the R-80 district with no required access to state roads
(such as private schools, places of worship with associated religious school, and a
governmental building, per Table III.C-4 (Appendix 5.K) and as updated in Appendix 30
(PowerPoint presentation to the Planning Board on 1/08/2019), the Level of Service will
not change, and there will be minimal traffic impact.
Facility operations are not noise intensive. During the day, patients may walk on the
property for relaxation when they have any free time between sessions/activities. After
dark, patients may be walking from their living space to possibly another building on the
property for meetings. For example, there is a meditation meeting noted on the current
schedule that begins at 9:00 PM. Lights out is at 10:30 PM. Also, there are limited employee
arrivals/departures at the start of the night shift at 10:00 PM, with the use of the two
shuttle vans. The nearest residence is approximately 300 feet distant and upgradient from
the proposed parking lot of the main hospital building, and buffered by a solid 6-foot high
fence on the Specialty Hospital property and by a wooded buffer on the residential
property, limiting noise impacts.
E.

Surface Water and Wetlands
1. Much of the sanitary collection system is in the Indian Brook Watershed.
As noted in Appendix 52, the former septic system that served the property is located
entirely within the Indian Brook Watershed and will be abandoned and replaced with a
modern sanitary collection system. Approximately half of the new sanitary collection system
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for the proposed HRWC is located in the Indian Brook Watershed (see Figure within
Appendix 52), but no part of the proposed septic system will be located in the Indian Brook
Reservoir Critical Environmental Area (CEA).
The modern system that is proposed is designed to much higher standards than the older
system and includes a Recirculating Gravel Filter (RFG) which is used to polish septic tank
effluent prior to discharging to the subsurface system. In addition, the galley disposal
chambers of the new system are designed to have a larger storage capacity than traditional
systems. This will allow for better distribution of the treated wastewater, with a significant
advantage of regulating the diurnal peaks of flows. The applicant has also included a dedicated
emergency generator to automatically operate the sewage pumps if there is an electrical
outage.
The proposed wastewater disposal system, which has been approved by the Westchester
County Department of Health (“WCDH”), includes several features that are not required
by any agency and were voluntarily provided by the HRWC because it greatly enhances the
reliability of the treatment process, far above the typical septic system. Because this system
will be constructed to higher standards than the older system (to be abandoned) and includes
extraordinary wastewater treatment processes that will renovate the wastewater to negate
any impacts and is completely outside of any wetland buffer, there will be no significant
impact to the Indian Brook Watershed.
2. The location for the proposed recycle/refuse dumpsters near existing Main
Building 1 is in the Indian Brook Watershed which has the potential to
impact water quality.
The recycle/refuse dumpsters will be located in a dedicated area and managed properly. All
dumpsters will be in sound condition, with working lids. The lids will remain closed when
the dumpsters are not in use and the dumpsters will be emptied in a timely manner (before
exceeding their capacity).
The dumpsters will only be used for storing typical household waste and hazardous wastes
shall not be deposited in any of the dumpsters. No medical wastes (i.e. needles, medication,
etc.) will be deposited in the dumpsters. Any damaged dumpster that is identified will be
replaced with an undamaged container in a timely manner.
3. The existing water system (to be abandoned) is in the Indian Brook
Watershed as well as Well 1 (potable). An increase in water use at the project
site can impact the Indian Brook Reservoir. Please forward current and
planned water consumption information.
The proposed HRWC is not a general hospital or like a typical nursing home. There will be
no outpatient treatment or emergency room, very restricted visitation, no irrigation system
and no laundry done onsite. Based on the potable supply demands, the proposed HRWC at
full occupancy will require an average daily demand of 12,660 gpd or a designed pumping
rate of approximately 8.8 gpm (gallons per minute). This demand is based on NYSDEC
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standards and has been approved by Westchester County Department of Health. Full
occupancy is anticipated to take five years from opening. Please note that Well 2 is located
in the Indian Brook Watershed, not Well 1. Well 1 from the former water system is located
in the Indian Brook Watershed. The former potable water system will be replaced by a new
potable water system comprised of two new wells (Well 1 and Well 2), shown on Figure 2
within Appendix 52. The potable supply system will be supported by the two wells equally
so that water is not drawn from only one well.
The proposed water demand for maximum occupancy is summarized on the table below.
Usage Type
Hospital Beds
Staff
Garage/Office Building
Outbuilding Beds
Staff Residence
Building 2
Total Average Daily Flow (gpd) 3/
Total Average Daily Flow (gpm)

Number
92
86
400 sf
62/
3 bedrooms

Usage Rate 1
(gpd)
110
15
0.1 gpd/sf
110
110 gpd/br

Water
Demand
10,120
(gpd)
1,290
40
660
330
220
12,660
8.8

On an annual basis, approximately 85 percent of potable supply will be returned to the
ground by the septic systems through percolation from the leach field. As a result, the total
consumptive use, or water lost from the groundwater system, will be approximately 15
percent of the average water demand or approximately 1,900 gpd. The consumptive use of
the proposed Wellness Center (1,900 gpd) is approximately 20 percent of the groundwater
directly recharging the 15.13 acres located in the Indian Brook Watershed and 0.4 percent
of the groundwater recharging the entire watershed. No impacts to the Indian Brook
Reservoir are anticipated.
4. The property is between the Indian Brook and Croton Gorge watersheds, which
the local towns are starting to update the 2008 watershed agreement
documents. There should be a moratorium on all development in the area until
the watershed documents have been updated.
The existing property is already developed with many of the buildings constructed years prior
to those of adjacent residences. The Project will utilize the existing buildings on the property,
with approximately 75% of the property remaining as undeveloped open space and only 2%
existing building coverage to remain. Proposed site disturbance is less than one acre.
See Responses E.1, E.2, and E.3, above, and Appendix 52. No impacts to the Indian Brook
Reservoir are anticipated. No portion of the property is within the Croton Gorge
1 /

Usage rate approved by WCDH in a letter dated December 14, 2017.
Note that six outbuilding beds are to serve the maximum 92 patients, but because they are located in different
buildings, WCDH requires a separate accounting of each bed.
3
Note that the average daily flow for the first year is estimated at 6,855 gpd (4.8 gpm) based on 41 patients and 73 staff.
2
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watershed and therefore the project would have no potential impact on the Croton Gorge
watershed.
5. What is the impact of medicated wastewater on water quality/the watershed
and marine life?
Medications are a part of daily life for many people whose places of residence are connected
to septic systems. The population of the Specialty Hospital is anticipated to utilize
prescription medications at the approximate level of the general population. No
chemotherapy or high concentrations of antibiotics are anticipated to be used as this is not a
general hospital use. Unused medications will never be flushed down a toilet or sink. No
impact on groundwater is anticipated.
F.

Water Supply/Groundwater
1.

Jill Greenstein said her well water level dropped 18 feet in 3 days of well testing
that was conducted by the Applicant.
As noted above in Response D.4(7), during the pumping test program, water-level
measurements were collected from a total of four onsite wells, including two onsite
bedrock monitoring wells and the two wells pumped during the testing program (Well 1
and Well 2) and 16 residential wells. Water-level effects related to the pumping test was
observed in two adjacent properties located on Quaker Hill Drive with a drawdown of
approximately 18.5 (belonging to Ms. Greenstein) and 24.5 feet. Because both wells had
a significant amount of available water above their respective pumps at the end of the test,
during a test that was conducted to demonstrate extreme conditions that will not occur
during the hospital occupancy (72 hours of continuous pumping at a combined rate of
double the average water demand), these wells are not expected to be adversely affected
by the use of the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center (HRWC) wells. Additionally, no
discernible water-level impacts were measured in any of the other offsite monitoring
locations that were attributed to pumping in Well 1 and Well 2. The Town’s hydrogeology
consultant and professional staff agreed with the testing protocol and findings.
Nonetheless, the Applicant requested via a letter dated October 03, 2018 to the owners
of the properties containing the wells affected by the pump test that they consider
participating in a long-term offsite well monitoring program, which would start three to
six months before the certificate of occupancy for the Specialty Hospital is issued and
continue for up to two years after 75 percent full occupancy occurs. If long-term
monitoring were to unexpectedly demonstrate any significant interference on these wells
from the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center wells, mitigation options would be explored and
implemented. Ms. Greenstein was sent this letter and to-date no reply has been received.
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G.

Electric/Generators
2.

There are electric outages in the neighborhood that last a long time and would
be too long for the emergency generator to provide power to the facility.
As noted in Appendix 8.A within Volume 3 of the CEEAR, the emergency generator may
be located either in the basement of the main building or on the easterly side of the main
building, which is approximately 180 feet from the nearest (northern) property line, and
approximately 500 feet from the nearest adjoining home at 2022 Quaker Ridge Road. The
protocols specified for catastrophic electrical failures are as follows, roughly in sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engage generator to activate pumps;
Limit water use in the buildings that are tributary to the pump system;
Allow tanks to fill for one half day;
Order pump trucks to carry flow to local sewage treatment plants;
The septic fields are downhill from the buildings thus the system will be allowed to
manually override and the septic fields can operate without electricity during an
emergency;
6. Cease water usage flow into the septic fields.
The generators would be serviced by site personnel, with no more than one manufacturer
service visit per year.
3.

What are the impacts of fumes and noise from the generators?
generators inside a building is not typical.

Having

As stated in Appendix 8.A Response 7 of Volume 3 of the CEEAR, the emergency
generator may be located either in the basement of the main building or on the easterly
side of the main building, which is approximately 180 feet from the nearest (northern)
property line, and approximately 400 feet from the nearest home. Only one generator is
needed for the site. The generator is nominally 6 feet long by 4 feet wide and 5 feet high
and would be contained in a noise-dampening enclosure with mufflers.
The generator would be installed in accordance with all relevant codes and requirements.
H.

Visual Impacts
1.

It is impossible to screen the site from the adjacent neighbors.
The Applicant previously submitted a Landscape Buffer Plan which proposed extensive
plantings, which are predominantly evergreen trees located along the northern property
line adjacent to the neighboring residences. While screening is proposed by the Applicant,
it is important to recognize that the subject buildings were constructed many years prior
to those of adjacent residences.
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Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
JMC Planning Engineering Landscape Architecture & Land Surveying, PLLC

Robert B. Peake
Robert B. Peake, AICP
Project Manager
cc:

Mr. Steve Laker
Robert Davis, Esq.

p:\2014\14088\admin\2021-07-12 lttaylor.docx
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APPENDIX 40

APPENDIX 41

1. Springvale Road approach to NYS Route 9A
a. Maximum grade - 16.6%
b. b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 8.5%
c. c. Grade at intersection-2.9%
2. Jacobs Hill Road approach to US Route 6
a. Maximum grade-15.4%
b. b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 6. 7%
c. c. Grade at intersection - 1.2%
Although the maximum grades at these two locations are greater than the proposed maximum grade of
13% on the proposed site driveway, the grades in the more immediate vicinity of the intersection are
substantially less than the proposed site driveway, which is proposed to have a grade of approximately 11
% within 50 feet of the intersection and 5% at the intersection. As noted above, the Applicant should
confirm that the criteria set forth by NYSDOT is met, especially with respect to whether the driveway
profiles may cause any vehicle undercarriage damage. This can be confirmed with vehicle tracking software.
PDE recommends this be investigated for the following design vehicles:
•
•
•

Typical Passenger Vehicle
Delivery Vehicle (SU-30)
Delivery Vehicle (SU-40)

Response No. 2
The attached information prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC confirms a firetruck can
traverse the proposed grade transition without impacting the vehicle undercarriage. While the
proposed centerline of the driveway is shown with a 5% initial slope, the vast majority of entering
traffic, projected at 95% entering from the south, will be traversing along a lesser slope since the
travel distance is greater in the transition area for an entering vehicle between the existing road
and the proposed driveway, as compared to an exiting vehicle making a left turn. The attached
Existing Road Grade Exhibit Springvale Road, dated 4/24/2019 prepared by Ralph G.
Mastromonaco, PE, PC shows the Springvale Road grade at the intersection with Route 9A is
approximately 7.14 percent. The previously submitted plan inadvertently labeled the Route 9A
slope of 2.9 percent as if it were a portion of Springvale Road.
Retaining walls are already proposed on both sides of the proposed improved driveway in the
vicinity of the septic system. If the driveway was lowered even more in association with a 10%
maximum driveway slope, the retaining walls would need to be substantially higher and longer, and
it would have the feel of an undesirable ‘tunnel effect’.
The Applicant had extensive discussions with Town professional staff throughout 2018, at which
Mr. Holt was present at least on some of the occasions, where the grade was extensively discussed,
and it the Applicant’s understanding that the Director of Technical Services/Town Engineer agreed
that the driveway grade would be acceptable so long as the existing grade was not increased.” As
discussed in previous submissions, the Applicant proposes to substantially reduce the existing grade
at the entrance as requested from 14% to 5%, and the grade does not violate any applicable
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regulations. As also previously submitted, the existing driveway was used for institutional uses
for at least 60 years.
Comment No. 3
The Applicant indicates the proposed driveway improvements do not impact the historic nature of the road.
PDE defers to the Town on this matter.
Response No. 3
So noted. The Applicant trusts the Town will concur that a minor widening of approximately 2
inches along a roadway length of only 37 feet and the requested driveway entrance improvements
will not be perceptible relative to the character of the roadway.
Comment No. 5
As noted previously, the actual daily trips can be confirmed with the traffic monitoring study to be
performed by the Applicant as part of the Transportation Management Plan. The finalized version of the
Transportation Management Plan should be a condition of Site Plan Approval that will need to be deemed
acceptable by the Director of Technical Services.
Response No. 5
The Applicant previously submitted the proposed Transportation Management Plan, as an agreed
condition of approval which includes traffic and parking monitoring, and will consider any requested
modifications which may be requested by the Director of Technical Services.
Comment No. 8
The Applicant has provided an updated Driveway Improvement Plan that demonstrates that the 20-foot
traveled way can be provided with minor additional widening along the west side of Quaker Ridge Road
immediately south of the site driveway, as well as the removal of overburden as previously indicated. The
Applicant will need to provide a Construction Plan to formally identify how the 20-foot width will be
achieved in this area and to what extent the pavement will need to be replaced and/or repaired. This Plan
should be prepared as part of the Site Plan Approval Process to confirm whether there would be any impact
or modification to the historic characteristics of the roadway.
Response No. 8
The enclosed Quaker Ridge Road Improvement Plan has been prepared as requested by Ralph G.
Mastromonaco, PE, PC. The plan confirms that there would not be a perceptible impact to the
historic characteristics of the roadway resulting from the minor improvements.
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Comment No. 9
The Applicant provided additional truck turning templates in the plan set dated revised February 27, 2019.
The additional truck turning templates illustrate an SU-30 and SU-40 truck entering and exiting the site
driveway to/from Quaker Ridge Road to the north. These turning templates indicate that the maneuver may
be very difficult to accomplish, especially for the SU-40 and there would significant vehicle overhang on the
south side of the site driveway. Additionally, these vehicles would need to fully encroach into the oncoming
lane of traffic on Quaker Ridge Road in order to exit the site. This may create an unsafe condition and the
Applicant may need to closely coordinate these delivery trips and provide temporary traffic control on
Quaker Ridge Road to avoid potential vehicular conflicts.
Response No. 9
Although the Applicant has already committed to the condition of including in its Transportation
Management Plan its directing delivery vehicles to travel to and from the south, the Applicant will
augment the Transportation Management Plan to also include a condition that, in the event that a
delivery vehicle needs to exit the site and travel north along Quaker Ridge Road, the Applicant will
utilize on-site security personnel to provide traffic control to advise drivers along Quaker Ridge
Road of the movement of the delivery vehicle and to assist the vehicle in making the turn safely.
Comment No. 11
The Applicant indicates the visitor parking spaces will be made available to staff on weekdays and visitors
on weekends, when staffing is reduced. A portion of the visitor spaces should be remain reserved on
weekdays for operational-type visitors.
As noted previously, a Parking Monitoring Study will be part of the Transportation Management Plan. The
finalized version of the Transportation Management Plan should be a condition of Site Plan Approval that
will need to be deemed acceptable by the Director of Technical Services. At a minimum, the Parking
Monitoring Study should be performed at the following thresholds:
•
•
•
•

Initial occupancy of the facility
50% occupancy of the facility
75% occupancy of the facility
100% occupancy of the facility (and for two years thereafter)

If the parking demand at any of these thresholds indicates that the parking supply to be provided is (or will
be) deficient then the Applicant will need to come back before the Planning Board to demonstrate how the
land-banked parking necessary to meet the parking demand will be accommodated from an engineering
and environmental standpoint (no engineering detail currently provided for the land-banked parking areas).
The additional impacts associated with the land-banked area(s) will need to be considered cumulative to the
original impacts to determine State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) implications.
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BRIAN M. BALDWIN, LCSW
P.O. Box 848

Locust Valley, N.Y. 11560
516 671-9535
MSW

Adelphi University

MS

St. John's University

BA

Manhattan College

Mr. Brian M. Ba ldwin, LCSW, in addition to many years as a practicing and su pervising
clinician and therapist, has extensive experience in Behavioral Health Program Design,·
Evaluation and Compliance. He has previously worked in the NYS OMH Division of
Quality Management and Bureau of Inspection and Certification, as well as in the NYS
Office of Alcoho lism and Substance Abuse Services. He currently heads Baldwin
Consultants, a Behavioral Health Consulting firm established in 1999. Mr. Baldwin has
been one of th e Associates of Cicero Consulting Associates since 2004. Mr. Baldwin
assists Health Systems, Hospitals, Behavioral Health Organizations and Managed Care
Organ izations with:
•

Program Design

•

Program Development

•

Program Evaluation

•

Policy Development

•

Regulatory Compliance

•

Program Improve ment

•

Program and Organ izational Mergers and Consolidations

During his years at OM H, Mr. Baldwin conducted on site evaluations of most of the
inpatient, outpatient and residential mental health programs in the metropolitan area
and during his years at OASAS, he designed and implemented a program to assess and
place patients on Long Island in substa nce abuse treatment programs approp riate to
their treatment needs. He has provided Comprehensive Program evaluations for
inpatient, outpatient and residential mental health and substance abuse programs as
well as consultations on medica l record documentation and Assessment and Treatment

. ..
BRIAN M. BALDWIN, LCSW
Planning instruments design. As a clinician and a consultant, Mr. Baldwin has provided
clinical expertise in every level of inpatient, residential and outpatient menta l health and
substance use treatment service. During 2002-2006, Mr. Baldwin was a consultant to two
(2) federa l Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) grants the World Trade Center Rescue and Recovery Workers Grant and the National Child
Traumatic Stress Initiative - Community Treatment and Services Centers grant. Mr.
Baldwin was a valuable member of the Independent Parity Compliance Administrator
team appointed by the New York State Office of the Attorney General in 2014 to ensure
compliance by a major Health Plan with the federa l Mental Health Parity and Addictions
Equ ity Act (MHPAEA) of 2013 and subsequently he has provided consultative services to
other Health Plans to ensure their compliance with MHPAEA. In 2006, he received the
New York State Senate Liberty Award fo r vol untee r wo rk as a behavioral health clinician
responder and Team Leader after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, providing counseling and
other assistance to evacuees in Houston and San Antonio, Texas, as part of the SAMHSA
Emergency Response Team.
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HUDSON RIDGE WELLNESS CENTER
BRIAN BALDWIN PRESENTATION FOR TOWN OF CO RTLANDT ZBA
SEPTEMBER 18, 2019

Good Evening, members of the Board. I'm Brian Baldwin. In my 50-year career as a counselor and a
social worker I have been a mental health and substance use trea1ment clinician in both inpatient and
outpatient settings, a program Director, a New York State 01VII-:I and OASAS Quality Assurance
Regulator and more recently a Consultant, assisting healthcare organizations in developing mental
health and substance use trea1ment programs and maintaining excellent clinical quality and
compliance with NYS Regulations.
· At issue today is the question of what is the substance use treatment pro gram that is being proposed
by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. Tonight, I will try to help you un.derstand what the proposed
program is and which health services will be provided to the people who seek treatment there for
their substance use illness. I use the word illness because a person who is addicted to alcohol or other
substances is suffering from an illness that is eligible for treatment paid for by their health insurance.
In fact, those Town of Cortlandt employees who have the Empire Plan as their health insurance, are
eligible for treatment at a residential substance use u:eatment program. In addition, the federal law
known as the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act mandates that Mental Health and
Addiction treatment must be provided on an equal basis with medical treatment under all health
· insurance plans.
The definition of chemical dependence from section 1.03(44) of the Mental Hygiene Law is as
follows:
" "Chemical Dependence" means the repeated use of alcohol and/or one or more substances to the
extent that there is evidence of physical or psychological reliance on alcohol and/or substances, the
existence of physical withdrawal symptoms from alcohol and/or one or more substances, pattern of
- -·- ----compulsive-use,-ancl- impairm.ent- 0f- n0rmal- d<wefopment-or- functioning_due_to__such_us_e__in_Qllk. .QL.. _ _ _
more of the major life areas including but not limited to the social, emotional, familial, educational,
vocational, and physical."
The American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM), founded in 1954, is a professional medical
society representing over 6,000 physicians, cl:inicians and associated professionals in the field of
addiction medicine. ASAM provides advocacy to increase access and to improve the quality of
addiction treatment. It also is involved in educating physicians and the public, supporting research
and prevention, and promoting the appropriate role of physicians in the care of patients ·with
addiction. The ASAlvI Criteria is recognized as the preeminent reference for substance use treatment
professionals.
ASAM has defined addiction as follows :
"Addiction is a primary chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, memory, and related c:U:cuib:y
dysfunction in these circuits, which leads to characteristic biological, psychological, social, and
spiritual manifestations. This is reflected in an individual pathologically pursuing reward and or relief
by substance use and other behaviors. Addiction is characterized by inability to consistently abstain,
impairment in behavioral control, cravings, diminished recognition of significant problems with one's
behaviors and interpersonal relationships, and a dysfunctional emotional response. Like other clu:onic
diseases, addiction often involves cycles of relapse and remission. Without treatment or engagement
in recovery activities, addiction is progressive and can result in disability or premature death."
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Unfortunately, most of us in this room have seen the effect of the illness of addiction on friends and
neighbors and on members of our own family. Perhaps some of us have been instrumental in
convincing that friend, neighbor or family member to seek medical treatment in a New York State
licensed substance use treatment program. This proposed substance use residential treatment program
requires Iicensure by the NYS OASAS.
Perhaps they will decide to enter a residential substance use treatment program, which is the type of
program that is being proposed by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. There are 210 residential
substance use 1J:eatment programs licensed by the New York State Office of Alcoholism and
Substance Abuse Services in New York State and fom (4) in Westchester County. If a person is
admitted to a residential substance use treatment program and they have health insmance, their
treatment at the residential program will be eligible for payment by their health insurance if they meet
what is called "MEDICAL NECESSITY CRITERIA". Medical Necessity Criteria must be met by
persons treated at a Residential Substance Abuse Treatment program.
To help you understand medical treatments that are provided at a residential substance use treatment
progrnm, such as the program proposed by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, I will describe the
experience of a person entering such a program for medical treatment of his/her addiction.
The first step in the process is the assessment. A person seeking or having been referred to a
treatment program, such as the one proposed by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, will have an initial
assessment made by a qualified health professional or other clinical staff under the supervision of a
qualified health professional. A qualified health professional is defined under the New York State
OASAS regulations as one of the following clinicians:
•

A professional licensed and currently registered as such by the New York State Education
Department to include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

"
11

11

o

A physician who has received the Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) or doctor of osteopathy
(D.O.) degree;
A physician's assistant (PA);
A certified nurse practitioner;
A registered professional nurse (RN);
A psychologist;
An occupational therapist;
A social worker (LMSW; LCSW),
a mental health practitioner including: a licensed mental health counselor (LMHC), a
marriage and family therapist (LMFT), a creative arts therapist (LCAT), and licensed
psychoanalyst; and any mental health practitioner with a Limited Permit.

A credentialed alcoholism and substance abuse counselor (CASAC).
A counselor certified by and currently registered as such with the National Board for Certified
Counselors;
A rehabilitation corinselor certified by the Commission of Rehabilitation Counselor
Certification;
A therapeutic recreation therapist.
2
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The purpose of the assessment is to identify each person's strengths and deficits, to determine the
nature and extent of the person's addiction, including their history of previous addiction treatment
attempts and to determine if the person meets the Medical Necessity and admission criteria for a
residential substance use treatment p.r:ogram. An important part of the assessment by the physician or
nurse practitioner is to determine the level of withdrawal symptoms that each p erson is experiencing,
including his/her cravings to use substances. Assessment is an ongoing process that not only is
provided upon admission, but which continues throughout treatment.
The information in the assessment, including the effect of the addiction on his/her functioning at
work, in school and in their family and personal life, will inform the preparation of the treatment or
recovery plan that is prepared with the input of the person seeking treatment.
The treatmenUrecovery plan is prepared by a qualified health professional with the input of the
person seeking treatment. The recovery plan seeks to identify specific goals and objectives that can
be agreed upon to pursue in the treatment program and to design specific interventions or treatments
that will be provided, including the names of the clinicians that will be providing the services and
frequency of the services.
In a residential substance use treatment program, the following services are provided by the staff of
qualified health professionals:
• Medication assisted treatment. This stabilization and withdrawal service will be provided to
persons who are experiencing. mild or moderate withdrawal symptoms or post-acute
withdrawal symptoms from alcohol or chugs on a daily basis by the physician, nurse
practitioner or registered nurse.
o
Medication therapy. This treatment is provided for the alleviation of symptoms of mental
illness such as anxiety and/or depression, frequently found in persons with addictions on a
daily basis by the physician, nurse practitioner or registered nurse.
• Initial and ongoing drug and alcohol screening.
o
Individual counseling is provided by the counselor, social worker or psychologist on a weekly
basis or as needed.
" Ch:oup counseling is provided by the counselor, social worker or psychologist on a daily basis.
o
Family counseling is provided by the counselor, social worker or psychologist on a weekly
basis.
o
Structured activity and recreation are provided by the activities therapist on a daily basis.
• Chemical abuse and dependence awareness education is provided on a weekly basis.
o
Chemical dependence relapse prevention is provided on a weekly basis.
a
Healthcare services are provided as needed.
o HIV and AIDS education, risk assessment, Supportive counseling and referral are provided on
a weekly basis.
Once a person has been admitted to a residential substance use treatment program they are assigned
to a primruy counselor and a schedule of treatments and activities based on their individual treatment
and recovery plan is developed with frequencies as described above.
So, we see that the proposed program does constitute a «Hospital" in the Town of Cortlandt land use
regulations, based on New York State laws and regulations, as well as industry standru·ds. Most
3
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importantly for pmposes of the Zoning Codes, the Standard Indusn:ial Classification (SIC) definition
of "Specialty Hospital" is "Establishments primarily engaged in provicling diagnostic services,
treatment and other hospital services for specialized categories of patients, except mental. Psychiatric
Hospitals are classified in the SIC Code as 8063 ." The SIC code for "Specialty Hospital" is 8069.
The extended code for Specialty Hospitals includes the following:
o
o
o

80690100 - Substance Abuse Hospitals
80690101 - Alcoholism Rehabilitation Hospital
80690102 - Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Hospital

The proposed program meets the definitions above in that it is a Residential Substance Abuse
Treatment Program, offering the Stabilization and Rehabilitation levels of care, which is subject to
NYS OASAS licensure under Part 820 of Title 14 NYCRR. The term Residential means that the
patients reside at the program and are supervised by staff on a 24/7 basis during their 28-45-day
treatment stay. It is most definitely not, by any stretch of the imagination, a program where merely
custodial care is provided, or where medical care is merely "incidental". Rather, it is a site where
active medical treatment is provided every day to every patient.
In conclusion, the above citations and definitions from the New York State Mental Hygiene Law, the
New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) regulations, the
American Society of Addiction Medicine Criteria, Third Edition clearly demonstrate that the
proposed Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Program of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center is a
program to treat the medical illness of alcoholism and substance abuse, using a staff of healthcare
professionals and clinicians. The proposed program of medical services is not "incidental" to the
residential component of the program; rather, the medical services are inherent, instrumental and
indubitable as to thei.J: necessity in order to deliver the proposed program. In my opinion, and in the
opinion of Cicero Consulting Associates, the proposed program of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
therefore meets the definition of a Hospital as defined by the Town of Cortlandt regulations, based on
its meeting the definition of 'Hospital" and its subcategory, "Specialty Hospital" under the SIC
Manual, which governs the definition of undefined terms in the Town Zoning Code.
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Good evening. I am Peter Millock, special counsel for Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
(the "Applicant"). I have been asked to respond to several statements made at the Town
Zoning Board of Appeals C'ZBA") on September 18, 2019, on behalf of the opponents to
the proposed Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.
1. Ms. Zambri described the corporate practice of medicine prohibition in New York and
appeared to claim that only a facility certified under Article 28 of the Public Health Law
may employ physicians. Ms. Zambri: "The only way I can do that [hire doctors to
provide medical care] is to get an Article 28 the license from New York State Department
of Health." ZBA, 9/18/19 at page 117.
Response:
Mrs. Zambri was incorrect.
The prohibition against the c01porate practice of medicine in New York is based
on the principle that corporations should not provide health care services or influence the
delivery of such services because they are not licensed and regulated by the State for the
delivery of health care services. The doctrine is based upon statutes and regulations that
mandate that only licensed professionals may provide medical care, with the exception of
(a) certain entities such as partnerships and professional corporations of which only
licensed professionals are partners or stockholders and (b) providers that been certified to
provide medical care by the State.
·
Hudson Ridge will fall under the second category since it is seeking certification
to provide Office of Addiction Services and Supports (OASAS) covered services.
OASAS regulations require licensed and registered physicians to be hired as medical
directors of OASAS programs (14 NYCRR §800.3(d)). The medical director has nondelegatable overall responsibility for among other things, the medical services to be
provided by the program and supervision of the medical staff in the performance of
medical services. OASAS regulations specifically require that residential service
progi·ams offering stabilization and rehabilitation programs, like Hudson Ridge, have a
medical director. (14 NYCRR §820.6(b)(2)). Mandated medical staff for these programs
include physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants (14 NYCRR
§820.6(b)(2)).
Thus, to be certified as an OASAS facility, Hudson Ridge must engage physicians
and other licensed medical professionals to provide medical services. Facilities across
the State certified by OASAS for residential service programs do so.

4840-8576-0936.8
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2. Ms. Zambri asse1ted that only facilities regulated under the Public Health Law may
.
provide medical care. Ms. Zambri: "In New York State, what we ... like to do is regulate
medical care through the New York State Deprutment of Health." ZBA, 9/18/19 at page
114
Response:

If Ms. Zambri was implying that only the Department of Health regulates
((medical care", she was incorrect.
The Mental Hygiene Law defines "alcoholism facility" or ((addiction treatment
facility" as a facility approved by OASAS to treat suffering from an addictive disorder
(MHL §1.03 (17)). The Mental Hygiene Law defines ''substance abuse disorder" to
include "clinical" and functionally significant impab.ment to the individual's physical and
mental health (MI-IL §1.03(56)). The operation of a residential program for the treatment
of addiction services requires a license from OASAS (MHL §32.05(a)(l)). See also 14
NYCRR §800.3.
Medical care and treatment of addictive disorders including substance use
disorders ru·e not limited to DOH and are not the exclusive province of DOH. In fact, the
primary licensing and oversight responsibilities of entities addressing those medical
conditions are assigned specifically to OASAS under the Mental Hygiene Law.
As we noted in our testimony to the ZBA on 09/18/19, the PHL 2801(1)
definition of "hospital" reserves facilities by or under the supervision of a physician for
the treatment of mental disability (defined to include alcoholism, substance dependence
or chemical dependence) to the Department of Mental Hygiene, a predecessor agency to
OASAS.
And just as OASAS licenses medical facilities like Hudson Ridge, so the
Department of Health licenses non-medical facilities like adult cru·e facilities.
3. Mr. Laks asserted that patients will not get extensive medical treatment at Hudson Ridge.
Mr. Laks: c'Ifthey [patients at Hudson Ridge] are in need of eXtensive medical treatment,
they cannot be admitted to this type of 820 residential program and must be sent to a
different level of care, particularly an Article 28 general hospital." ZBA, 09/18/19 at page
126
Response:

Mr. Laks 's comment was in-elevant.
Here and elsewhere, the opponents ru·gued that patients in need of extensive
medical services should not be admitted to Hudson Ridge and, if the need for extensive
medical services arises after they are admitted, they must be transferred to m1other type
of facility like an Article 28 general hospital.

4840-8576-0936.8

We disagree. Hudson Ridge will not be staffed, equipped or licensed to treat
severe, acute medical problems of all kinds like a general hospital, but Hudson Ridge, as
a specialty hospital, will be required to provide and will provide substantial and
extensive medical services for illnesses for which it is responsible. Medical services
talce many forms. A major component of the services Hudson Ridge will provide are the
medical services required by a person suffering from an addiction disorder. They just
don't happen to be the services provided in the ER, OR, or ICU of a general hospital.
4. Mr. Laks contended that New York does not permit Hudson Ridge to function as a
residential rehabilitation facility. Mr. Laks: "In New York, that type of service
[:freestanding alcoholism and chug abuse residential rehabilitation facilities providing
acute care, withch·awal and stabilization services to treat unstable medical or psychiatric .
conditions and to qualify as a rehabilitation hospital under the terms of the SIC] is not
permitted to be provided. Those services may only be provided by a PHL Alticle 28
hospital." ZBA, 9/18/19 at page 131.
Response:

Mr. Laks's statement is inaccurate.
The highest level of care for a person with alcohol use disorder (detoxification in a life
threatening situation or "medically managed" detoxification) is provided in a general
hospital, but the services for alcohol use or substance abuse disorders under stabilization
and rehabilitation or "medically supervised" detoxification, as at Hudson Ridge, are
routinely provided in facilities approved by OASAS under Part 800.
5. Ms. Zambri concluded that Hudson Ridge will not have a clinical env:irnnment common
to hospitals. Ms. Zarnbri: "I suspect that many of these facilities, and I would suspect
this one, will not look like a clinical environment. In fact, they try to make it look more
like a home environment, try to make it look like some place that people want to be."
ZBA, 9/18/19 at page 121.
Response:
Ms . .Zambri's statement was inaccurate and inelevant.
"Clinical environment" is not a defined term in the law and the maintenance of a
"clinical environment" is not a requirement of hospitals or any other facility providing
medical care in New York. Even the most sophisticated tertiary and quaternary acute
care hospitals strive to make their accommodations "home like" to attract patients, to
make their stays more comfortable, and to 'improve outcomes. Being "home lilce" does
not mean being less medical.
Furthermore, Ms. Zambri's suspicions notwithstanding, Hudson Ridge will be
located in an institutional campus like setting, similar to many health facilities in
4840-8576·0936.8

Northern Westchester. It will operate in space that was used as an addiction treatment
hospital for 30 years. It will have a nursing stations and rooms for one or two patients.
Initially, it will be staffed by 42 medical treatment professionals for 42 patients, and,
ultimately, 86 medical and treatment professionals for 92 patients. It will provide a broad
anay of medical services. 1bis should constitute more than enough of a clinical
environment.
6. Mr. Laks measures the extent of medical services to be offered by Hudson Ridge by the
amount of medical waste it will generate. Mr. La.ks: "Under the expanded environmental
assessment submitted by the applicant, they [the Applicant] describe medical waste as
being collected maybe quarterly and consisting of sharps, including needles and lancets
for diabetes patients. ZBA, 9/18/19 at page 133-34.
Response:
Mr. Lak's observation is inelevant.
Nowhere in the law is the amount of medical waste being generated an indicia of
the extent of medical care being provided. Even the Public Health Law does not defme
"hospital" on the basis of medical waste.
We concede that Hudson Ridge will not generate as much medical waste per
patient as a hospital like Mount Sinai, Montefiore or Nmthwell, but again we note that
medical care services for addictive disorders are different from the intensive and intrusive
medical care provided in an acute care hospital. That does not mean it is not substantive
medical care. For example, a psychiatrist counseling a person with an alcohol use
disorder or an internist prescribing medication to a person with a substance abuse
disorder will not generate nearly as much medical waste as a thoracic surgeon pe1forming
an operation. That does not make the services to the person who has an alcohol use
disorder or the person with a substance abuse disorder non-medical.

4840-8576-0936.8
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My presentation tonight will demonstrate that Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will in fact provide
extensive medical services that will actually be required by their OASAS license as a Chemical
Dependence Residential Program. I will also demonstrate that the program will be designed as a
hospital and function as a hospital. I will begin by refuting two statements made by Mr. Laks and Ms.
Zambri. The first is that only the New York State Department of Health licenses programs that employ
physicians. The second is that supervised stabilization and withdrawal trea1ment, otherwise !mown as
detoxification, is not a medical service. First, we will look at the statement that the New York State
Department of Health is the only agency that licenses facilities that employ physicians.

The proposed residential substance abuse program provides extensive medical services under the
supervision of a physician for the medical illness of substance use disorder defined in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). The DSM 5 is the principal authority and
reference text for mental health and substance abuse

profession~s,

particularly when it comes to

diagnoses. The American Psychiatric Association together with the National Institute of Mental
Health began work on the DSM 5 in 1999. Their work culminated in the publishing of the DSM 5 in
20"13 . Part 800 of Title 14 NYCRR mandates that all OASAS licensed programs must have a Medical
Director who is a NY~ licensed physician who has education, training, and/or experience in substance use
disorder services and has overall responsibility for the program. The Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Medical Director will be onsite daily. This refutes the statements by Ms. Zambri that only the NYS
Department of Health licenses programs that employ physicians. In addition, the proposed program will
also employ an extensive .on-site staff of medical professionals, as illustrated in the attached staffing
schedule and as required by OASAS. The physicians in a residential substance use treatment facility
provide in person assessment and direct medical treatment, not just, as Ms. Zambri

ha~

stated, "for

screening purposes and otherwise". The nurses, social workers, psychologists and counselors also provide
in person medical assessment and direct medical treatment, including individual, group and family
counseling.

The treatment enviromnent in which these extensive medical services are provided will not be, as
described by the opposition, like a home. It will be designed as a hospital. It will have patient rooms for
1
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one or two patients per room. It will have individual, group and family therapy rooms. It will have offices
for physicians and counselors and stations for nurses. It will have Medication Rooms and locked
Medication storage cabinets. It will have an electronic medical record for documenting assessment,
toxicology tests, laboratory tests, treatment planning and treatment services. There will be a formal Intake
process based on medical necessity, an individualized medical treatment program and a formal discharge
procedure. Every person seeking admission must be refen:ed and no one can walk in to the facility
without going through the Intake process.

REFERENCE Part 800.3(d)
"Medical Director". (1) Each program must have a physician designated by the program sponsor to
be the medical director. The medical director shall be a physician licensed and currently r egistered
as such by the New York State Education Department and shall have at least one year of education,
training, and/or experience in substance use disorder services. The medical director is a physician
who has overall responsibility for the following (this overall responsibility may not be delegated):
(i) medical services provided by the program;
(ii) oversight of the development and revision of policies, procedures and ongoing training for

matters including, but not limited to, routine medical care, specialized services, specialized
medications, and medical and. psychiatric emergency care, screening for, and reporting of,
communicable diseases and infection in accordance with law, public health education including
prevention and harm reduction;
(iii) collaborative supervision with the program director of non-medical staff in the provision of

substance use disorder services;
(iv) supervision of medical staff in the performance of medical services;
(v) assisting in the development of necessary referral and linkage relationships with other

.

institutions and agencies including, but not limited to, general or specialty hospitals and nursing
homes, health-related facilities, home health agencies, hospital outpatient departments,
diagnostic and treatment facilities, laboratories and related resources;
(vi) ensuring program compliance with all federal, state and local Jaws and regulations.

Next, we will look at where stabilization and withdrawal services can be provided in New York State.
Mr. La.ks has stated that medically supervised stabilization and withdrawal services, or detoxification
2
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services, can be provided.in OASAS licensed residential programs but he states, "That doesn't mean
the provision of complex and high-level care". He argues that a person experiencing life endangering
withdrawal symptoms would need to be 1J:ansferred or treated at a facility offering medically
managed stabilization and withdrawal treatment, thereby implying that the facility offering medically
supervised stabilization and withdrawal treatment is not providing medical services. A facility
treating a patient with heart disease, which must transfer him/her to a facility where a heaii transplant
can be done is not viewed as not providing medical services. Medically Supervised Stabilization and
Withdrawal services are required by OASAS and will be provided at the proposed residential facility.
This will include Medication Assisted Treatment, which will be provided by physicians and nurses to
patients who are experiencing mild or moderate withdrawal symptoms or Post-Acute Withdrawal
Syndrome (PAWS).

Mr. Laks also states that the proposed facility "does not primarily provide medical care and extensive
medical treatment". Let's look at why that is not conect.

WHAT ARE THE LEVELS OF CARE IN A RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE USE TREATMENT
PROGRAM?

Part 820 of Title 14 NYCRR mandates that a residential substance abuse facility provides one or
mor e of the three following levels of medical cai·e:
•

Stabilization level

CJ

Rehabilitation level

e

Reintegrntion level

The proposed Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will provide the following levels of medical care:
•

Stabilization level

e

Rehabilitation level
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This facility design uses only the most medically intensive levels of care authorized under Part 820.
The progress of each individual. resident through the stabilization and rehabilitation levels of the
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center residential facility will be based on his or her progress towards the
attainment of the goals and objectives in their recovery plans. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will
have flexible lengths of stay within the two (2) levels of care.

WHAT ARE THE SERVICES THAT ARE WCLUDED IN THOSE TWO (2) LEVELS OF CARE?

STABILIZATION LEVEL
The term stabilization comes from the name stabilization and withdrawal service, othe1wise lmown as
detoxification. The Stabilization Level of Care will include Medication Assisted Treatment, which
will be provided to patients who are experiencing mild or moderate withdrawal symptoms or PostAcute Withdrawal Syndrome (PAWS).
WHAT rs MEDICATION ASSISTED TREATMENT?

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will offer Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) to help these
patients address their withdrawal symptoms and the potential cravings associated with them. MAT
includes:
•

Assessment of withdrawal symptoms, which will include ongoing standardized
withdrawal evaluation including the use of Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment
(CIWA) and/or Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS).

•

Patients will receive symptom relief and/or addiction medications such as Suboxone,
Vivitrol, Buprenorphine and Naltrexone for opiate withdrawal and Librium, Ativan and
Valium for alcohol withdrawal. This type of withdrawal management will be a closely
managed withdrawal management service which will assist patients through withdrawal
using a substance specific taper or induction plan. The plan will include decision points
for ending the taper or extending for mild or protracted withdrawal or maintenance
.
.
therapy. The medical staff in the facility will be assessing and treating residents for the
medical effects of possible withdrawal symptoms on their recovery and will be assisting
4
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the residents in managing the emotional aspects of withdrawal through psychosocial
interventions including family therapy, if clinically appropriate.
o

Regular vital signs monitoring will be provided by medical staff, including a physician.

o

Medical staff will follow the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center Stabilization and Withdrawal
Protocol, which must be approved by the Medical Director of OASAS.

ASSESSMENT, RECOVERY PLANNING AND SERVICES

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will conduct a comprehensive medical assessment to obtain the
necessaiy information to develop an individual treatmentlrecovery plan and to ensure that each
patient who is admitted will meet the medical necessity criteria and admission criteria set by OASAS.
These medical necessity criteria must be met in order for the patient to receive the required medical
treatments necessitated by their medical illness of addiction. The assessment will be coordinated by a
qualified health professional in partnership with the resident to address all resident needs for services
and supports. The assessment will be based on clinical interviews with the resident and may also
include interviews with significant others. This assessment will include a crisis service assessment,
an assessment of client risks, and an evaluation of each resident's need for supportive resources. The
assessment process will include the use of measurement-based assessment tools such as ilie Clinical
Institute Withdrawal Assessment (CIWA), Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS) and the
Modified Mini Screen (MM:S). These tools can be used at various points in each patient's treatment
to determine progress.

The information obtained from this assessment will result in the formulation of a recovery plan that
will match the appropriate needed elements of medical care to the specific medical needs of each
resident. These stabilization elements of medical care will include:
•

Daily on site medical and clinical staff who ai·e also accessible for emergencies 24/7.

a

Medication Assisted Treatment as described on the previous page.

"

Psychotropic Medication Therapy for the alleviation of symptoms of mental .illness is used in
conjunction with the other services provided by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.

The

psychiatrist presc1ibes all medication for residents being treated by Hudson Ridge Wellness
5
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Center. Medication Education is provided in conjunction with Medication Therapy in order
to inform residents of the benefits, risks, and possible side e:ffeCts of medications being
prescribed.
o

Regular Toxicology Screening for the presence of addictive substances.

o

Trauma informed care. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center recognizes that trauma has a profound
effect on the lives of people seeking treatment for addiction and realizes that people who have
been exposed to trauma are at greater risk for developing addiction and mental health
problems. It is committed to be trauma-sensitive and to provide trauma-responsive services.
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will bire clinicians with experience providing traumaresponsive services.

At Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, trauma-informed clinical care practices emphasize safety
and support of ·each client. Tbis begins with using systematic tools for screening.

Our

clinicians will be trained to consistently practice asking permission to engage and
empowering patients through new skills and coping strategies. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
will assume that many residents will have experienced trauma and will use the Stressful Life
Experience (SLE) screening tool, the PCL-5 for PTSD and the Intimate Partner Violence
Screening Tool to inform the questions to be asked during the Comprehensive Assessment.

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will assess the effect of possible trauma on each of the
residents from the beginning of their treatment experience, acknowledging that frnuma may be
a factor in the person's substance use disorder and therefore bis/her recovery from it.
Questions about trauma are a major section in the medical assessment done at intake and in
the continuing medical assessment during a person's treatment.
Q

"

Individual, group and family counseling provided by licensed health professionals.
Ongoing use of clinical tools to assess withdrawal, emotional distress, cognitive functioning
and cravings.

ii

Q

Ongoing assessment of housing and recovery needs.
Incorporation of recove1y principles to promote a supportive residential environment.
6
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REHABILITATION LEVEL
A patient entering the rehabilitation level of residential treatment may still require some stabilization
and withdrawal services, including Medication Assisted Treatment. The Medication Assisted
Treatment will be provided in order to continue to assist the patient with mild to moderate withdrawal
symptoms, cravings, as well as post-acute withdrawal syndrome. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
conducts a comprehensive assessment as described previously in the description of the stabilization
level of the treatment. The patient proceeds to .the rehabilitation level of treatment when his/her mild
to moderate withdrawal symptoms and cravings are well-managed in order to permit them to
participate fully in the individual, group, family counseling services and other treatment services.

These rehabilitation services will include:
u

Daily on-site clinical staff.

•

Medication Assisted Treatment as described on page 4.

•

Psychotropic Medication Therapy as described on page 5.

•

Regular Toxicology Screening.

.•

Trauma informed care as described on page 6.

•

Individual, group and family counseling provided by a licensed health professional.

•

Ongoing use of clinical tools to assess social :functioning, community engagement, empathy,
behavioral control and anger management.

11

Ongoing assessment of housing and recovery needs.

•

Participation in pre-vocational activities.

11

Incorporation of recovery principles to promote a supportive residential environment.

II

Identification and mobilization of each resi.d ent's strengths, resources and resilience in order
to maximize coping mechanisms.

HOW ARE RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE USE TREATMENT SERVICES BILLE;D?
Residential Substance Use Treatment Programs are medical services with Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) codes for coding medical services for payment by a patient's health insurance.
Residential Substance Use Treatment is billed using the UB-04 Revenue Code of 1002.
7
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We are submitting the following table, which lists the description of the services provided at the
Residential Program and also lists the clinical staff that provide them. We are also submitting a
typical complete daily schedule for an :individual receiving treatment at the proposed Hudson Ridge
Residential Substance Use Treatment Program. The program schedule that was shown by the
opposition was not a complete schedule. We are also submitting a ,staffing schedule illustrating the
extensive professional medical staff.

Service
Medical
Assessment
Treatment

Staff
Responsible
Clients will receive periodic medical assessments as well MD,
RN,
and as ongoing treatment for medical ailments and chronic LPN
diseases and thl'ough refenal.

Medication
Assisted Treatment

Medication
Therapy

Toxicology Testing

Individual
Counseling

Definition

This will be provided to patients who are experiencing MD,
mild or moderate withdrawal symptoms or Post-Acute LPN
Withdrawal Syndrome (PAWS). This service will be
governed by the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center OASAS
approved Stabilization and Withdrawal protocol.
Patients will receive symptom relief and/or addiction
medications such as Suboxone, Vivitrol, Buprenorphine
and Naltrexone for opiate withdrawal and Librium,
Ativan and Valium for alcohol withdrawal. These
medications will be prescribed by an M.D. An RN will
supervise medication dispensing and the LPN will
dispense the medication.
Medication Therapy fol' the alleviation of symptoms of IVID,
mental illness is used in conjunction with the other LPN
services provided by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.
The psychiatrist prescribes all medication for residents
being treated by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.
Medication Education is provided in conjunction with
Medication Therapy in ordel' to inform residents of the
benefits, risks, and possible side effects of medications
being prescribed.
Random toxicology will be administered to assess client
progress in treatment, adherence to abstinence, and use
of medication assisted treatment.
Clinical staff will provide this service on a weeldy basis.
These goal-oriented, face-to-face intel'Ventions between
8
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staff and residents will build on the strengths of the CASAC
resident as they develop coping skills and progress
towards the objectives agreed upon in his/her
treatment/recovery plan.
Group Counseling

RN,
Clinical staff will provide this service on a weekly basis. MD,
These goal-oriented, face-to-face interventions between LCSW,
staff and groups of residents will build on the strengths CASAC
of the resident as they develop coping skills and progress
towards the objectives agreed upon in his/her
treatment/recovery plan.

Family Counseling,
Including Services
to
Significant
Others

RN,
Professional staff will provide this service in a family MD,
setting to educate the family on the expected course of LCSW,
recovery, to teach skills to support the recovery of their CASAC
loved one, to treat the resident's substance use problem,
to address family issues that have a direct impact on the
symptoms experienced by the resident, and to promote
successful problem solving, communication, and
understanding between a resident and family members
as it relates to the resident's symptoms, treatment, and
recovery.

Recovery Planning

Counselors will provide Assessment and Recovery LCSW,
Planning services in partnership with each resident on an CASAC
ongoing basis. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will use
the SNAP approach, incorporating each person's
Strengths, Needs, Abilities and Preferences. Motivational
Interviewing will be incorporated as a treatment
technique in assessing residents with co-occurring
disorders. A complete and thorough assessment of both
the mental illness as well as the substance abuse disorder
will be accomplished. The outcome of this service will be
much more than aniving at a DSM 5 diagnosis. The
outcome will be the development of a comprehensive,
individualized,
culturally s.ensitive,
goal-oriented
treatment/recovery plan. It will identify the both the
mental illness and the substance abuse disorder, the
symptoms of each, and the effects on the person's ability
to function in major life roles. The plan will identify
resident strengths that can be built upon to improve
important skills necessary for success. Risk factors
regarding- harm to self or others will be identified and
9
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will be assessed on an ongoing basis.
Goals and
objectives will be mutually agreed upon regarding
improvements to be made in attaining slrill levels in the
living, learning, working, and socializing environments.
The ongoing assessment p1·ocess and the regular review
of the treatment/recovery plan will enable the staff and
the resident to monitor his/her response to treatment and
design modifications when necessary.
Peer Support in a
Group Setting
Multi-Family
Group Counseling
and
Psychoeducation
Evidence-Based
Groups

Didactic Seminars

Benefit Assessment
Employment
Assessment
and
Employment Plan
Personal,
social,
community
and
skills training and
development

Using the milieu and use of peers, clients will provide and LCSW,
receive support from their peers.
CASAC
Multi family groups will be conducted as necessary.
MD,
RN,
LCSW,
CASAC
Clients will attend Evidence Based Best Practice groups
to address recovery plan goals. These groups may
include wellness self-management, seeking safety and
relapse prevention.
Informational seminars will be conducted on topics such
as community integration, family recovery, parenting,
addiction and recovery, management of chronic diseases,
meditation, and recovery supports in the community.
Benefits will be reassessed, housing applications
completed benefit issues resolved.
Unemployment needs will be reassessed, job searches
conducted, connection to employment agencies, job
retention skills reviewed.
Residents will receive training in community living skills,
personal hygiene and personal care skills as needed by
each individual. Such skill development will include, but
is not limited to, social interaction and leisure activity.

LCSW,
CASAC

LCSW,
CASAC

CASAC
LCSW,
CASAC
LCSW,
CASAC,
RN, LPN

ONE FINAL NOTE
In the presentation by the opposition on September 18, much was made of the name of the proposed

facility, the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. The use of the word Wellness Center by a medical
prnvider, such as a hospital, demonsb:ates a progressive, modern view of treaiment and provides the
first step in establishing a welcoming treatment environment that does not judge or reinforce stigma

10
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but makes a statement that overcomes the stigma associated with certain illnesses, including
addiction.

I would just like to cite a number of other medical treatment facilities operated by Article 28 hospitals

in New York and using the name Wellness in their titles.
o

Cancer Treatment and Wellness Center ofNorthern Westchester Hospital

o

Military Families Wellness Center of New York Presbyterian/Columbia Medical Center and
New York Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center

o

St. Catherine and St. Charles Health and Wellness Center of Catholic Health Services

11
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treatment for medical ailments and chronic diseases and through' LPN
"
referral.

This will be provided to patients who are experiencing mild or
moderate withdrawal symptoms or Post-Acute Withdrawal Syndrome
(PAWS). This service will be governed by the Hudson Ridge Wellness
Center OASAS approved Stabilization and Withdrawal protocol.
Patients will receive symptom relief and/or addiction medications such
as Suboxone, .Vivitrol, Buprenorphine and Naltrexone for opiate
withdrawal and Librium, Ativan and Valium for alcohol withdrawal.
These medications will be prescribed by an M.D. An RN will supervise
medication dispensing and the LPN will dispense the medication.
---·iVI-edica-tfr>iirilef.~liiy

MD,
LPN

RN,

·for. iile.aiieviiiiion ·of" 5vffiiJt-Oili5.Ci¥ ;:n·eniciniiiiess·is:---rvio; ·:··8N")

used in conjum':tfon with the other services provided by Hudson Ridge·. LPN
. . Wellness Center.
The psychiatrist prescribes all medication tor;:
residents being.treated by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. Medication:;
Education is provided -in conjunction with Medication Therapy in order.
to inform residents of the benefits, risks, and possible side effect~ of:
medications being prescribed.
oxicology
es ting

Random toxicology will be administered to assess client progress in
treatment, adherence to abstinence, and use of medication assisted
treatment.
·· --cii~iCa1

LPN,
CASAC

·Siatf" wi1r riroiiicie ·ti-iis service on.0-- weekfY ..BaSis:--;-11esego·a1.::--..Nio,- --RNJ.

oriented, face-to-face interventions between staff and residents will" LCSW, · '
build on.the strengths of the resident as they develop coping skills and· CASAC
progress toward~ the . objectives a_g reed . upon in his/her:
treatment/recovery plan.
Clinical staff will provide this service on a weekly basis. These goaloriented, face-to-face interventions between staff and groups of
residents will build on the strengths of the resident as they develop
coping skills and progress towards the objectives agreed upon in
his/her treatment/recovery plan.

MD, RN,
LCSW,
CASAC

.. p"i-ofessioilafstaff wfif"jji-i:nifde.this"servi"ce"in_a.fyimify"seiting to."edu~at~ · ivio; R"N)
the family on the expected course of recovery, to teach skills to' LCSW, ·_ !
support: the recovery of their loved one, ·to treat th_e · resfdent'S.: CASAC
substance use problem, to address family issues that have a direct:"
l
i
impact on the sym.ptoms eyperienced by the resident, and to promot~:
.j
;
successful probl~m solving, · communication, ·a nd understandin~!
betv.(een a resident and family members as it relates to the ·resident'~:
symptoms, treatment, and recovery_
... •: , .

Counselors w"ili p"rC:ivide . "A55essmerit and .Recovery :. Planning: . LCSW,
services in partnership with each resident on an ongoing basis: CASAC
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will. use the SNAP approach/
incorporating each person's Strengths, Needs, Af:?llities and·
Preferences. Motivat1onal lnterviewin·g will be incorporated as ~:
treatment technique in assessing residents with co•occurring:
disorders. A complete and thor-ough assessment of 'both the:
mental illness as well as the substance abuse disorder will bd'.
accomplished. _The outcome of this service will be much more:
than arriving at a DSM 5 diagnosis. The outcome
be the:·
development of a comprehensive, individualized, culturally·
sensitive, goal-oriented treatment/recovery plan. It will identify'
the both the merita1 illness and the substance abuse disorder, the:·
symptoms of each, and the effects on the person's ability td
function in major life roles. The plan will identify ·resident
strengths that ~an be built upon. to improve important skills·
necessary for success. Risk factors regarding harm to self or,
others will be identified and will be assessed on an ongoing baslsJ
Goals and obj~dives will be mutually agreed upon regardin~
Improvements to be made in attpining skill levels in the living;
learning, working, and socializing environments. The ol')going
assessment process and ·the reg1,1lar review of the''
treatment/recovery plan will enable the staff and the resident to;
monitor his/her response to treatment and design modifications·
when necessary.

will

Peer Support in a
Group Setting
Multi-Family Group
Counseling
and
Psychoeducation
Evidence-Based
Groups

Using the milieu and use of peers, clients will provide and receive
support from their peers.

..-·

LCSW,
CASAC

ygroupswiffhe.co_ri.C.iu cted. as necessary:.-· .-..-.·-·· ·-· .... .'· --Mo~ -· -·... iff\i~·

"Muhi"t~mif

LCSW,
.<::ASA~

Clients will attend Evidence Based Best Practice groups to LCSW,
address recovery plan goals. These groups may include wellness CASAC
self-management, seeking safety and relapse prevention.
"iiitoimaiioiiai".semin~rs.wiff. iie. coiidlicteif
-:;ii.icii
Didactic Seminars
communif;y
integration,
family
recovery, parenting, addiction and.l CASAC
·
.
. .
.
.
recovery, management of chronic diseases, meditation, and;
recovery supports in the community.
'
... . .. . . . .. ..
..
.. .····· .. ... .
. .. · ···-· ..
Benefit Assessment
Benefits will be reassessed, housing applications completed CASAC
benefit issues resolved.

.on.. "topics

· :af 'Tcsw,-··-····.

· -··uilempfoymeiit ····ri-eeds·-·:wm ··-·iJe··- ·;:eassessecC -JCib-··-:siarcB~ ---·Lc~w; ···--·-·· ·i
Employment
Assessment
and conducted, connectfon to ·employment agencies, job retention:. CASAC.
skills reviewed.
·
·
Employment Plan

Personal, social, and
community
skills
training
and
development

Residents will receive training in community living skills, personal
hygiene and personal care skills as needed by each individual.
Such skill development will include, but is not limited to, social
interaction and leisure activity.

LCSW,
CASAC, RN,
LPN
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4pm-12am
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
U-~l\rn-sam . __)\ ~.ll_\!_\!d\!~____ ~S. r.ie.e~eL..J.l\.s_needed . ... ·---~-~ n_!'.!_~d_!?!L. ___ .. _C _As.!le\!_d_e~ ---·- J.. As nJ!~.9~L- _i ~-!l~~Re.i___ ___
9am-Spm
9am-Spm
9am-5pm
9am-Spm
9am-Spm
9am-Spm
9am-Spm
9am-Spm
:_ 4pm-l2'§.rn. J! 4P..t.!1:.:1~.!J1- __ Ii 4P.r.n:i2am . __ \L 4p_m-~2ani .. _ _ t!. 5.p_m"12e.m - ····- 1! 4:P._1!1_-g~ll1.. __ f !l:P.rr1-~2.~l"!L-- _i~_ 4pryi:l.?~rn. ____ ..·
12am-8am
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
1~~~.ri::i:2.Pi:ii__
~l!m-2.pm ...Jl.P.llm:2P.1'[1_ . _J §~m..-.2.P.J'.!1 .. .. _____H. £e.rri~2.P.m __ •...... ..J-. _1?~111:2.P.!!I .. ____ r. _9~m-2prn ____ _)_§_~rci.- ?,Prn. .. ..•.
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-10pm
2pm-10pm
2pm-10pm
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-10pm
2pm-1Dpm
[_gam:~m: _J_+.?-!!.lll:~fil!L. i!. parp-~!!J:ll_tg~m·~~~l'.!1- ---- ___ ii_ 1.f._a_m:~!!.!!1____ _ -3:. gl\JJ:!:_~Ln:L ___ . µ~rn.·82.!!L.. ~- PE.1}1..:~m..____ _
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
licensed Practical
Nurses (LPN) -10
IL?,PJ!l·lO...Q_l]_f~Pm::~Ql1riL JL~:~RP.!II
il~~n:!·~-~P.Jll
... ll~·JPP.!lJ__ ____!L ~l""[l~~Ojlm __ t~.P._(Tl:JOpm . _i. __?:pm-_!Qpr_n . _
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
12am-8am
fTE
, Counselors
L~~!ii-2.w
Ji__
- · ·J. Gain-2.imi - _ii_~a_m-?-pm
.. .Ii. ~am·2_PITL .
.[I ~a_rn~2.P.!11 : J:. 6a_
m·2.Pl!l___
;'
.
(lCSW. Ph.D.) and
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-1Dpm
2pm·1Dpm
2pm-1Dpm
2pm-10pm
2pm-10pm
2pm-10pm

lfilii;a

'Program Manager
(LCSW, Ph.D.) - 1
FTE
Addiction
'Psychiatrist/ (MD) . 2.BFTE
--------Registered Nurses
. (RN)- 5 FTE

lllJ[l]~l•J!\._

'TUE-SDAY .

:Ji~m..:_S.P-.m___ ii.~S:.n\!\!~\!_g__: __.il 9am-~pg1 _ __ _J ~<Ln.1-SJ!m

J

Jl

J:__

__ __

(CASAC) - 9 FTE
: Counselor Aides
(CASAC)-15 FTE

U. QP!Yl:.!?.fil!L .Ii -·. - ---·· .... J___ ·-· .. __J __ -···-·--··· ·----···. L . .. ···-·.. ·- ····- -··;.... ---- -· ·-·- -__ I'···- .-·-- -----· .i" . .... .. -· - -·- :
6am·2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm .
6am-2pm
6am·2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
6am-2pm
1ll"run_-j,Q.Qrn .• J.. .. ___
I!
_ ... .. Jl
. . ___ :: _ ····-- .. :t - ··-·-- __
.h ___ ... . _ __ ~ ___ _____ _

'. Activity l'herapls~ -

;_1*~m::7:P_m . !;__l_ll!.i:D.-.ZP.1)'1 . I~ 1:1am:.7.P..r:n .. ~\ 11am77P.m.

1Dpm-6am
1.4 FTE

.

' Dining Staff- 9 FTE

I

1Dpm-6am

FTE

10pm-6am

1Dpm-6am
· _l,~-~i:n:"Z!l.rn .

4pm-12am

. i_:i,_fa_r:!\:_~m... f
6am-2pm

6am-2pm

6am-2pm
;;)~!!m·{p_ri:i ___ ·1! 11am-711m•. ____

10pm·6am
i...P_a~rn_..iirr.1. _ I~ ni!i;di:it -- -:: §~."1~~Pm ___ } l?~m-?-pn:i . __
2p.m·10pm
As needed
As needed
As needed

..

6am-2pm
1:_+1ar:rJ-7.P..m.

_ _ f; _6am-ZP.m._____

As needed

[iQp_w.:.Ei~ro. .:LA~. neeqgq .. ti AsJJ.~ded ... .. i!.~rne~_d_g_d__.. . . _i:_.A,s_riMrmc!.. .

I

6am-2pm
6am-2pm
5am~2pm
6am-2pm
r·11arntIPrn . J _1~i!J!l·7QID.. 1·.J.~arp~7.P.Jn. ___ :i 1i_?.m~?P.JJL _ _
' 10pm-6am
Housekeeping Staff ~rn:~_m
~- §~_m_:?-~!!L .Ui~_m_·~P.m_ _L 6l!IT)-:?-.Pm _ _ _
-6 FTE
11am-7pm
llam·7pm
11am-7pm
11am-7pm

Cooks - 3 FTE

l~~ruri:.§~i:n. .. J
Adminis trative
Assistants - 3 FTE
Security - 5 FTE

9am-Spm

L.1.£2..rn~~!l.IT!

10pm-6am
1Dpm-6am
10pm-6am
.u..+J.an.i·7pm __ .r _;q.ar:n.-?P.r:n _....\.1.J:~!"!l:ZPr!l .•

f. ---·· -· -· ... ·- ___ Jt ______. -- -·-·· . .;___ ..... - -- _
._. Ji_____,.. __.,... __ .
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November 4, 2019

Via E-mail and Federal Express

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness
Center
Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer's Determinations on Hospital Use

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Board:
Enclosed are 10 copies each of the following:

1.

Letter of Dr. Ernst Jean to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated October 28, 2019, summarizing his Octobet 16 presentation
to the Board regarding medical treatment and hospital use, based on his
experience as Medical Director of Part 820 Facility.

2.

Letter of Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Consulting Associates to Hon. David Douglas,
Chailman and Members of the Zoning Board, dated October 28, 2019, further
addressing certain issues relating to medical treatment and hospital use.

3.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board regarding the record of proceedings, with Applicants' Hearing
Record/List of Zoning Board Submissions, dated November 4, 2019.

4.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, with proposed Findings of Fact, dated November 4, 2019.

SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
November 4, 2019
Page2
5.

Stenographic Transcripts of September 18 and October 162019 Zoning Board
public hearing sessions. (One copy of each.)
·
Very truly yours,

·~V~
Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds·
Enclosures
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Josh Subin, Esq., Assistant Town Attorney

10/24/2019

16: 07

7187312453
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October 28, 2019

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe
Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.

Dear Mr. Douglas and Members of the Board:
This letter Is being submitted to you, on behalf of and at t he req uest of Hudson Ridge
Wellness Center, in order to summarize the information that I provided at your October
16, 2019 hearing, relative to New York State Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services
(NYSOASAS) licensed Chemical Dependence facilities and the extensive medical services
being provided at those facilities.
To reiterate my background, my name Is Ernst Jean, M.D. I am a physician llcensed by
New York State since 1986, with well over 20 years of experience in the chemical
dependence services field. For the past 4 years,· I have served as Vocational Instruction
Project (VIP} Community Services' Medi cal Director of its NYSOASAS licensed Part 820
Chemical Dependence Residential Treatment facility in the Bronx. That program is the
exact type of program proposed by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.
As M edical Director, I have overall responsibility for the VIP facility. This facility only
admits patients with a diagnosis of the medical illness of Alcohol and/or Substa nce Use
Disorder, as designated in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Sth Edition {DSM 5) 1 who lack a safe and supportive option in the community to achieve
changes in th eir substance use disorder. These patients require medical treatment in a
24/7 structured setting to help them recover. This is active medical treatment an d is
definitely not custodial care. Patients cannot be admitted if they are not seriously ill,
i. e., there must be a medical necessity for them to be admitted.

VIP Community Services
1910 Arthur Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457 Ph: 718-583 ~5 1 50 ext. 8305 Fax: 718-731-2453

01/02
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l oversee a staff of medical professionals, including other Physicians, Registe·red Nurses,
Licensed Practical Nurses, Social Workers and Counselors. The medical services we
provide to patients on a daily basis include:
0

•
•
•
a

General Medical Treatment
Medication Assisted Treatment
Regular Toxicology Screening for the presence of addictive substances
Trauma informed care
Psychotropic Medication Therapy for the alleviation of symptoms of mental

illness
•
Individual, group and family counseling by licensed professionals
•
Ongoing use of clinical tools to assess withdrawal, emotional distress, cognitive
functioning and cravings
•
Ongoing assessment of housing and recovery needs
•
Incorporation of recovery principles to promote a supportive residential
environment
As I discussed, the patients we serve have significant medical co-morbidities that we
must manage and treat, such as diabetes, cardiovascu lar disease and many other
physical ailments attendant to what has usually been a long period of substance or
alcohol use. In addition to the specialty medical services we provide regarding their
add iction 1 we are treating the medical issues exh ibited by these patients throughout
their stay with us. In short, we operate in a specialty hospital environment in which our
patients are treated with the goal of recovery and return to the community as soon as
possible, subsequent to recovery, no different than other hospitals.
l hope that this information will be helpful to you in reaching a decision. Thank you.

cc:

Mr. Steven Laker, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Robert Davis, Esq., Davis, Slngleton, Davis
Peter Millock, Esq., Nixon Peabody
Mr. Frank Cicero, Cicero Consulting Associates
Mr. Brian Baldwin, Cicero Consulting Associates
VIP Community S ervices
191.0 Arthur Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457 Ph: 718-583-5150 ext. 8305 Fax: 718-73 1-2453

02/02

White Plains Unit
Frank M. Cicero
Charles F. Murphy, Jr.
James Psarianos
Rose Murphy
Michael D. Ungerer
Noelia Chung
Brian Baldwin
Michael F. Cicero
Karen Dietz
Evelyn Branford
Michael C. Ma/ale
Linda Cammisa, R.N.
Patrick Clemente

Cicero Consulting Associates
VCC, Inc.
701 Westchester Ave. · Suite 210W ·White Plains, NY 70604
Tel: (914) 682-8657 ·Fax: (914) 682-8895
c/cero@clceroassociafes.com

October 28, 2019

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Albany Unit
William 8. Carmello
Joseph F. Pofit
Albert L. D'Amato
Mark Van Guys/ing
Rosemarie Porco
Daniel Rinaldi. Jr.
Mary Ann Anglin
fmeritus Consultants
Nicholas J. Mongiardo
Joan Greenberg
Martha H. Polit
Frank T. Cicero, M.D.
Michael P. Parker; Sr.
(1941-2071)
Anthony J, Maddaloni
(7952-2014)

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Zoning Board:
This letter is being submitted to you, on behalf of my client, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.
(Hudson Ridge), in order to provide factual information that supports the contention that Hudson
Ridge's proposed Chemical Dependence Residential facility meets the criteria ofa "Specialty Hospital"
as defined in the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) definition of "Specialty Hospital", and
specifically that the facility will provide extensive medical care and function as a hospital with respect.
to its specialties in alcoholism and substance use treatment. To begin, the definition of "Specialty
Hospital" in the SIC is;
Establishments primarily engaged in providing diagnostic services, treatment, and other hospital
services for specialized categories ofpatients, except mental. Psychiatric hospitals are classified in
Industry 8063.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcoholism rehabilitation hospitals
Cancer hospitals
Children's hospitals
Chronic disease hospitals
Drug addiction rehabilitation hospitals
Eye, ear, nose, and throat hospitals: in-patient
Hospttals, specialty: except psychiatric
Maternity hospitals
Orthopedic hospitals
Rehabilitation hospitals: drµg addiction and al.coho/ism
Tuberculosis and other respiratory illness hospitals

The central issue in your recent hearings regarding Hudsqn Ridge's proposed facllity has been the level
of medical care that will be provided. The opposition has argued that the medical care in the proposed
Chemical Dependence Residential facility is not "substantial'', is not more than ".incidental" and is not
"significantly medical". Based on the evidence, We strongly differ with that opinion.

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members·of the Zoning Board
October 28, 2019
Page2

The opposition's latest reasons for their opinion, ruticulated by Ms. Zambri at your Board's October
16, 2019 hearing, include:

1.
2.
3.

Medication can be prescribed outside of "this type of facility 01· at a pharmacy".
Indigent patients on Medicaid can obtain reimbursement for a taxi ride to a medical appointment
through their Medicaid coverage.
Patients in a Chemical Dependence Residential Program must be capable of self-preservation.

All of these statements are true but none of them establishes that the proposed Chemical Dependence
Residential facility is not a "Specialty Hospital", as defined above, or that it does not provide extensive
medical care. In fact, as part of a continuing pattern of obfuscation, they have nothing to do with the
matter at hand.
In addition, Mr. Rogers - while admittedly deciding not to carefully review materials we provided
describing the medical care that will be provided every day at Hudson Ridge's facility- has correctly
stated that a "group home" does not provide medical care and that ''if you are a group home, then thel'e
is no medical care provided". Similru·ly, Ms. Zambri has equated the proposed facility with an assisted
living facility. Both comparisons are grossly inconect, based on the evidence.
. Hudson Ridge's proposed Chemical Dependence Residential Program will not be a "group home", as
supposed by Mr. Rogers, nor will it be an "assisted living facility", as supposed by Ms. Zambri.
Critically, the New York State Office of Mental Health (NYSOMH) regulations at 14 NYCRR Parts
594 and 595 and the New York State Office for People with Developmental Disabilities
(NYSOPWDD) regulations at Pru1: 686 governmg "community residences" or "group homes" do not
require a Medical Director. Further, the New York State Deprutrnent ofHealth (NYSDOH) regulations
at 10 NYCRR Part I 001 governing assisted living residences and the New York State Department of
Social Services (NYSDSS) regulations at 18 NYCRR Part 494 governing assisted living programs
(which, with assisted living residences, constitute the entire realm of assisted living facilities) do not
require a Medical Director.
But the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYSOASAS)
regulations at 14 NYCRR Parts 800 and 820, which will govern Hudson Ridge's facility, do require a
Medical Director, one who is a New York State licensed physician with education, training and/or
experience in substance use disorder services. That Medical Director will have overall responsibility
for the program. There is-a reason for ·t he difference: A Medical Director is l'equired in order to oversee
and ensure the quality of the extensive medical services that will be provided. Where medical services
are extensive - as in general hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, nursing homes, medical clinics and
specialty hospitals such as that proposed by Hudson Ridge - regulations require a medical director.
Where medical services are either not provided, or where care is custodial, or where medical services
are incidental, r egulations do not require a medical director. Plain and simple language: when medical
services are a big deal, you need a supervisor to make sure they are properly delivered.

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
October 28, 2019
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We have previously submitted, in order to support our argument, a description of the medical services
to be provided in the proposed program, as well as a typical daily schedule of medical services and a
complete weekly staffing schedule for all medical staff. Those documents are evidence of the extensive
nature of the medical services to be provided.
We have also provided testimony supporting our position from a Medical Director of a NYSOASAS
Part 820 program (Dr. Jean) and another individual (Mr. Baldwin) who has regulated and worked in
the NYSOASAS envirnnment.

In stark contrast to our evidence-based documents and expert testimony, as pointed out by Mr. Davis,
the opposition has not offered any support from experts for their arguments, relying instead on
summary suppositions by people who are not clinicians or substance use services experts.
On a separate matter, we point out that the idea that patients in a hospital must be inqapable of selfpreservation is in the Fire Prevention and Building Code only, for the obvious purpose of fire safety
requirements. It is certainly not a criterion for admission to an Article 28 hospital, and many inpatients
in Article 28 hospitals are indeed capable of self-pr~servation. The requirement that patients in a
Chemical Dependence Residential program must be capable of self- preservation does not negate the
fact that the facility provides far more than incidental medical treatment, or the fact that the proposed
facility meets the SIC code definition of a Specialty Hospital. Further, the capability of selfpreservation negates Mr. Rogers' claim that this is custodial care.

In closing, we state, once again, that the material in this letter, together with the information previously
submitted, clearly demonstrates that the proposed Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Program of
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center is a program to treat the medical illness of alcoholism and substance
use, using a staff of healthcare professionals and clinicians in a hospital setting and context. The
proposed program of medical services is not "incidental" to the residential component ofthe treatment
program; rather, the medical services are inherent, instrumental and indubitable as to their necessity in
order to deliver the proposed treatment program, and they will be delivered by people, including doctors
and nurses, who have inhabited hospitals since the term "hospital" was first coined. In my opinion,
and in the opinion ofmy firm, the proposed program of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center therefore meets
the definition of a Specialty Hospital as defined by the Town of Cortlandt regulations.
Thank you for your consideration of this information.

cc:

Mr. Steven Laker, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Robert Davis, Esq., Davis, Singleton, Davis
Peter Millock, Esq., Nixon Peabody
Mr. Brian Baldwin, Cicero Consulting Associates
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Via E-mail and Federal Express

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness
Center
Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer's Dete1·minations on Hospital Use Applicants' Hearing Record/List ofSubmissions to Zoning Board to Date

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Board:
Enclosed is "Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Submissions to Zoning Board to Date".
These submissions have fully addressed and refuted all pertinent issues raised by Director of
Code Enforcement Rogers and by the neighborhood opponents and thefr counsel. Therefore,
their contents need not be reiterated herein or otherwise during the post-hearing comment period.
However, we note for the record that at no time, whether in writing or in bis testimony
before the Board, did Code Enforcement Rogers ever respond to any of the rebuttal arguments or
many deficiencies in bis March 21 and May 16 Determinations, set forth at great length in our
letter submissions dated April 23, 2019 and June 14, 2019, respectively, and Exhibits 1-19,
annexed thereto, or any of om other submissions set forth below, to which the Board is
respectfully refer.red.
In essence, with respect to the Applicants' expert submissions addressing his
Determinations, Mr. Rogers testified on October 16 that he "did not, you know, necessarily go
through and read [them] in detail an_d make ru:iY other determinations from those. I kept the
determination I had made originally". Mr. Rogers' testimony also indicated that he has had no
experience whatsoever with alcohol and drug rehabilitation facilities and that he has never before
been called upon to render a zoning interpretation as to whether a use constituted a "hospital"
under the Zoning Code or any other law. He testified that he has had some prior contentious
relations with the Applicants' representatives regarding certain building permits.

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC
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It also bears noting that the record enumerated herein demonstrates that a consistently
stated theme of opponents' counsel, to the effect that the Applicants' proposed use keeps
undergoing "changes" or has been "evolving," is completely false. The record before the
Planning and Zoning Boards, as largely contained in the four-volume set comprising the
Applicants' "Consolidated Environmental Assessment Report'', Item No. 1 in the attached list,
reflects that the proposed use essentially has not changed at all since it was first set forth in great
detail to the Town in the Applicants' initial application to the Planning Board and accompanying
original Expanded Environmental Assessment Report in July 2015. The opponents'
unsubstantiated claim to the contrary is nothing but a transparent attempt to justify their belated
claim that the proposed use is not permitted, after 4 years of review to the contrary by the boards
and the couits.

The record set forth herewith, particularly Item No. 1, the Applicants' March 28, 2019
Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report, also demonstrates the herculean
lengths to which the Applicants have gone before the Planning Board to address the
environmental issues raised by the opposing neighbors and their counsel, including such issues
as traffic, the impact of water usage on off-site wells and medical waste. For example, the
Applicants have volunteered 54 stipulated mitigative conditions in their application as conditions
of their proposed Condition Negative Declaration by the Planning Board under SEQRA and any
approval resolution. The Applicants have also provided their comprehensive document entitled
"Support for SEQRA Negative or Conditioned Negative Declaration" which demonstrates,
pursuant to the SEQRA criteria for significance, that the Applicants' proposed use will have no
significant adverse environmental impacts. (See Item No. 1, Volume 1 and Appendices 31 and
37.)
The Applicants have further demonstrated in their Environmental Assessment Report that
other uses permitted as of right - such as educational and religious uses, or a 20 + lot residential
subdivision of the 48 acres controlled by the Applicants - would likely result in far greater
environmental impacts on the property and the neighborhood than the proposed hospital use,
while generating far less annual tax revenues than the $500,000.00 +to be generated by the
proposed u~e. Regardless, this 48-acre parcel will not continue to lie dormant, but will be
devoted to one of its permitted uses.
However, now that the Applicants have demonstrated the lack of any significant
environmental impacts in response to the purported concerns of the neighbors and their counsel
before the Planning Board, the opponents have reversed course before the Zoning Board, and in
an attempt to ensnare the Applicants in a "catch 22,,, now claim that the proposed use is not
intense enough to constitute their concept of a "hospital,,, which would essentially constitute a
general hospital, not a specialty hospital as proposed by the Applicants. According to the
opponents, in order to constitute a "hospital", the Applicants should be using much more water -
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with its potential for off-site well impacts which the Town's hydrogeologist found would not
occur with the proposed use - and should create much more medical waste. Apparently, they
would also wish to see a greater amount of hospital activities that would generate far more water
usage and medical waste, such as outpatient treatment, emergency room services with the
attendant ambulances at all hours of the day and night, and a laboratory, along with irrigation of
the grounds - none of which are proposed by the Applicants. The additional aspects of the use
the opponents claim would be necessary to constitute a hospital would obviously also generate
far more traffic than the Applicants' proposed use, where the patients will not have cars and the
employees will largely be transported by van, and for which the Town's traffic consultant has
found there will be no significant adverse traffic impacts. Of course, where as now there would
be no new building construction and relatively little site work, the opponents' vision of a
"hospital" would necessitate much greater development of the site.
Thus, it is clear that after a 4-year successful effort to eliminate all significant adverse
impacts on the neighborhood, no good deed goes unpunished. According to the opponents, the
Applicants have engaged in so much mitigation that their use now does not constitute a
"hospital". Of comse, were the Applicants to institute any such more intensive use, as the
opponents claim would constitute a permitted "hospital", the opponents would reverse course yet
again and again claim the impacts are too great for their neighborhood. They should not be
allowed to have it both ways.
This obvious hypocrisy on the part of the opponents, who have demonstrated that they
will say or do anything to prevent the proposed use, should not fool the Board. The Applicants
have clearly demonstJ:ated that the proposed use is permitted as a "hospital" under the Zoning
Code. The Board should rule accordingly, so that the Planning and Zoning Boards may continue
their review of the application on its merits.
Thank you for your consideration.

very tru)y Y?UTS,

(\

~Jr

Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
Enclosme
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Josh Subin, Esq., Assistant Town Attorney

.···
Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Zoning Board Submissions, March 2019 to Date

1.

Four-volume "Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report'', dated March
28, 2019, including the Applicants' expert' s "Project Narrative Description" as Appendix
B to Vol. 2.
'

2.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Town Attorney Wood and Director of Code
Enforcement Rogers, dated April 23, 2019, summarizing Applicants' rebuttal of Mr.
Rogers' Zoning Opinion dated March 2 1, 201 9 and requesting his withdrawal or
modification of same (1st of two letters of April 23).

3.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Town Attorney Wood and Director of Code
Enforcement Rogers, dated April 23, 2019, supunarizing Applicants' rebuttal of Mr.
Rogers' Zoning Opinion dated Mal'Ch 21, 2019 (2°d letter of April 23), with Exhibits 114, including expert reports and cuniculum vitae as Exhibits 2 and 3.

4.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated May 16, 2019 (1st of two letters of that date), accompanying Zoning
Boai·d of Appeals Application, dated May 17, 2019, challenging Mr. Rogers' Zoning
Opinion dated March 21, 2019 and his Determination dated May 16, 2019.

5.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated May 16, 2019 (2nd letter of that date), accompanying Amended
.
Zoning Board of Appeals Application, dated May 17, 2019.

6.

Letter from Robert F. Davis to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated June 14, 2019, rebutting Mr. Rogers' Determination dated May 16,
2019, with Exhibits 15-19, in further support of Applicants' Appeal to the Zoning Board,
including an additional expert report as Exhibit 17.

7.

Applicants' counsel's June 19, 2019 meeting presentation outline.

8.

Letter of Robert Schonfeld, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman, Zoning Board of Appeals,
dated August 12, 201 9, regarding Americans with Disabilities Act. .

9.

Applicants' counsel's August 2 1, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

10.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated August 27, 2019, regarding recusal of Member Franco (1st of two
letters of that date).

11.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chai1man, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated August 27, 2019 (2°d letter of that date), regarding Zoning Board's
review authority on appeal from Code Enforcement Officer.

12.

Curriculum Vitae of one of the Applicants' experts, BriariM. Baldwin, LCSW, submitted
September 6, 2019.

13.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated September 12, 2019, regarding SIC Manual references in the Table
of Permitted Uses (1st of two letters of that date).

14.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated September 12, 2019, regarding the definition of "hospital" in other
Zoning Codes (2°d letter of that date).

15.

Applicants' confidential questions for Director of Code Enforcement Officer, submitted
September 16, 2019.

16.

Applicants' counsel's September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

17.

September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline of Peter J. Millock, Esq., expert health
law counsel.
·

18.

September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline of expert, Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW.

19.

Letter from Robert F. Davis to Hon. Douglas Davis, Chairman and Members of the
Board, dated October 4, 2019, rebutting presentation of opposing counsel at September
18 meeting on "hospital" definition issue.

20.

Applicants' counsel's October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

21.

October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline of Peter J. Millock, Esq., expert health law
counsel.

22.

October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline of expert, Brian Baldwin.

23.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the Zoning
Board dated October 22, 2019, in response to letter of William Scherer regarding Mercy
Hospital case.

24.

Letter of expert, Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Consulting Associates to the Zoning Board,
dated October 28, 2019, further addressing certain issues relating to medical treatment
and hospital use.

25.

Letter of expert, Dr. Ernst Jean to the Zoning Board, dated October 28, 2019,
summarizing his October 16 presentation to the Board regarding medical treatment and
hospital use, based on his experience as Medical Director of Part 820 Facilities.

26.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the Zoning
Board regarding the record of proceedings, with Applicants' Hearing Record/List of
Zoning Board Submissions, dated November 4, 2019.

27.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the Zoning
Board, with proposed Findings of Fact, dated November 4, 2019.

28.

Stenographic Transcripts of September 18 and October 16, 2019 public hearing sessions.
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WHITNEY W. SINGLETON•

ALEXANDER D. SALVATO

November 4, 2019

* AUO MEMBER CONNECTICUT&. FlDJUDA DARS

FAX:

914.666.4400
914.666.6442

WWW.SDSLAWNY.COM

Via E-mail and Federal Express
Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
I Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness
Center ·
Appeal from Code Enforcement Officer's Determinations on Hospital Use

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Board:

In accordance with the Chairman's suggestion referenced in Mr. Subin's letter of
September 4, 2019, enclosed are proposed "Findings of Fact" on behalf of the Applicants.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

i~-~
Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
Enclosure
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Josh Subin, Esq., Assistant Town Attorney

Applicants' Proposed Findings of Fact

1.

The "Table of Permitted Pses" promulgated pursuant to§§ 307-14 and 307-15 of
the Zoning Code, provides under "Health and Social Services'', that the use
"hospital or nursing home" is permitted by special permit in the residential zoning
districts of the Town, among other districts where it is so permitted.

2.

The use "hospital" is not defined in the Zoning Code.

3.

Section 307-4 of the Zoning Code provides as follows:

Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain words and terms used
herein are defined as set forth below. Terms and words not
defined herein but defined in the New York Unifo1m Fire
Prevention and Building Code shall have the meanings given
therein unless a contrary intention clearly appears. Words not
defined in either place shall have the meanings given therein
unless a contrary intention clearly appears. Words not defined
in either place shall have the meanings given in the most
recent edition of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. Uses
listed in the Table of Permitted Uses sh all be further
defined by the Standard Industrial Classification Manual,
United States Office of Management and Budget.
(Emphasis added.)
4.

Section 307-14(D) of the Zoning Code provides as follows:
Content of Table of Pe1mitted Uses . ...

D.

Unless otherwise stated in this chapter,
nonresidential uses listed on the Table of Permitted
Uses shall be further defined by the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual (SIC), Executive
Office of the President, Office of Management and
Budget, 1987. (Emphasis added.)

5.

The numerous references to 1he SIC Manual in the Table of Permitted Uses,
including in its "Legend", and in the use category "Health and Social Services",
butil'ess the requirement of§§ 307-4 and 307-14(D) that undefined non-residential
uses listed in the Table of Permitted Uses are to be defined by using the
definitions of said uses set forth in the SIC Manual.

6.

The Board has utilized the SIC Manual in rendering interpretations as to the
permissibility of proposed uses on many prior occasions.

7.

The SIC Manual lists groups of different industries, including "Major Group 80 Health Services."

-

8.

Major Group 80 - Health Services expressly includes "establishments primarily
engaged in furnishing medical, surgical and other health services to persons".

9.

Major Group 80 specifically includes a number of different types of health service
industries, including "Hospitals", which constitute "Industry Group 806"
thereunder.

10.

Under SIC Major Group 80, Industry Group 806 for "Hospitals" includes 3
different categories of"Hospitals": Industry No. 8062 "General Medical and
Surgical Hospitals", Industry No. 8063, "Psychiatric Hospitals", and Industry No.
8069 "Specialty Hospitals, except Psychiatric".

11.

Said "Specialty Hospitals" under Industry No. 8069 are defined as
"establishments primarily engaged in providing diagnostic services, treatment,
and other hospital services for specialized categories and patients, except mental.
Psychiab:ic hospitals are classified in Industry 8063".

12.

Industry No. 8069 lists examples of the types of Specialty Hospitals it includes,
including specifically: "alcohol rehabilitation hospitals", "drug addiction
rehabilitation hospitals'', and "rehabilitation hospitals: drug addiction and
alcoholism".

13.

Based on the evidence and testimony submitted by the Applicants and their expert
consultants, including but not limited to the Applicants' "Narrative Report" of
July 2015, the Applicants' Exhibits 2, 3 and 17 submitted in this proceeding, and
the testimony of the Applicants' expe1t consultants at the September 18, 2019 and
October 16, 2019 hearing sessions, the Applicants' proposed "specialty hospital"
falls under SIC Major Group 80 - Health Services, Industry Group No. 806,
Hospitals, Industry No. 8069, Specialty Hospitals - specifically, as a listed
"rehabilitation hospital: drug addiction and alcoholism."

14.

In particular, such expe1t evidence and testimony established that, as provided in
the SIC Manual, the proposed use will be. one "primarily engaged in providing
diagnostic services, treatment and other hospital services for specialized
categories of patients'', where "medical care is a major element" and not merely
"incidental".

15.

In order to provide such services, the Applicants will require a license pursuant to
the Mental Hygiene Law, and Part 820 of the Regulations thereunder from the
New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services.

16.

The proposed use is also substantially consistent with the relevant definition of
"hospital" and related terms in other definitional sources cited to the Board,
including the Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, Webster's Dictionary,
and the zoning codes of nearby municipalities.
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17.

As it falls under the definition of "Hospital" under SIC Major Group 80 - Health
Services, the Applicants' proposed use necessarily does not fall under SIC Major
Group 83 - Social Services, which specifically provides that "establishments
primarily engaged in providing health services are classified in Major Group 80"
and that Group 83 6 "Residential Care" thereunder includes only uses where
"medical care is not a major element" or "health care [is] incidental". Nor does
the proposed use constitute "custodial care".

18.

The law requires that the Zoning Code be strictly construed in favor of the
Applicants. Further, the Americans with Disabilities Act requires that the Town
malce reasonable accommodations or modifications with respect to its zoning
regulations to benefit the Applicants on behalf of their prospective patients, who
constitute a protected class.

19.

Accordingly, since the .Applicants' proposed use falls within the definition of
"Hospital" under the SIC Manual, _it necessarily also constitutes a "hospital"
under the Zoning Code's Table of Permitted Uses.

20.

Accordingly, as the Applicants' proposed use constitutes a "hospital" under the
Zoning Code, the Determinations of the Director of Code Enforcement, dated
March 21, 2019 and May 16, 2019 to the contrary are hereby reversed, annulled
and set aside.

21.

To the extent that the Director of Code Enforcement's Determinations of March
21, 2019 and May 16, 2019 found that the variance required by the Applicants
from the State road :frontage requirements set foiih in Zoning Code § 3 0759(B )(9) constitutes a use variance rather than an area variance, as this Board has
previously mled that said variance is an area variance in its Decision and Order in
this Case No. 2016-24, dated March 15, 2017, and the Courts subsequently have
so held in other cases, the Director of Code Enforcement is bound by said
determinations and accordingly, any determination by the Director of Code
Enforcement to the contrary is hereby reversed, annulled and set aside.

22.

As to the Director of Code Enforcement's May 16 Determination that the
Building Code use and occupancy classification of the Applicants' main hospital
building as I-1, rather than I-2, while the substance of Building Code
determinations generally is not within the purview of the Zoning Board, it is
within the Board's purview, on the basis of its foregoing findings, to find that, as
the SIC Manual definitions are the source for defining non-residential uses under
the Zoning Code, Building Code use and occupancy classifications may not be
used to do so. Under§§ 307-87 and 307-88 of the Zoning Code, the issuance of
Building Permits must be in accordance both with the Zoning Code, necessary
board approvals, and any interpretation by this Board thereof.

3

23.

Further, the Board notes that the Planning Board did not request the Director of
Code Enforcement to make such Determination under the Building Code and that
the Applicants have not sought a Building Permit in connection with the proposed
use. Moreover, pursuant to the foregoing sections of the Zoning Code, neither the
Planning Board nor the Zoning Board having ruled on the application.
Accordingly, any application for a Building Permit or determination thereon is
premature. Therefore, the determination of the Director of Code Enforcement as
to the Building Code use and occupancy classification of said building, a
determination generally reserved for and made in connection with an application
for a Building Permit, is hereby reversed, annulled, and set aside as premature.
Finally, and importantly, as stated in the Board's Decision of March 15, 2017 in
this Case No. 2016-24, this Board emphasizes that this Decision and Order does
not arrive at a final conclusion as to whether the Applicants' application for an
area variance from the applicable State road :frontage requirement should or
should not be granted by this Board, and nothing 1n this Decision and Order
should be interpreted as in any way addressing that issue or expressing any views
whatsoever on the ultimate underlying merits (or lack thereof) of the Applicants'
said application for an area variance. The -Board shall address and consider such
matters only after additional public hearings a.re conducted on this application.
This limited issue of interpretation of the definition of "hospital" under the
Zoning Code is a Type II action under SEQRA as it consists of the interpretation
of an existing code or rule.
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ALEXANDER D. SALVATO

November 6, 2019

•ALSO MEMBER CONNECTlCUT & PLOruD.A BAl!S

FAX: 914.666.6442

WWW.SDSLAWNY.COM

Via E-mail and Federal Express

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness
Center
·
Appealfrom. Code Enforcement Officer's Determinations on Hospital Use

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Board:
Yesterday afternoon we received the submission of Zarin & Steinmetz, on behalf of the
opponents, which included letters of two new consultants, Steven Rabinowitz and Edward P.
Larkin, P.E. of Chazen Engineering. We strongly object to the submission and the Board's
consideration of those two letters. The submissions of these two new consultants are directly
contrary to the letter and intent of the hearing procedures set forth by the Board, as memorialized
in particular in Mr. Subin's letter of September 4, 2019, as to ho~ the Board would "treat experts
and submissions," whereby at the September hearing session (as subsequently carried over to
October) the parties would "put forward their experts to bolster their client's case" and the Board
would be afforded "the oppo~ty to ask questions of the relevant experts", with the parties
afforded their "rebuttals" thereafter.
There is no reason why these new consultants could not have appeared at any of the three
public hearing sessions in August through October, or made their submissions during the five
months this particular proceeding has been pending. By disregarding the Board's stated
procedure, to which the Applicants adhered, the opponents have created a self-serving scenario
where these consultants may not be heard or questioned by the Board, or subjected to rebuttal by
the Applicants' experts before the Board. This is patently unfair to the Applicants.

SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
November 6, 2019
Page2
It now seems clear that the week's extension of the ten-day written comment period,
sought and obtained by our opponents' counsel over our objection (see my attached e-mail
correspondence) had much less to do with thell: inexplicably belated attempt to secure a
transcript of the proceedings to prepare proposed Findings as stated, than with affording them
time to secure these additional reports in an attempt to bolster their position at the end of the last
hearing.
As their actions are severely prejudicial to the Applicants, the Applicants will reserve the
right to submit a brief and expeditious reply of their expe1is this week, albeit they have been·
effectively prevented by the opponents at this late juncture from offering a more comprehensive
response.
Notwithstanding, the November 5, 2019 letter of one such new consultant, Mr. Larkin of
Chazen Engineering, which tellingly, is incongruously entitled ''NYS Bmlding Code Review'',
essentially simply reiterates Mr. Rogers' misplaced attempt to utilize the Building Code and its
use and occupancy classifications to render an interpretation regarding a permitted use under the
Zoning Code. The il:relevancy and the inaccuracies and contradictions in Mr. Rogers' arguments
in this regard, and accordingly in Mr. Larkin's, have already been refuted by Applicants at great
length throughout these proceedings, including in particular, in our comprehensive submissions
of April 23, 2019 and June 14, 2019, and in my letter of October 4, 2019.
The November 5, 2019 letter of Melissa Zambri and Eugene M. Laks of Barclay Damon,
LLP, in large part reiterates the comments they made at the September and October hearing
sessions, which were aniply rebutted by the hearing presentations and submissions of the
Applicants' experts, Peter J. Millock, Esq., Frank Cicero and Brian M. Baldwin. (See, in
particular, those presentations and submissiOns, and the stenographic transcripts, enumerated as
Items No. 3 (Ex. 3), 6 (Ex. 17), 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25 and 28 in my November 4, 2019 letter,
containing the "Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Submissions to Zoning Board to date".)
With respect to the letter of Zarin & Steinmetz dated November 5, 2019, we have
previously fully addressed all of thell: pertinent arguments with respect to the definition and
permissibility of the subject specialty hospital use in our prior hearing presentations and
submissions enumerated as Items 1-28 in my November 4, 2019 letter containing 14.e
"Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Submissions to Zoning Board to date'', to which the Board
is respectfully referred.

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
November 6, 2019
Page3
We note, however, that in their letter, counsel inaccurately state the principles of
administrative res judicata/collateral estoppel as they apply to zoning boards, which in sum, are
discussed in McKinney's Practice Commentaries to the Town Law §267-a, pp. 43-48 (2013). In
this regard, it should be noted that the Zoning Board did, in fact, render a.final determination that
the Applicants require an arna variance for and premised upon their permitted hospital use, not a
use vai·iance. Further, counsel and their clients expressly asserted the finality of that
dete1mination in the Article 78 proceeding they brought to challenge it, in which they recognized
the permitted use on which the variance issue was premised, as was likewise aclmowledged by
the Town of Cortlandt, the Town Board and the Zoning Board, all of whpm the opponents named
as parties to their litigation. In essence, the principles of res judicata bar a party from re-raising
issues which were raised or could have be.en raised in a prior proceeding before the Board.
Neither the opponents nor the Town ever raised the "hospital issue" before February 2019 and
should be barred from doing so now.
We also wish to point out the false statement contained in counsel' s "Proposed Findings
of Fact", No. 10, apparently based on the belated Larkin letter, that "the proposed building is not
planned or designed to contain smoke compartments and more extensive fire alaims and fire
suppression systems, which are required to be included in hospitals''. First, we are not sure how
counsel or their consultant would lmow this, since the Applicants have not submitted any
detailed interior constmction plans for their 7 buildings in connection with any building permit
for the proposed use. Second, there is nothing in the record of this proceeding that would
support such a finding. Third, the proposed hospital will, in fact, provide for necessary fire
protection systems. Indeed; we pointed out in my April 23rd letter that, as discussed with the
Town's Director of Technical Services, the buildings will be sprinklered as required by the Town
for hospital uses. Again, however, Building Code requirements do not determine permitted uses
under the Zoning Code, in any event.
Finally, the crux of counsel's argument, as set forth on page 15 of their letter, is that "in
New York, to be a hospital, you must be an Article 28 hospital" and that the Applicant cannot be
"a hospital under Town Zoning, but a residential treatment program under State Law''. To the
cont1·ary: The Applicants' health cai·e special counsel, Peter Millock, Esq., long-time general
counsel to the State Health Department, e<eplained at length to the Board that the definition of
"hospital" under Article 28 of the Public Health Law, not only includes many types of uses in
addition to "general hospitals", but is .intended only for jurisdictional purposes of allotting .
supervision of certain types of facilities between State.agencies. The fact is that PHL .Atiicle 28
expressly describes dmg and alcohol .facilities in precisely the same manner it describes all the
types of "hospitals" included within Article 28, but delegates them to the jurisdiction of the
Department of Mental Hygiene under Article 32 of tl].e Mental Hygiene Law. They are no less
medically jntensive, nor any less a hospital in their specialty field, as a result of that ·
jurisdictional division. Moreover, the Public Health Law is not a definitional source in the Town
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SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board
November 6, 2019
Page4
Zoning Code and the Zoning Code does not require, as counsel claims, that a facility must be
licensed under Article 28 to be a "hospital" for purposes of the Zoning Code. Nor do any of the
other zoning codes of neighboring towns we provided. Hence, the Zoning Board did not utilize
PHL Article 28 in its previously cited case in interpreting whether a use was a permitted "nursing
home", although to further illustrate our point, it is one of the various disparate uses listed in
Article 28 as a "hospital" for pmposes of the PHL.
Contrary to counsel's assertions, any permitted use, including that of the Applicants, can
be de.fined differently under different State and local laws. It happens all the time. For example,
the other local zoning codes we provided to the Board with my September 12 letter all define
"hospital" different than Article 28. (See Item No. 14 in our Nov. 4 list.)
The only relevant law before this Board is the Zoning Code. The Applicants have amply
demonstrated, particularly in view of the strict interpretation requirements of State and Federal
Law for zoning regulations, that the proposed use constitutes a permitted "hospital" for zoning
purposes under the specific definitional requirements of the Town Zoning Code.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
Enclosure
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Josh Subin, Esq., Assistant Town Attorney
Zarin & Steinmetz
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November 7, 2019

*Al.SO MEMBER CONNECllCUT & PLORWA BARS

FAX: 914.666.6442
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Via E-mail and Federal Express
Hon. David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning BoaJd
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness
Center
Appealfrom Code Enforcement Officel''s Determinations on Hospital Use

Dear Chainnan Dougias and Members of the Board:
Pursuant to my letter of November 6, 2019, with respect to the submissions of Zarin &
Steinmetz on November 5, 2019, enclosed is the letter of today's date of our health care counsel,
Peter J. Millock, Esq., in response to new material submitted by opponent's consultants, together
with a revised version of the "Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Zoning Board Submissions
from March 2019 to Date" to reflect our two additional letters.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

~p:~
Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
Enclosures
c:

Thoma~ F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Josh Subin, Esq., Assistant Town Attorney
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November 7, 2019

Hon. David Douglas, Chaiiman
.
Members of the Town of Cortlandt Zoning Board of Appeals
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

Attn.: Chris Kehoe
Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Cent-er, lnc.

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members ofthe Zoning Board of Appeals;
Th.is letter is submitted on behalf of my client, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. (Hudson Ridge),
in response to letters recently submitted by the opponents ~o the Hudson Ridge project. I am
specificaHy responding to statements in the November 5, 2019 letters of Ms. Zambri and Mr.
Rabinowitz, and of Mr. Steimnetz1 who incorporated the comments of Ms. Zamb1i and Mr.
Rabinnwitz.

In response to the opponents' i11sistence that Hudson Ridge will not be a hospital~ allow me focµs on
what I think are the two central questions before you:
·
(1) Is Hudson Ridge a hospital? That must be answered by you in accordance '~th your Code. I
submit that Mr. Davis has laid out the proper path to the answer, direotly to the Standard
Industrial Cla!:!sification (SIC) definition of"Speci;,tltyHospital''. The answer does not
depend on Article 28 of the New York Public Health Law {PHL), or any other e)..'ternal
sorµ·ce, nor should it. No matter how often stat~ments are made by the opposition regarding
compliance with Article 28 of the PHL, the fact rema-ins that the Town of Cortlandt has its

own definition.of «hospital"; that de:fu1ition is clear and foc1upes the type of facility proposed
by Hudson Ridge; and tl~at definition does not have to compo1t with the Article 28 definition
of hospital or any othei: definition. Fu1ther discussio-p of ArticJe 28 is wasteful and
distracting.
(2) Will Hudson Ridge provide services that are 045todia1 and me~cally incidental OR me.diCally·
e::-.'iensive? We believe that the testimony of Dr. Jean, a medical director of a Pmt 820
progr?Ill under the Office of Addiption Services and ,Supports (OASAS) regulations. was
definitive in that regard~ as is the fact that the Part 820 program .i:equires a medical director. If
the <:ru·e and senric!3S were ci1stodia1 and :medically incidental in naLurC<-~ would a medical
dfrectot be needed? No, as the regulations for custodial, non-niedical programs· which ao not
•184-3-2954-051<1.4

require a medical director show in the alternative. Pmgrams with extensive.n iedkal services,
such as the OASAS Pait 820 program, require medical direction and have medical directors.
Rather than address every point in the voluminous submission by the opponentsl pi;:rmit me to make a
fow points tha1 I hope will make yam decision easier. Having stated our belief regarding the
definition of''hospital", I will focus on the medical nature of the.services provided and the faco1rect
assumptions and statements of Mr. Rabinowitz and Ms. Zambri in that regard.

To beg~ the statements by Ms. Zambri and Mr. Rabinowitz that the medical services provided by
Hudson Ridge 'Will not be "major" "but only minor" (Ms. Zambti) and "which are not medically
intensive" (Mr. Rabinowitz) are incorrect and, more importantly, off the point. Nowhere in your
Zoning Code or the SIC (01· eve1i Atticle 28, for that matter), does it say that medical care must be
"major" or '"intensive". The established standard is "ext~nsive", and not custodial or incidental in
nature. That is the dividing line. The extensive nature of the medical care at Hudson Ridge is
something we have previously demonstrated beyond question.
Turning to a statement by Mr. Rabinowitz on this matter is instructive. Mr. Rabinowitz suggests that
Hudson Ridge will solely provide Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) as a medical service. That
is not even near the truth. Rather, as per our written and verbal testiiuony, including that of Dr, Jean,
Hudson Ridge will pmvide MAT and daily treatment of significant medical conditions such as
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and multiple other health
issues enden;iic to the service population, which has typically had its health compromised by a
significant period, often decades, of substance use. It will also provide medical assessme:o.t services,
medical monitoring and therapeutic services through a, psychiatrist, who by definition will be a
physician licensed by the S~ate of New York. That is what Dr. Jean stateq, and that is the fl:;lct,
regardless of Mr. Rabinowitz's statements.to the contrary. It is why Dr. Jean has Jlliijob, to protect
the patients in his OASAS Part 820 Program. The attempt by the opponents to dive1t your attention
from the m.any hours of medical care that each resident will receive each day, including attempting to
say thatmedfoal therapeutic sendces for the treatment and recovery of these patients are not medical
care, is wrong.
We have previously ad.Lirel'!sed such re(j. heiring issues as watel' usage and medical wast~. See, e.g.,

Mr: Davis's Ietter of April 23, 20 I 9, pp 14-15 and Ex. 11 . Fmtber, the generalized statements of the
Applicant's engi:qeers summarizing the proposed use in the cc;mtext only 9f environmental impact
review in other proceedings should not be used to tib:fi.tscafe the detailed discussion of the Applicanfs
medical and health care ex.perb~ of the Applicanes internal operations in this proceeding.
Here are some other comments by the opponents that bear direqt rebuttal:
The Rabinowitz Letter

Mt. Rabinowitz acknowledges that the proposed program is a Chemfoal Depel'1d~nce
Residential Treatment Program under Article 32 of the Mental Hygiene Law and Part .820 of
Title 14NYCRR.
• He confirms that Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) is provided at a Chemical Dependence
Residential Treatment Program.
" He confirms that the Chemical Dependence Residential Treatment Program must havi;; an
OASAS~f!pproved Detoxificf).tion Protocol, approved by the OASAS Medical Director (and
•
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which wiII be administered by Hudson Ridge's Medical DD:ector).
a

~

a

As noted above, he mistakenly claims that Medication Assfated Treatment is the only medical
treatment provided at a Chemical Dependence Residential Treatment Program mid, with Ms.
Zambri, he attempts to exclude consideration of the medical therapeutic services from the
extensive medical services that will be provided at Hudson Ridge. In fact, psyv110tropic
medication therapy, individual, gr0t1p, and family cotmseJing, regular toxicology screening,
trauma-info1med cru:e and ongoing use of clinical tools by the 42 medical and health care
professionals on staff to assess withdrawal, emotional distress, cognitive functioning and
cravings are all medical services provided by QuaHfied Health Professionals in a Chemical
Dependence Residential Treatment Program.
He states that ''A large- number of those patients who require tv1AT will have already been
started on the .medication pl'ior to admission and in those cases the role of the program physician
is simply to review the prior preScr.iption and continue it." This is not correct. First. be bas no
knowledge of the tnix of patients and whether any of them will have already st.arted MAT.
Second, even in the case of those patients who have begun MAT, each patient will receive
ongoing daily individualized medical assessment by the physician, as well as individualized
adjustments to the MAT regimen, based on his/her individual medical needs.
He states that most of the Centees 94 clients will not be receiving MAT. He has no basis for
tlmt statement, which is clearly incorrect. Hudson Ridge has stated that its proposed p.rogram
will provide the Stabilization Level of Care, where MAT is required, and the Rehabilitation
Level of Care, where MAT can be provided. In fact, most of Hudson Ridge's patients will be

receiving MAT.

..

He states in reference to the sche<lule, HThis is consistent with the l hour each day set aside f~n·
MAT for those limited number of.olients who are receiving MAT. 1 hour would not be enough
time if a majority of the Center's clients were on MAT". The program schedule subin.itted by
Hudson Ridge is for a single typical patient only, not for every patient who will receive MAT.
The 1 hour per day is per patient and as noted, it is expected that most patients will be receiving

MAT as part of the Stabilization Level of Care.
• He describes the medical treatment services listed on the patient schedule as '"recreational,
social and educational activities". These are medically necessary services provided by medical
staff to treat the illness of substance use disorder as described in our previous material. The
services are not 'trivial (or cust0dial) and trivializing the services is misleading at best.
o

He .mistakenly states that ·~The required staffing for a Pait 820 program is not primarily or even
in large part made up of~nedica1 providers". 14 NYCRRPart 800 defines the staff that Hudson

Ridge bas listed in its staffing as "Qualified Health Professionals'' (QHPs). Those QHPs, whowill make up the mB:,io;rity of Hudson Ridge's staff, are medical providers.
• His statement that a client to be admitted "appears to not need acute hospital cate, acute
psychiatric care. or other intensive send~es'', is co.r:re<ft but does not prove that medjcal services
are not provided at a Chemical Dependence Residential Treatment Program.
., As with other key codes noted above, - 14 NYCRR Sectfon 816.6 does not use 1he .illnguage
"major medical seniice" to describe Medically Managed Stabilization and Withdrawal. Those
are Mr. Rabinowitz' swords. H~ is co1wct, and we have never disputed that Medically Managed
Stabilization and Withdrawal can only be provided in an Article 28 hospltaL That does not
mean or prove that the services jp. a Part 820 Program are not medical.
o He also states that ..lesser fo:rm.s of detoxification, which are not medically intensive~ such as
me4.icany supervised .or medically monitgred y.iithdrawal and &t~bil~ation services, may take
place in ah Al:tide 32 residential treatment program if permitted by OASAS". 111e phrases
~!J4J-29S4-0524.4

"lesser forms of detoxification" and "which are not medically intensive" are not contained in
Part 816 of 14 NYCRR. Again, these are bis words. Prut 820 states, and Mr. Rabinowitz
conf:ums, that medically supervised stabilization and wifudrawal services are appropriate for
persons suftering from mild to moderate withdrawal symptoms, coupled with unstable living
environments, or who are unable to detox on their own without withdrawal complications. The
services to address those patient issues are medical in nature and are overseen by a medical
director.

The Zambri Letter
tt
The footnote on page 3 of Ms. Zarnbri's Jetter stating tlmt H11dson Ridge wil1 only accept
commerchtl insurance and not Medicaid is just not nue. Hudson Ridge will accept Medicaid,
which is a type of insurance; Hudson Ridge l1as said all along that it will accept patients with
insurance, and that has always included an assumption of service to Medicaid patients.
o
Ms. Zambti insists that the illness of substance use and dependence is somehow "minol' and
incidental''. "not major" and therefore not equal to physical illnesses. This is in direct .conflict
with the Federal Mental Health Parity and Addiction Act (MHPAA), New York's ''Timothy's
Law" and the recently enacted Behavioral Health Parity Reporting Act, which we have cited
previously. Each of these laws requires that health insurance plans treat these illnesses equally
with regards to access to and payment for treatment.
• Ms. Zambri incorrectly states that "the Wellness Center would not automatically be permitted
to provide MAT by being licensed as a Part 820 facility." As part of the OASAS PPD-5
application for licensure, Hudson Ridge will be requil'ed to submit its Detoxification Pro~ocol
and, after it teceives its NYS OASAS license, it will be approved to provJde MAT. The citation
by Ms. Zambii (14 NYCRR Section 816.5(e)(5)) refers to the use of opioid full agonist
treatment~ which means the use ofmethadone, which does require additional approvals but does
not prolri.bit the program from providing MAT, using buprenorphine, suboxone or other
medications.
• Ms. Zruubri jncorrectJy states that Medication Therapy is defined as "continuation of
medications prescribed by the patient prior to admission.n The psychiatrist (again: a specialist
physician) at Hudson Ridge wiU p;:ovide ongoing assessment of each resident for possible cooccurring mental illness and wiU prescribe psychotropic medications as needed. This has been
described clearly ]n previous submissions as medication therapy. The continuation of
meclications prescribed for the patient prior to admission will be evaluated by the physician
after col!-S~lting with the physician who prescribed the medication.
• Sirnilai'Iy, Ms. Zambri' s attempt to distinguish medical from therapeutk services is not
col'J'ect frQm a medic.al standpoint and again, as the opponents have done in the past, ignores
the fact that Hudson Ridge will be caring for indivi9.ua1s with a recogi)ized disease which
requires medical treatmf.'!nt that can b!! provided in the form of therapeutic services, as
described mmore detail above in.my responses to Mr. Rabinowitz's letter.
• Finally, Ms. Zambri' s attempt to find a contradiction regarding Hudson Ridge•s services vVith
respect to patients detm.-ing elsewhere i~ also wjtbout merit, particularly as it pertains to
whether .F,fudsoh Ridge will be providing medical care. Just .as there are levels of acute
hospital care, there are levels of chemical dep.endency treatment. Just because a patient does
not detoxify at a facflity sucJ1 as Hupson J9dge does not mean that that facility is not
providing medical ca1'e; in fact, as we have testified and described at length_. the central focus
9f this program is the medfoal treatment, by and tmder the supervision of a physician, of.a
recognized disease. In any event, Hudson Ridge will be providing medically supervised
detoxification services.
•1843-2954-05~4.'I

In closing, we hope that in your deliberations you will not be misled by the opposition away from yolll'
own Code or confused by the opposition with respect to tile extensive medical nature of the services
that Hudson Ridge Wellness Center wiH provide. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

p~~~L
cc:

Mr. Steven Laker, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center

Robert Davis, Esq., Davis, Singleton, Davis
Mr. Frank M. Cicer-0, Cicero Consulting Associates
Mr. B1ian Baldwin, Cicero Consulting Associates

tf843·2954-D524A ·

SUB-APPENDIX H

REVISED
Applicants' Hearing Record/List of Zoning Board Submissions, March 2019 to Date

1.

Four-volume "Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report", dated March
28, 2019, including the Applicants' expert's "Project Narrative Description" as Appendix
Bto Vol. 2.

2.

Letter from Robert F . Davis, Esq. to Town Attorney Wood and Director of Code
Enforcement Rogers, dated April 23, 2019, summarizing Applicants' rebuttal of Mr.
Rogers' Zoning Opinion dated March 21, 2019 and requesting his withdrawal or
modification of same (1st of two letters of April 23).

3.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Town Attorney Wood and Director of Code
Enforcement Rogers, dated April 23, 2019, summarizing Applicants' rebuttal of Mr.
Rogers' Zoning Opinion dated March 21, 2019 (2nd letter of April 23), with Exhibits 114, including expert reports and curriculum vitae as Exhibits 2 and 3.

4.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated May 16, 2019 (1st of two letters of that date), accompanying Zoning
Board of Appeals Application, dated May 17, 2019, challenging Mr. Rogers' Zoning
Opinion dated March 21, 2019 and his Determination dated May 16, 2019.

5.

Letter from Robert F . Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated May 16, 2019 (2nd letter of that date), accompanying Amended
Zoning Board of Appeals Application, dated May 17, 2019.

6.

Letter from Robe1tF. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated June 14, 2019, rebutting Mr. Rogers' Determination dated May 16,
2019, with Exhibits 15-19, in further support of Applicants' Appeal to the Zoning Board,
including an additional expe1t repo~t as Exhibit 17.

7.

Applicants' counsel's June 19, 2019 meeting presentation outline.

8.

Letter of Robert Schonfeld, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairmari, Zoning Board of Appeals,
dated August 12, 2019, regarding Americans with Disabilities Act.

9.

Applicants' counsel's August 21, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

10.

Letter ofRobe1t F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated August 27, 2019, regarding recusal of Member Franco (lst of two
letters of that date).

11.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chainnan, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated August 27, 2019 (2nd letter of that date), regru·ding Zoning Board's
review authority on appeal from Code Enforcement Officer.

12.

Curriculum Vitae of one of the Applicants' experts, Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW, submitted
September 6, 2019.

13.

Letter from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated September 12, 2019, regarding SIC Manual references .in the Table
of Permitted Uses (Ist of two letters of that date).

14.

Letter :from Robert F. Davis, Esq. to Hon. David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the
Zoning Board, dated September 12, 2019, regarding the definition of"hospital" in other
Zoning Codes (2nd letter of that date).

15.

Applicants' confidential questions for Director of Code Bnfmcement Officer, submitted
September 16, 2019.

16.

Applicants' counsel's September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

17.

September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline of Peter J. Millock, Esq., expert health
law counsel.

18.

September 18, 2019 hearing presentation outline of expert, BrianM. Baldwin, LCSW.

19.

Letter from Robert F. Davis to Hon. Douglas Davis, Chairman and Members of the
Board, dated October 4, 2019, rebutting presentation of opposing counsel at September
18 meeting on "hospital" definition issue.

20.

Applicants' counsel's October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline.

21.

October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline of Peter J. Millock, Esq., expert health law
counsel.

22.

October 16, 2019 hearing presentation outline of expert, Brian Baldwin.

23.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the Zoning
Board dated October 22, 2019, in response to letter of William Scherer regarding Mercy
Hospital case.

24.

Letter of expert, Dr. Ernst Jean to the Zoning Boru·d, dated October 2 8, 2019,
summarizing his October 16 presentation to the Board regarding medical treatment and
hospital use, based on his experience as Medical Director of Part 820 Facilities.

25.

Letter of expert, Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Consulting Associates to the Zoning Board,
dated October 28, 2019, further addressing certain issues relating to medical treatment
and hospital use.

26.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the Zoning
Board regru·ding the record of proceedings, with Applicants' Hearing Record/List of
Zoning Boru·d Submissions, dated November 4, 2019.

27.

Letter of Robert F. Davis, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman, and Members of the Zoning
Board, with proposed Findings of Pact, dated November 4, 2019.

28.

Stenographic Transcripts of September 18 and October 16, 2019 public heru·ing sessions.

29.

Letter of Robe1t F. Davis, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the Zoning
Board regarding Zarin & Steinmetz submission, dated November 6, 2019.

30.

Letters of Robert F. Davis, Esq. and Peter J. Millock, Esq. to David Douglas, Chairman
and Members of the Zoning Board, in response to Zarin & Steinmetz consultant
submissions, dated November 7, 2019, with revised submission list.
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SINGLETON, DAVIS &1. SINGLETON PLLC
A'ITORNEYS AT LAW
THOMAS

J. SINGLETON, 1930-:w15

120 EAST MAIN STREET
MOUNT Ktsco, NY 10549

ROBERT F. DAVIS

WHITNEY \V. SINGLETON*
914.666.4400
ALEXANDER O. SALVATO

FAX: 914.666.6442

WWW.SDSLAWNY.COM

*AI.SO MEMB~R CONNECTICUT & PLORJDA BARS

November 11, 2019

Hon. David Douglas, Chahman
and Members of the Town of the Zoning Board of Appeals
1 Heady Street ·
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.

Dear Chairman Douglas and Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals:
I write to you on behalf of my client, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. (Hudson Ridge), in
response to documents submitted by the opponents to this project late on Friday afternoon on
November 8, 2019.
First, I am happy to report that we have finally found something on which we can agree with
counsel for the opponents: just as Zarin & Steinmetz wrote, we too wish that we did not have to
send this letter. But we do - as a result of their continued and increasingly desperate attempts to
prevent my client's project with their misstatements. At the outset, I ask that you declare this
letter to be the final statement from anyone regarding the matter prior to your decision, in
keeping with the time-honored rule of allowing the applicant to have the final say, as we in fact
discussed and as was recognized in discussing procedures for this matter at your September work
session, in regard to Mr. Subin's letter of September 4, which likewise recognized this principle
in setting forth the hearing procedures.

In response to the November 8th letters, I offer the following:

Zarin & Steinmetz Letter
•

Though the letter reads as if our actions caused the opponents to bring in additional
experts, which is nonsense, the facts regarding what really is at issue here are clear - the
opponents brought in additional experts after the hearing was closed. The timing and
circumstances of the introduction of those experts are immaterial - the additional experts
were introduced after October 16, 2019, the last day of the hearing.

SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

o

•

•

•

Notwithstanding the exculpatory claims to the contrary, counsel from Barclay Damon
has repeatedly characterized the medical care provided in an OASAS Part 820 program
as minor and incidental and they have likened the Part 820 program to other provider
types like an assisted living facility, which, unlike an OASAS program, does not require
a medical director and does not provide care anything like that provided in an OASAS
program. With their words, they have attempted to lower your estimation of the
seriousness of the illnesses - both physical and mental - experienced by residents of a
Part 820 pro.gram. Their words have been contradicted by a physician and medical
director of such a program, Dr. Jean, who described to you the multitude of physical comorbidities and long-standing mental diseases that his patients have, that challenge him
and other physicians to deliver appropriate and effective care every day. They cannot
hide the fact of what they have done by attempting to twist our expe1t health care counsel
Mr. Millock' s words - they have attempted to convince you that this is custodial care,
and it is not.
Notwithstanding the statements of the Zarin & Steinmetz team, Mr. Larkin is not privy to
the design of this proposed facility, nor do his statements have any relation to the matter
at hand - the Hudson Ridge facility may and indeed, must be classified a hospital,
including a Specialty Hospital, in the Town of Cortlandt under its Zoning Code (and the
SIC), and that would have no bearing at this time on whether it should or should not have
the systems discussed by Mr. Larkin under the Building Code. The opponents are again
seeking to conflate the Town Zoning Code with other codes, and we ask again that you
not countenance that attempt.
With respect to Mr. Rogers, we did not "cherry-pick" anything. The record is clear, as
are Mr. Rogers's actions, that at best, he gave sh01t shrift to anything that we wrote or
said. More important, as we have demonstrated legally, you are not bound to consider his
opinion, nor should you.

With respect to the final point in the Zarin & Steinmetz letter, concerning my statement
about the Citizens Group - I stand behind my statement. The Citizens Group does not
want this project in its proverbial back yard, and its attempts to block the project have ·
included now saying that the amount of hospital activity is not enough to be considered a
hospital, after having previously argued that the hospital activity is too much for their
neighborhood - if that does not defme the hypocrisy of quintessential NIMBYism , then
we have another definitional matter on our hands for review.

Rabinowitz Letter
The letter from Mr. Rabinowitz is perhaps more disturbing, though his attempts to denigrate
and devalue the medical imp01tance of the OASAS Part 820 program may p erhaps be
excused by his late entry into this matter and the fact that he only regulated such programs
and did not actually work every day in a program like Dr. Jean. The enclosed analysis
refutes Mr. Rabinowitz's arguments on a point-by-point basis and demonstrates what I
sincerely believe is a misguided and even shameful treatment of the true nature of this

..
SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

program. Once you read through the two pages, I think you will agree that, as with other socalled experts before him in this case, his words have shown either a complete lack of
understanding of how much in need of medical treatment the residents of an OASAS Part
820 progrnm are, a mischaracterization of that need, or perhaps a combination of those two
elements. It is a sad and desperate last attempt to harm and prevent this worthy project.
As I wrote at the stait of this letter, I truly hope that these will be the last words you consider
on this subject prior to rendering your judgment. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

~fo~

Robert D avis, Esq.

cc:

lvfr. Steven Laker, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Peter J. Millock, Esq., Nixon Peabody
lvfr. Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Con sulting Associates
lvfr. Brian Baldwin, Cicero Consulting Associates

While Pl()ins Unit
Frank M. Cicero
Charles F. Murphy, Jr.
James Psarianos
Rose Murphy
Michael D. Ungerer
Noelia Chung
Brian Baldwin
Michael F. Cicero
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Michael
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Linda Cammisa, R.N.
Patrick Clemente

Cicero Consulting Associates
V CC, Inc.
925 Westchester Ave. · Suite 207 • White Plains. NY 70604
Tel: (914) 682-8657 · Fax: (914) 682-8895
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November 11, 2019

Hon. David Douglas, Chailman
and Members of the Town of Cortlandt Zoning Board of Appeals
I Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe

Re:

l)lbdnV. Unit
Wi/llam 8. Carmello"
Joseph F. Polit
Albert L. D'Amato
Mark Van Guys/Ing
Rosemarie Porco
Daniel Rinaldi. Jr.
Mary Ann Anglin
tmadlvs Consu1ti:Jnls
NlchO/as J. Mongiardo
Joan Greenberg
Martha H. Polit
Frank T. Cicero, M.D.
Michael R Parker; Sr.
(1947-2011)
Anthony J. Maddaloni
(1952-2014)

I:lu.dsoi1llidgc 'Vellness Center, Tue.

Dear Chai1man Douglas and Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals:
I write to you on behalf of my client, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. (Hudson Ridge), in response
to the letter of Mr. Steven Rabinowitz dated November 8, 2019. Following are my specific comments
regarding the points in his letter:
It

Contrary to Mr. Rabinowitz's attempt to compare the OASAS licensed Residential Treatment
Program to a visit to the school nurse, the full text of the Part 820 regulations rngarding assessment
and medical treatment does .include physical health issues as part of the treatment program and the
.individual patient's treatment plan, regardless of whether a p hysical examination is not required for
patients who have had one within 12 months of admission. It is as follows:

Part 820.7(c)
Assessment.
(1) Prior to admission, all programs must:
(i) conduct a communicable disease risk assessment (HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, hepatitis, or
other communicable diseases);
(ii) (ii) conduct a toxicology screen as clinically appropriate or required by federal law.
(2) If clinically indicated, as soon as possi ble after admission, all programs must
(i) recommend HCV testing; testing may be done on site or by referral;
(ii) conduct an intradermal skin or blood-based Tuberculosis test; testing may be done on
site or by refenal with results as soon as possible after admission but no later than
finalization of the treatment recovery plan;
(iii)recommend HIV testing; testing may not be conducted without patient written inf01med
consent except in situations specifically authorized by law. HIV testing may be done on site
or by refe1Tal;
(iv)explain any blood and skin test results to the patient within 3 weeks of the test.
(v) provide or recommend any other tests the examining physician or other medical staff
member deems to be necessary, including, but not limited to, an EKG, a chest X-ray, or a
pregnancy test.

(3) Any significant medical issues identified prior to or after admission must be addressed
in the treatment/recovery plan and documented in ·the patient case record.

(d) Medical history. (1) If the patient has a medical history available and has had a physical
examination perfonned within 12 months prior to admission, or if the resident is being admitted
directly to the residential service from another Office certified SUD program, the existing
medical history and physical examination ·documentation may be used to comply with the
requirements of this subdivision, provided that such documentation has been reviewed and
deternrined to be current and accmate; such determination shall be dated and recorded :in the
resident record .

.,

Mr. Rabinowitz's description of Medication Assisted Treatment as a treatment that solely consists
of a patient taking their medication shows a lack of understanding of this Evidence-Based
Treatment.
As stated in Mr. Baldwin's presentation on October 16, 2019, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will
offer Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) to help these patients address their withdrawal
symptoms and the potential cravings associated with them. MAT includes:
o Assessment of withdrawal symptoms, which wiJI include ongoing standardized withdrawal
evaluation including the use of Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment (CIWA) and/or
Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS).
o Patients will receive symptom relief and/or addiction medications such as Suboxone,
Vivitrol, Buprenorpbine and Naltrexone for opiate wi~hdrawal and Liblium, Ativan and Valium
for alcohol withdrawal.
o This type of withdrawal management will be a closely managed withdrawal management
service which will assist patients through withdrawal using a substance specific taper or
induction plan. The plan will include decision points for ending the taper or extending for mild
or protracted withdrawal or maintenance therapy.
o The medical staff in the facility will be assessing and treating residents for the medical
effects of possible withdrawal symptoms on their recovery and will be assisting the residents in
managing the emotional aspects of withdrawal through psychosocial interventions including
family therapy, if clinically appropriate.
o Regular vital signs monitoring will be provided by medical staff, including a physician.
o Medical staff will follow the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center Stabilization and Withdrawal
Protocol, which must be approved by the Medical Director of OASAS.

o

Mr. Rabinowitz is perhaps not aware of the high percentage ofpatients in Substance Use Treatment
Programs who are suffering from Co-Occurring Mental Illness, which requires Medication
Therapy, as well as individual, group and family counseling, all medical services required in a
Residential Substance Use Program.

o

Mr. Rabinowitz's denigration of important m edical services such as individual, group and family
counseling does not recognize their importance in the recovery process. OASAS does and that is
why they are required in an OASAS licensed Residential Treatment Program .

.,

Finally, it should be noted that, while the opposition has repeatedly cited, in a misleading fashion,
the minimum requirements governing the proposed Hudson Ridge program, they continue to fail
to recognize that H udson Ridge h as proposed an operation with a high quality and level of service,
including 42 on-site licensed medical professionals, which will far exceed the minimum standards.

Thank you for your attention to this infortnation,

cc:

Mr. Steven Laker1 Hudson Ridge Welloe,$ Center
Robert F. Davis, Esq., Singleton, Davis & Singleton PLLC
Peter J. Millock, Esq., Nixon Peabody
Mr. Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Consulting .Associates
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Laser Scanning

February 19, 2021
Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the
Town of Cortlandt Planning Board
Town Hall
I Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY I 0567
Re:

JMC Project 14088
Proposed Specialty Hospital
2016 Quaker Ridge Road
Town of Cortlandt, New York

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
For the Board's review, attached please find a two-page "Summary of Impacts" of the proposed
project. After numerous reviews, this document provides a summary of the identified absence of
any significant adverse impacts of the proposed use. The proposed hospital is to serve patients and
clients who experience alcohol and substance abuse disorders. The hospital will re-use the existing
buildings on the 20.83-acre campus such that no new buildings are proposed.
Additional detail and data are found in the 4-volume "Consolidated Expanded Environmental
Assessment Report", dated March 2019, previously submitted to the Board.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
JMC Planning Engineering Landscape Architecture & Land Surveying, PLLC

Robert B. Peake, AICP
Project Manager
cc:

Mr. Steve Laker
Robert Davis, Esq.

p:\2014\ / 4088\admin\2021-02-19 /ttaylor.docx
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Site Planning

JMC
PROJECT:
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Civil Engineering

Entitlements

Landscape Architecture

Construction Services

Land Surveying

30 Visualization

Transportation Engineering

Laser Scanning

JMC Project 14088
Proposed Specialty Hospital
2016 Quaker Ridge Road
Town of Cortlandt, NY

SCOPE:

Summary of Impacts

DATE:

February 17, 2021

Introduction: After numerous reviews, this document provides a summary of the identified
absence of any significant adverse impacts of the proposed use. The proposed hospital is to serve
patients and clients who experience alcohol and substance abuse disorders. The hospital will re-use
the existing buildings on the 20.83-acre campus such that no new buildings are proposed.
Will there be there a substantial adverse change as a result of the project?
Traffic

Air Quality
Groundwater

Surface Water
Removal of Vegetation
Endangered Species
Natural Resources
Critical Environmental Areas
Community's Current Plans or Goals

In 2018/2019 our traffic consultants worked alongside
the Town's traffic consultants to analyze potential
impacts. After extensive studies, including a traffic
management plan approved by the Town's consultants,
it was agreed that the use would not have a significant
impact. The use will have lower volumes than other
permitted uses in the R-80 district.
No generation of emissions - No Impact
Proposed well system has been approved by WCDOH.
Proposed Subsurface Wastewater Disposal .System
rebuilds and upgrades existing system to modern
standards and is approved by the WCDOH. Extensive
Town approved well pump testing for possible impact
on off-site wells demonstrated use wouldn't have no
significant impact. Town approved off-site Well
Monitoring program to be implemented. Minimal site work - No Impact anticipated
Minimal removal of Vegetation - No Impact. Landscape
buffer plan established. Additional trees to be planted.
No Impact
No Impact
No Impact
Project is consistent with the 2004 and 2016
Comprehensive Plans and 2004 Open Space Plan.

JMC Planning Engineering Landscape Architecture & Land Surveying, PLLC I JMC Site Development Consultants, LLC
120 BEDFORD ROAD

I ARMONK , NY 10504 I 914.273.5225 I MAIL@JMCPLLC.COM I JMCPLLC.COM

Impairment of Historical Resource
Impairment of Archeological Resource
Impairment of Architectural Resources
Impairment of Neighborhood
Character
Major change in the Use of Energy

Creation of a Hazard to Health

Substantial Change in the Use of
Agricultural Land
Substantial Change in the Use of Open
Space
Substantial Change in the Use of
Recreational Land
Substantial change in Recreational
Resources
Attraction of a Large Number of
People

Project is Consistent with the Town
Development Plan

No historical resources will be affected with
preservation of the site.
No Archeological Affects noted with preservation of
the site.
Exterior of buildings will remain as originally designed No impact anticipated
The Site has been in existence for I 00 years as an
institutional use - no impact anticipated
No new construction - Other improvements made will
be more energy efficient and consistent with current
standards.
Existing Subsurface Wastewater Disposal System to be
rebuilt and upgraded to modern standards - Approved
by WCDOH - No impact anticipated.
No Impact
No Impact
No Impact
No Impact
Not compared with other permitted uses such as
schools or prior permitted uses of property. Patients
will remain on-site for approximately 28 days. Staff will
have staggered shifts. Only 25% of patients will have
visitors any one weekend.
Use is consistent with 2004 Comprehensive Plan,
including Policy 34 (no increase in development
density), and with 2016 Comprehensive Plan and 2004
Open Space Plan.

NOTE: This document provides an overview summary of key SEQRA impact areas related to the
proposed project. Additional detail and data are found in the 4-volume "Consolidated Expanded
Environmental Assessment Report'', dated March 2019, by JMC.
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February 22, 2021

FAX: 9 l 4.666.6442
W\V\V.SDSLA\VNY.COM

Via E-Mail and Federal Express

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
Planning Board of the Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe, AICP, Deputy Director, Planning Division
Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road, Town of Cortlandt
2021 Addendum to March 28, 2019
Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
As requested by the Board at the February 2, 2021 meeting, enclosed for the Board' s
convenience, are the following items filed with the Board subsequent to the filing of the
Applicants' 4-volume Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Repmt ("CEEAR"),
prepared by JMC and dated March 28, 201 9, which are being submitted for the record:

1.

April 11 , 2019 report of the Town's hydrogeological consultant, in response to the
February 2019 Report of the neighborhood group's hydrogeologist.

2.

April 16, 2019 follow-up comments of the Town traffic consultant in response to
JMC ' s March 21, 2019 responses to his ·prior comments.

3.

April 25, 2019 response of JMC to the Town traffic consultant's April 16, 2019
comments.

4.

Robert F. Davis June 4, 2019 Planning Board presentation outline.

5.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to Planning Board, dated December 17, 2020, with copy
of Court Decision.

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
February 22, 2021
Page 2
6.

Letter of Robert F. Davis to Planning Board, dated January 4, 2021.

7.

Robe1i F. Davis January 5, 2021 Planning Board presentation outline.

8.

Letter of Robe1i F. Davis to the Planning Board, dated January 21, 2021.

We have not enclosed the Applicants' expe1i repo1is submitted in the 2019-2020
Zoning Board proceedings relating to the internal medical and health care operations of the
specialty hospital. However, we will provide them upon request and as consistently noted, the
Zoning Board record shall be deemed part of the Planning Board record and vice versa.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
Enclosures
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq. (via e-mail)
Josh Subin (via e-mail)
Chris Kehoe, AICP (via e-mail)
Michael Preziosi, P.E. (via e-mail)
Brad Schwaiiz, Esq. (via e-mail)
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Date: April 11 , 2019
Re:

.1. ·

S2nt

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Review of Hydro Quest and WSP Letters
2016 Quaker Ridge Road
Cortlandt, New York

1 /It /t ~

A.. ~4 JVJ~\f,,.,N\,,ll'ttv
t W)/J

HydroEnvironmental Solutions, Inc. (HES) was retained by the Town of Cortlandt
to review the Hudson Ridge Wellness Center (HRWC) Application for a proposed 92
bed drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility as it relates to groundwater hydrogeology and
water usage. As part of our evaluation process, HES reviewed the following documents
provided by the Town and the Applicant:
1. A January 29, · 2019 letter from HydroQuest (HQ) related to the 2018 Pumping
Test conducted at the subject site.
2. A February 26, 2019 response letter from the Applicant's hydrogeologic
consultant, LBG Hydrogeologic & Engineering Services, P.C., member of WSP
(LBGHES) related to the HQ letter.
3. A March 4, 2019 letter from LBGHES describing the proposed post-approval well
monitoring plan.
In the January 29, 2019 letter, HQ disputed the findings of WSP's October 2018
Pumping Test Report. The arguments made by, HQ can be summarized as follows:
• The 72-hour pumping test did not adequately stress the aquifer under full
project water demand or seasonally dry or drought conditions.
• The water demand calculated for HRWC is not accurate, and a demand of
175 gallons per day (gpd) per hospital bed, as recommended by New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), should be used
instead of the 11 O gpd used by the Applicant.
• The Greenstein and Shapiro wells located at 83 and 78 Quaker Ridge Road,
respectively, were the only two monitoring wells impacted by the pumping test
One Deans Bridge Road • Somers, New York 10589
914.276.2560 • FAX 914.276.2664

Mr. Michael Preziosi, PE
March 26, 2019
Page 12

•
•
•

(on or off-site) and therefore are the only true monitoring wells measured
during the pumping test.
Water levels in the pumping wells were continuing to decline at the
termination of the pumping test.
Because the Greenstein and Shapiro wells were in use during the pumping
test, the effects of on-site pumping cannot be accurately determined.
There may be other impacted off-site wells which were not monitored during
the test.

In response, the February 26, 2019 letter from LBGHES addressed points made by
HQ and defended the findings of the Pumping Test Report. The points made by WSP
are summarized as follows:
• The pumping test adequately stressed the aquifer by pumping the two wells
at a combine rate of more than twice the average water demand for the
project (17.6 gpm) continuously for 72 hours, a scenario that will not occur
under proposed occupancy conditions
• Background precipitation and well monitoring data and annual precipitation
totals from a local weather station indicate the pumping test was completed
during seasonal and multi-year dry periods.
• HRWC is intended to be a drug rehabilitation center and not a general
hospital or nursing home. The proposed water demand was based on
NYSDEC standards and approved by Westchester County Department of
Health (WCDOH).
• The off-site monitoring program provides excellent coverage of the 1,500-foot
radius around the site taking into consideration wells with purported pressure
or supply issues and local fracture trace patterns and provides clear
information on off-site impacts. The monitoring program was approved by
WCDOH and HES on behalf of the Town of Cortlandt prior to the start of the
test.
• Sixty-seven property owners were solicited to participate in the off-site
monitoring program. 16 wells were monitored out of the 18 owners who were
interested in the program (two wells were deemed inaccessible). The results
from the off-site program indicate that off-site impacts were limited to only two
wells.
• The pumping test demonstrates there is a sufficient amount of water above
the existing pump settings of each of the Greenstein and Shapiro wells . The
utilization of the HRWC wells during proposed occupancy conditions should
have no discernable impact to the off-site wells monitored.
• HQ's statement that the water level in the HRWC wells continued to decline
following termination of the test is a misrepresentation of the results. The
water level change in the final six hours of pumping met the NYSDEC criteria
of less than 0.5 foot per 100 feet of available drawdown in each well.

HydroEnvironmental
SOLUTIO NS,
Or.o Deens Bridge Rood

INC .
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Mr. Michael Preziosi, PE
March 26, 2019
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•

The fact that the Greenstein and Shapiro wells (and other off-site monitoring
wells) were in use during the duration of the test doesn't compromise the data
collected from the wells or undermine the conclusions of the pumping test
report.

In the March 4, 2019 letter, the Applicant proposed a new post-approval well
monitoring plan which was also described in the February 26 letter and previous
reports and work plans. The monitoring plan would begin three to six months
before the facility's certificate of occupancy is issued and continue for up to two
years after 75 percent occupancy has been achieved. The program as proposed
by the Applicant would monitor up to six wells using pressure transducer data
loggers as was done during the pumping test. The Greenstein and Shapiro wells
at 83 and 78 Quaker Ridge Road would be solicited as part of the program based
on the drawdown effects documented at these wells during the pumping test.
Off-site monitoring data would be compiled by LBGHES and submitted to the
Town as semi-annual reports which would also include water level data and
pumping volumes from on-site wells which will be metered. The Applicant has
also proposed sending monthly operational reports, including pumping volumes,
to the Town and WCDOH.
Based on our review of the above outlined letters we offer the following:

Pumping Test and On-site Well Monitoring
In their January 19, 2019 letter HQ questioned the stabilization of the two
pumping wells and criticized the pumping test methodology used by LBGHES stating:
"using the methodology employed by professional hydrogeologists, stabilized aquifer
equilibrium conditions were not achieved during the 2018 aquifer test .... The moderate
downward-trending slopes on these graphs documents that aquifer equilibrium
conditions have not been achieved."

The simultaneous two well 72-hour pumping test met the requirements of the
WCDOH and followed NYSDEC Guidelines for pumping tests. The purpose of the
pumping test was to demonstrate that an adequate water supply was available for the
proposed HRWC facility based on the project demand, not to establish equilibrium
conditions in the bedrock aquifer. As stated in the pumping test report, at the test's
conclusion stabilization, as defined in the NYSDEC Pumping Test Guidelines as less
than 0.5 foot per 100 feet of available drawdown in the final six hours of pumping, was
achieved .

HydroEnvironmental
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Mr. Michael Preziosi, PE
March 26, 2019
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HQ's 180-day projections, indicating over 100 feet of drawdown will occur in the
wells if they were pumped continuously at the pumping test rate of 9 gpm each for 180
days is not relevant. If this scenario were to occur, ample drawdown would still be
available in each well (total well depths are 385 feet and 800 feet in Wells 1 and 2
respectively). However, this is unlikely as the wells will are not expected to pump
double the daily demand continuously for a multiday period, let alone a 180-day period.
In addition, the site will be serviced by a one di;iy 12,000-gallon water tank which may
be used to meet peak demands. The 12,000-gallon water tank is proposed and
designed into the new water system. The existing fire suppression tank is proposed for
use, and one of the original wells is proposed for use in filling the fire suppression tank
only. If it is shown on the site plan that one of the existing wells is connected only to the
fire suppression tank, in our opinion one of the wells can remain, as it will only be used
to top off the fire suppression tank and will have minimal use.
HQ's claims that "Aquifer depth and continuity over the broad project area have
HES believes that the three pumping tests
not been adequately addressed".
demonstrate that the two supply wells are capable of achieving HRWC's daily demand.
The most recent test conducted in August 2018 effectively demonstrated the facility's
water demands could be met without severe impacts on neighboring supply wells. The
water bearing fractures and their depth are irrelevant to the testing and the water
supply. Additionally, hydrographs from the pumping wells indicate that water level
recovery to pre-pumping level following cessation of pumping was relatively rapid.
HQ's comment regarding the total drawdown measurements of 345 feet and 460
feet in Wells 1 and 2 respectively during a "previous aquifer test" are misinterpreted.
These water levels, which are shown on the driller's logs for Wells 1 and 2 were not
from an "aquifer test", but are measurements made by the driller following well
installation using air lift through the drilling tools from the bottom of the borehole. Well
drillers use air lift from the drill rig to provide an approximation of a well's capacity. They
are not actual measured values from long-term pumping at the wells and the duration of
the air lifting is unknown. Long term pump testing is the most accurate way to
determine a well's capacity.
HES agrees with HQ's statement that the two on-site monitoring wells are not
hydraulically connected to the pumping wells as was demonstrated during testing at
Wells 1 and 2. However, the lack of induced drawdown in the wells does not mean
disqualify there use as monitoring wells as stated by HQ. On the contrary, the lack of
drawdown in the two on-site monitor wells confirms that these two well locations are not
connected to the same water bearing fracture set(s) as the pumping wells.
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Off~site

Well Monitoring Program

HES agrees with LBGHES that the 16 off-site homeowner wells provided
sufficient coverage, and a total of sixty-seven (67) off-site surrounding well owners were
notified and solicited to participate in the well monitoring program. The two impacted
wells contained ample available drawdown in the wells at the end of testing (475 feet
and 175 feet), demonstrating ample water will be available in the wells during drought
conditions. As noted in the site-wide water budget, even under severe drought
conditions (30-year drought), recharge to the bedrock aquifer is substantially greater
than the water demand for the project.
The 72-hour pumping test induced drawdown in the Shapiro (78 Quaker Hill
Road) and Greenstein (83 Quaker Hill Road) wells while pumping double the daily
demand . Which well induced the impacts is irrelevant. The impacts were discernible
but not concerning because there was plenty of available drawdown in both impacted
wells at the peak drawdown levels. Additionally, the Applicant has proposed long-term
monitoring of impacted wells to ensure that no adverse impacts occur.
As noted above with regards to the on-site monitoring wells , no impact or
induced drawdown in a well does not indicate the well is not a valid monitoring well, it
simply means that the well(s) with no impact is not hydraulically connected to the
pumping wells. As HQ points out, bedrock aquifers are anisotropic.
HQ's assertion that the value of monitoring data from off-site wells is negated by
homeowner pumping is incorrect. Data loggers in the wells were set to collect water
level readings at a frequency sufficient to determine the effects of homeowner use
versus impacts related to on-site pumping. The homeowner well pumping cycles are
clearly indicated on the hydrographs, as are the impacts related to on-site pumping on
the Shapiro and Greenstein wells.
Consideration of Dry and Drought Condition Impacts on the Bedrock Aquifer

The LBGHES response regarding precipitation monitoring before during and after
the pumping test supports the conclusion that rainfall was not a factor regarding the
water supply on-site. The 2012-2018 rainfall data presented by LBGHES indicates
rainfall over the past 6 years prior to the pumping test was significantly below average
(page 2 of WSP February 226, 2019).
The Applicant's hydrogeologic consultant carefully monitored rainfall before,
during and after the pumping test. The pumping test report specifically states the
rainfall amounts for multiple years prior to testing, provides for rainfall documented from
an on-site rain gage and from a National Weather Service rain gage within the same
drainage basin (not the Cross River in an entirely different water shed on the eastern
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side of the county, as listed in the HQ letter). As noted by the Applicants consultant,
long-term rainfall trends were well below average. HES believes the rainfall and its
minimal effects on groundwater recharge during the testing period were carefully
detailed and accounted for and was not a factor in skewing the testing results.
Water Demand

HES is satisfied with the water demand of 110 gpd for the proposed Hudson
Wellness Center. The WCDOH approved this demand, and the demand is site-specific
in that the facility is not considered a hospital and has lesser demand.
•

The Applicant demonstrated to the WCDOH and to HES that the proposed
use was not a typical hospital, and that the per bed water use of 11 O gpd was
justified. If the agency responsible for estimating water use approves of the
calculated demand, that is the demand that should be used to estimate the
water budget. It should be noted that HES attempted to find an applicable
Standard Industrial Code (SIC) for the proposed use at the site, and none
was found, therefore, relying on the WCDOH approved water use per
bedroom is acceptable. Additionally, the proposed use for the site does not
include on-site laundry or irrigation. However, when it comes to estimating
project demand HQ cites the NYSDEC water use numbers for a hospital at
175 gpd per bed, yet when it comes to pumping test protocol, HQ wishes to
use their own interpretation of stabilization and protocols not the NYSDEC
Water Supply Testing Guidelines.
Regulations and Guidelines are
promulgated by state and county agencies for a reason, they are not open for
interpretation by professional hydrogeologists as a matter of convenience.

Post-Approval Monitoring Plan

As proposed by the Applicant, a long-term post-approval off-site monitoring plan
should be put in place three to six months prior to granting of the certificate of
occupancy for HRWC and should continue for two years following 75% occupancy.
HES is in agreement that the Greenstein and Shapiro residences at 83 and 78 Quaker
Ridge Road should be solicited to participate in the program. The Applicant has
proposed mitigation measures for any off-site wells that may be adversely impacted
from on-site pumping. Mitigation measures could include lowering a pump, deepening a
well or in extreme cases replacing a well. Additionally, the on-site supply wells should
be individually metered as proposed, and monthly update reports should be submitted
to the Town for review to confirm water use and if any off-site impacts have occurred.
The proposed monitoring plan was submitted with the August 2018 Water Supply
Assessment Report and in a subsequent March 4, 2019 letter from WSP to the Town of
Cortlandt citing the submitted Off-Site Monitoring Plan and stating that the on-site wells
would be metered and water use reports would be submitted to the Town.
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Conclusions & Recommendations

HES agrees with LBGHES that the water demand for the project was accurately
and properly justified and that the 72-hour simultaneous pumping test was conducted in
accordance with the WCDOH and HES approved work plan. The pumping test
demonstrated that Wells 1 and 2 can support the project and are compliant with
WCDOH and NYSDEC requirements for community water supplies.
The off-site well monitoring program was thorough and comprehensive. The
pumping test was conducted as per the approved work plan and in accordance with
WCDOH and NYSDEC Guidelines. Both are valid and well thought out and confirm the
presence of a viable water supply for the project with minimal off-site impacts given the
project demand .
Based on the findings of the multiple pumping tests and the off-site well
monitoring program, HES does not recommend any additional hydrogeologic testing at
this time, other than implementing a long-term monitoring plan which should be put in
place following project approval.
If you have any questions regarding this matter or should you require any
additional information, please contact me at (914) 276-2560.

cc:

File
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Provident Design Engineering, PLLC (PDE), a licensed Professional Engineering Firm m the
State of New York, has conducted a Traffic Engineering Re-Review on the above-referenced
Application. This review considered responses to PDE's February 22, 2019 Review Letter
provided by the Applicant in their March 21, 2019 Response Letter. In addition to the March 21,
2019 Response Letter, the following additional information was reviewed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

January 19, 2018 JMC Response Letter to October 26, 2017 PDE Letter
January 19, 2018 JMC Response Letter to Town Staff Comments
January 19, 2018 JMC Response Letter to November 14, 2017 New Castle Letter
Site Plans dated January 8, 2018, prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, P.E., P.C.
Transportation Management Plan dated February 22, 2018 prepared by JMC
Expanded Environmental Assessment Report dated July 20, 2015
Expanded Environmental Assessment Report dated October 10, 2016
October 20, 2016 letter from JMC to the Town of Cortlandt ZBA
April 10, 2017 Addendum to the Expanded Environmental Assessment Report dated
October 10, 2016
10. July 10, 2017 2nd Addendum to the Expanded Environmental Assessment Report dated
October 10, 2016
11. July 31, 2017 letter from JMC to Town of Cortlandt Planning Board
12. September 8, 2017 letter from JMC to Town of Cortlandt Planning Board
13. Site Plan for Hudson Ridge Wellness Center dated October 5, 2016
14. May 21, 2018 JMC Response Submittal Cover Letter
15. March 22, 2018 JMC Response Letter to Town Professional Staff and Consultant
Meeting Comments
16. April 30, 2018 Letter from Scott Cullen to Robert Davis

A.Ji~ M;~~
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17. May 14, 2018 JMC Letter Addressing Public Face book Comments
18. May 18, 2018 JMC Response Letter to Mr. Shannon Comments
19. May 18, 2018 JMC Response Letter to March 23, 2018 PDE Letter
20. May 16, 2018 Letter from Ralph G. Mastromonaco to Dan O'Connor
21. May 8, 2018 Email from Ralph G. Mastromonaco to Michael Preziosi
22. Site Plans dated Revised May 16, 2018 prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC
23. August 13, 2018 JMC Response Letter to June 11, 2018 PDE Letter
24. Site Plans dated Revised August 8, 2018 prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC
25. Survey Plan dated Revised October 18, 2018 prepared by TC Merritts Land Surveyors
26. Revision #1 to August 13, 2018 JMC Response Letter dated revised November 12, 2018
27. Transportation Management Plan dated revised November 12, 2018 prepared by JMC
28. Revision #2 to August 13, 2018 JMC Response Letter dated revised December 17, 2018
29. Site Plans dated Revised December 4, 2018 prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC
30. Site Plans dated Revised February 27, 2019 prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC
Based upon a review of the responses and additional information provided, there are items that
still need to be further addressed by the Applicant. The following provides a summary of
comments on the Applicant's responses in the order in which they appeared in the March 21,
2019 Response Letter:
1. The Applicant has provided a more detailed plan that clearly notes the gravel path will be
an ADA accessible path. Additionally, the path has been relocated around the proposed
land-banked parking area on the updated plans. PDE finds this response to be acceptable.
2. The Applicant indicates that New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
has provided an oral advisement that 10 feet from the roadway pavement is 'typically'
used for purposes of the 10% standard. PDE maintains that the Applicant should confirm
that the design meets the following criteria set forth in the NYSDOT Design Manual:
"Minimum vertical curve to accommodate the design vehicle. Whenever the driveway
grade changes, the pro.file should be rounded by connecting the two different grades with
a smooth vertical curve. Abrupt changes in driveway grade near the highway may cause
operational and safety problems. Driveway pro.files should prevent vehicle undercarriage
damage andfacilitate entering and exiting maneuvers. Refer to the driveway pro.files
found in the Residential and Minor Commercial Driveways Standard Sheets 608-03. "
The Applicant further indicates that lessening the grade on the driveway would require
substantial excavation (8-10 feet) for a length of more than 200 feet. It is stated that this
would result in significant regrading that would impact the subsurface sanitary sewer
improvements, as well as wetland impacts, and the septic system improvements could not
be relocated on site. The Applicant does not indicate whether the provision of retaining
wall in combination with regrading would avoid impacts to the septic system.
The Applicant provided examples of two locations within the Town where maximum
grades exceed 10%. The two examples are as follows:

Michael Preziosi, P .E.
April 16, 2019
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1. Springvale Road approach to NYS Route 9A
a. Maximum grade - 16.6%
b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 8.5%
c. Grade at intersection - 2.9%
2. Jacobs Hill Road approach to US Route 6
a. Maximum grade-15.4%
b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 6.7%
c. Grade at intersection - 1.2%
Although the maximum grades at these two locations are greater than the proposed
maximum grade of 13% on the proposed site driveway, the grades in the more immediate
vicinity of the intersection are substantially less than the proposed site driveway, which is
proposed to have a grade of approximately 11 % within 50 feet of the intersection and 5%
at the intersection. As noted above, the Applicant should confirm that the criteria set
forth by NYSDOT is met, especially with respect to whether the driveway profiles may
cause any vehicle undercarriage damage. This can be confirmed with vehicle tracking
software. PDE recommends this be investigated for the following design vehicles:
•
•
•

Typical Passenger Vehicle
Delivery Vehicle (SU-30)
Delivery Vehicle (SU-40)

3. The Applicant indicates the proposed driveway improvements do not impact the historic
nature of the road. PDE defers to the Town on this matter.
4. No additional response necessary.
5. As noted previously, the actual daily trips can be confirmed with the traffic monitoring
study to be performed by the Applicant as part of the Transportation Management Plan.
The finalized version of the Transportation Management Plan should be a condition of
Site Plan Approval that will need to be deemed acceptable by the Director of Technical
Services.
6. No additional response necessary.
7. No additional response necessary.
8. The Applicant has provided an updated Driveway Improvement Plan that demonstrates
that the 20-foot traveled way can be provided with minor additional widening along the
west side of Quaker Ridge Road immediately south of the site driveway, as well as the
removal of overburden as previously indicated. The Applicant will need to provide a
Construction Plan to formally identify how the 20-foot width will be achieved in this area

Michael Preziosi, P.E.
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and to what extent the pavement will need to be replaced and/or repaired. This Plan
should be prepared as part of the Site Plan Approval Process to confirm whether there
would be any impact or modification to the historic characteristics of the roadway.
9. The Applicant provided additional truck turning templates in the plan set dated revised
February 27, 2019. The additional truck turning templates illustrate an SU-30 and SU-40
truck entering and exiting the site driveway to/from Quaker Ridge Road to the north.
These turning templates indicate that the maneuver may be very difficult to accomplish,
especially for the SU-40 and there would significant vehicle overhang on the south side
of the site driveway. Additionally, these vehicles would need to fully encroach into the
oncoming lane of traffic on Quaker Ridge Road in order to exit the site. This may create
an unsafe condition and the Applicant may need to closely coordinate these delivery trips
and provide temporary traffic control on Quaker Ridge Road to avoid potential vehicular
conflicts.
10. No additional response necessary.
11. The Applicant indicates the visitor parking spaces will be made available to staff on
weekdays and visitors on weekends, when staffing is reduced. A portion of the visitor
spaces should be remain reserved on weekdays for operational-type visitors.
As noted previously, a Parking Monitoring Study will be part of the Transportation
Management Plan. The finalized version of the Transportation Management Plan should
be a condition of Site Plan Approval that will need to be deemed acceptable by the
Director of Technical Services. At a minimum, the Parking Monitoring Study should be
performed at the following thresholds:
•
•
•
•

Initial occupancy of the facility
50% occupancy of the facility
75% occupancy of the facility
100% occupancy of the facility (and for two years thereafter)

If the parking demand at any of these thresholds indicates that the parking supply to be
provided is (or will be) deficient then the Applicant will need to come back before the
Planning Board to demonstrate how the land-banked parking necessary to meet the
parking demand will be accommodated from an engineering and environmental
standpoint (no engineering detail currently provided for the land-banked parking areas).
The additional impacts associated with the land-banked area(s) will need to be considered
cumulative to the original impacts to determine State Environmental Quality Review Act
(SEQRA) implications.

12. No additional response necessary.
13. No additional response necessary.
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14. No additional response necessary.
Should you have any questions or comments concerning the review letter, please feel free to
contact me at 914.367.0204 or via email at cholt@pderesults.com.

Very truly yours,
Provident Design Engineering, PLLC

Carlito Holt, P.E., PTOE
Partner/Senior Project Manager

Q:IPROJECTS-17\17-043 Cortlandt HW Review\Ltr\Hudson Wellness Facility Traffic Re-Review 04 .16.19.docx
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April 25, 2019
Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the
Town of Cortlandt Planning Board
Town Hall
I Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY I0567
Re:

JMC Project 14088
Proposed Specialty Hospital
2016 Quaker Ridge Road
Town of Cortlandt, New York

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
We have prepared this letter and attachments to address the outstanding comments in the
Provident Design Engineering letter, dated April 16, 2019. Comments which have been addressed
to the satisfaction of the Town traffic consultant are not reiterated herein. The comment numbers
are consistent with the numbering in the Provident Design Engineering letter.

Comment No. 2
The Applicant indicates that New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) has provided an
oral advisement that I 0 feet from the roadway pavement is 'typically' used for purposes of the I 0%
standard. PDE maintains that the Applicant should confirm that the design meets the following criteria set
forth in the NYSDOT Design Manual:
"Minimum vertical curve to accommodate the design vehicle. Whenever the driveway grade changes, the
profile should be rounded by connecting the two different grades with a smooth vertical curve. Abrupt
changes in driveway grade near the highway may cause operational and safety problems. Driveway profiles
should prevent vehicle undercarriage damage and facilitate entering and exiting maneuvers. Refer to the
driveway profiles found in the Residential and Minor Commercial Driveways Standard Sheets 608-03."
The Applicant further indicates that lessening the grade on the driveway would require substantial
excavation (8-10 feet) for a length of more than 200 feet. It is stated that this would result in significant
regrading that would impaa the subsurface sanitary sewer improvements, as well as wetland impacts, and
the septic system improvements could not be relocated on site. The Applicant does not indicate whether the
provision of retaining wall in combination with regrading would avoid impacts to the septic system.
The Applicant provided examples of two locations within the Town where maximum grades exceed I 0%.
The two examples are as follows:

JMC Planning Engineering Landscape Architecture & Land Surveying, PLLC
120 BEDFORD ROAD

I ARMONK,

NY 10504 I 914.273.5225

I JMC Site Development Consultants,

I MAIL@JMCPLLC.COM I JMCPLLC.COM

LLC

. I. Springvale Road approach to NYS Route 9A
a. Maximum grade - 16.6%
b. b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 8.5%
c. c. Grade at intersection-2. 9%
2. Jacobs Hill Road approach to US Route 6
a. Maximum grade-15.4%
b. b. Grade within 50 feet of intersection - 6. 7%
c. c. Grade at intersection - 1.2%
Although the maximum grades at these two locations are greater than the proposed maximum grade of
13 % on the proposed site driveway, the grades in the more immediate vicinity of the intersection are
substantially less than the proposed site driveway, which fs proposed to have a grade of approximately 11
% within 50 feet of the intersection and 5% at the intersection. As noted above, the Applicant should
confirm that the criteria set forth by NYSDOT is met, especially with respect to whether the driveway
profiles may cause any vehicle undercarriage damage. This can be confirmed with vehicle tracking soft.ware.
PDE recommends this be investigated for the following design vehicles:
Typical Passenger Vehicle
Delivery Vehicle (SU-30)
Delivery Vehicle (SU-40)
Response No. 2
The attached information prepared by Ralph G. Mastromonaco, PE, PC confirms a firetruck can
traverse the proposed grade transition without impacting the vehicle undercarriage. While the
proposed centerline of the driveway is shown with a 5% initial slope, the vast majority of entering
traffic, projected at 95% entering from the south, will be traversing along a lesser slope since the
travel distance is greater in the transition area for an entering vehicle between the existing road
and the proposed driveway, as compared to an exiting vehicle making a left turn. The attached
Existing Road Grade Exhibit Springvale Road, dated 4/24/2019 prepared by Ralph G.
Mastromonaco, PE, PC shows the Springvale Road grade at the intersection with Route 9A is
approximately 7.14 percent. The previously submitted plan inadvertently labeled the Route 9A
slope of 2.9 percent as if it were a portion of Springvale Road.
Retaining walls are already proposed on both sides of the proposed improved driveway in the
vicinity of the septic system. If the driveway was lowered even more in association with a I 0%
maximum driveway slope, the retaining walls would need to be substantially higher and longer, and
it would have the feel of an undesirable 'tunnel effect'.
The Applicant had extensive discussions with Town professional staff throughout 2018, at which Mr. Holt was present at least on some of the occasions, where the grade was extensively discussed,
and it the Applicant's understanding that the Director of Technical Services/Town Engineer agreed
that the driveway grade would be acceptable so long as the existing grade was not increased." As
discussed in previous submissions, the Applicant proposes to substantially reduce the existing grade
at the entrance as requested from 14% to 5%, and the grade does not violate any applicable
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regulations. As also previously submitted, the existing driveway was used for institutional uses
for at least 60 years.

Comment No. 3
The Applicant indicates the proposed driveway improvements do not impact the historic nature of the road.
PDE defers to the Town on this matter.
Response No. 3
So noted . The Applicant trusts the Town will concur that a minor widening of approximately 2
inches along a roadway length of only 37 feet and the requested driveway entrance improvements
will not be perceptible relative to the character of the roadway.

Comment No. 5
As noted previously, the actual daily trips can be confirmed with the traffic monitoring study to be
performed by the Applicant as part of the Transportation Management Plan. The finalized version of the
Transportation Management Plan should be a condition of Site Plan Approval that will need to be deemed
acceptable by the Director of Technical Services.
Response No. 5
The Applicant previously submitted the proposed Transportation Management Plan, as an agreed
condition of approval which includes traffic and parking monitoring, and will consider any requested
modifications which may be requested by the Director of Technical Services.

Comment No. 8 The Applicant has provided an updated Driveway Improvement Plan that demonstrates that the 20-foot
traveled way can be provided with minor additional widening along the west side of Quaker Ridge Road
immediately south of the site driveway, as well as the removal of overburden as previously indicated. The
Applicant will need to provide a Construction Plan to formally identify how the 20-foot width will be
achieved in this area and to what extent the pavement will need to be replaced and/or repaired. This Plan
should be prepared as part of the Site Plan Approval Process to confirm whether there would be any impact
or modification to the historic characteristics of the roadway.
Response No. 8
The enclosed Quaker Ridge Road Improvement Plan has been prepared as requested by Ralph G.
Mastromonaco, PE, PC. The plan confirms that there would not be a perceptible impact to the
historic characteristics of the roadway resulting from the minor improvements.
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Comment No. 9
The Applicant provided additional truck turning templates in the plan set dated revised February 2 7, 2019.
The additional truck turning templates illustrate an SU-30 and SU-40 truck entering and exiting the site
driveway to/from Quaker Ridge Road to the north. These turning templates indicate that the maneuver may
be very difficult to accomplish, especially for the SU-40 and there would significant vehicle overhang on the
south side of the site driveway. Additionally, these vehicles would need to fully encroach into the oncoming
Jane of traffic on Quaker Ridge Road in order to exit the site. This may create an unsafe condition and the
Applicant may need to closely coordinate these delivery trips and provide temporary traffic control on
Quaker Ridge Road to avoid potential vehicular con~icts.
Response No. 9
Although the Applicant has already committed to the condition of including in its Transportation
Management Plan its directing delivery vehicles to travel to and from the south, the Applicant will
augment the Transportation Management Plan to also include a condition that, in the event that a
delivery vehicle needs to exit the site and travel north along Quaker Ridge Road, the Applicant will
utilize on-site security personnel to provide traffic control to advise drivers along Quaker Ridge
Road of the movement of the delivery vehicle and to assist th·e vehicle in making the turn safely.

Comment No. 11
The Applicant indicates the visitor parking spaces will be made available to staff on weekdays and visitors
on weekends, when staffing is reduced. A portion of the visitor spaces should be remain reserved on
weekdays for operational-type visitors.
As noted previously, a Parking Monitoring Study will be part of the Transportation Management Plan. The
finalized version of the Transportation Management Plan should be a condition of Site Plan Approval that
will need to be deemed acceptable by the Director of Technical Services. At a minimum, the Parking
Monitoring Study should be performed at the following thresholds:

•
•

Initial occupancy of the facility
50% occupancy of the facility
75% occupancy of the facility
I 00% occupancy of the facility (and

for two years therea~er)

If the parking demand at any of these thresholds indicates that the parking supply to be provided is (or will
be) deficient then the Applicant will need to come back before the Planning Board to demonstrate how the
/and-banked parking necessary to meet the parking demand will be accommodated from an engineering
and environmental standpoint (no engineering detail currently provided for the /and-banked parking areas).
The additional impacts associated with the /and-banked area(s) will need to be considered cumulative to the
original impacts to determine State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) implications.
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Response No. I I
Three such proposed visitor spaces are shown on the previously submitted Driveway Improvement
Plan. The spaces are conveniently located adjacent to the proposed ADA spaces in the vicinity of
Building# I.
The Applicant will provide the Parking Monitoring Study at the suggested thresholds as part of the
Transportation Management Plan, required as a condition of approval as agreed by the Applicant.
As noted in prior letters, including our letter dated 3/21/2019, the Applicant is requesting a parking
waiver, not "land-banked" spaces as referenced in the comment. Significantly, no such additional
spaces are proposed or anticipated. However, the Applicant understands that Planning Board
approval would be required in the unexpected event that, based on the agreed and required
parking monitoring, additional parking is necessary, as referenced on the previously submitted
Additional Parking Plan In Support Of The Parking Count Waiver, as requested by Town staff.
Moreover, if any additional spaces are desired by the Applicant or Town based on actual future
operations, the number of spaces would likely be I 0 or fewer spaces based on the information
previously submitted in support of the requested waiver. Thus, under these circumstances, it is the
Applicant's position that any review and approval of future spaces would be a separate new
Planning Board application for an amended site plan approval, and any relatively minor SEQRA
impacts would be addressed at that time. Regardless, the I0 or fewer spaces would not be
expected to have significant cumulative SEQRA implications, even if considered relative to the
proposed action. The I0 spaces could be provided on the north side of the roadway, as depicted
in the Additional Parking Plan, in an already cleared/developed area adjacent to Building #I with
relatively minor disturbance, including a short retaining wall to minimize disturbances, and likely a
drywell for stormwater. No sensitive environmental features, such as trees, steep slopes, wetlands
or wetland buffers would be affected.

We are willing to discuss our various responses if desired.
Sincerely,
JMC Planning Engineering Landscape Architecture & Land Surveying, PLLC

~~-Richard J. Pearson, PE, PTOE
Senior Associate Principal
cc:

David Douglas, Chairman and Members of the Town of Cortlandt Zoning Board of Appeals
Mr. Steve Laker
Robert Davis, Esq.
Mr. Ralph Mastromonaco, PE
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SUB-APPENDIX B-4

EXHIBIT 4

PLANNING BOARD MEETING - JUNE 4, 2019
INTRODUCTION
1.

Good evening. I am Bob Davis, attorney for the Applicant.

2.

Since we have not appeared before you since the January meeting, I would
like to review what has transpired over the last few months, which has been
quite substantial and significant.

3.

You will recall that at the December meeting, our hydrogeologist gave a
powerpoint presentation regarding the extensive well pump testing we
performed last August, which clearly demonstrated that the proposed use
will have no significant adverse impact on off-site wells. The Town's
hydrogeologist agreed.

4.

At the January 8 meeting, our traffic engineer gave a powerpoint
presentation with respect to traffic matters, including the substantial
mitigation measures we have incorporated into the application, which
demonstrated that the proposed use will have no significant adverse traffic
impacts. While the Town's consultant raised some relatively minor
technical matters at that meeting, a number of which had already been
addressed and the others which have subsequently been addressed, he has
not disagreed with the basic premise that there will be no significant adverse
traffic impacts.

5.

On January 10, in response to the January 3 submission of the neighbors'
counsel, we submitted our detailed analysis under the SEQRA Regulations,
which addressed the SEQRA criteria for a determination of significance.
Employing those criteria, we demonstrated that the proposed action will
have no significant adverse environmental impacts and that therefore, we're
entitled to a Negative Declaration or a Conditioned Negative Declaration
under SEQRA.

6.

On January 25, we received the two approvals for the proposed hospital use
required from the Westchester County Health Department:
(1) Approval of the water supply system, which was based upon and
incorporated the Health Department's prior approval of the
Applicant's water demand calculations, which accordingly were
incorporated in our well pump testing and

(2) Approval of our state-of-the-art septic system, which will replace
most of the old existing system and be much more protective of the
environment.
7.

On February 5, we responded to another letter of the neighbors'
counsel, dated February 1, and we addressed what, in our opinion,
represent only some spurious last ditch efforts to derail the
application after seeing that we have clearly demonstrated a lack of
significant adverse environmental impacts.

8.

The focal point of opposing counsel's February submission
however, was the report of the neighbors' new hydrogeologist
critiquing our well pump test protocol, which had been approved by
Town staff and its hydrogeological consultant.

9.

On February 26, our consultants submitted their detailed report
refuting each and every comment of the neighbors' new consultant.
To buttress that response, on March 6, we submitted an additional
report from our consultant confirming that as conditions of
approval, we have agreed to conduct an extensive post-approval
well monitoring program with respect to the off-site wells and in
addition, we will monitor and submit monthly operation reports of
water usage to the County Health Department and the Town.

10.

On April 11, the Town's hydrogeological consultant submitted his
repmt discussing his review of the neighbors' consultant's report
and our two repmts in response. The Town's consultant, once
again, confirmed our reports, and found no merit to the comments
of the neighbors' consultant.

11.

On February 22, the Town's traffic consultant submitted a repmt
updating his comments at the January meeting on our December
submission, which were largely technical and non-environmental in
nature. Significantly, he did find our daily trip estimates to be
acceptable and that they would not have a significant impact on any
of the studied area intersections.

12.

On March 21, we fully responded to the Town traffic consultant's
February comments. We received follow up comments from the
Town's consultant on April 16, and we fully addressed those in our
response letter of April 25. The Town's consultant advised ours
that he is satisfied with our final responses.
2

13.

Significantly on March 18, to buttress our SEQRA analysis we
submitted in January demonstrating non-significance under the
SEQRA criteria, we submitted a list of no less than 54 stipulated
mitigative conditions of approval which we have incorporated in
our application and which, in fact, ensure that there will be no
significant adverse environmental impacts caused by the proposed
specialty hospital.

14.

At the January meeting, the Board suggested that since this has been such a
long process, with so many submissions, in order to accommodate more
efficient review by the Board and the public, we should consolidate those
submissions in a "user friendly" manner. We have done just that. On March
28, we submitted a voluminous four-volume set of our prior submissions,
with a fully updated version of the environmental analysis we had originally
submitted in July 2015. These volumes include our very strong SEQRA
significance analysis I mentioned, as well as the 54 stipulated conditions,
and all of the other items we have submitted, including detailed responses to
every single public comment since the outset of this process in 2015.

15.

In their February 1 submission, neighbors' counsel raised, for the first time,
the issue of whether the proposed use actually constitutes a pe1mitted
hospital use under the Town Zoning Code. This question was raised for the
first time after four years of extensive public review before the Zoning and
Planning Boards, which even included two litigations.

16.

As a result, at its February meeting, the Planning Board asked for advice on
this "threshold" issue, even though we are far beyond the threshold of this
matter.

17.

On March 21, the Code Enforcement Officer rendered a memo to the Board
stating his patently erroneous opinion that the proposed specialty hospital
was not, in fact, a pe1mitted hospital, based on his demonstrably false
premise that the use is primarily "custodial care" and not "medical care".

18.

We completely refuted that enoneous opinion in my comprehensive
submission of April 23, which was accompanied by reports of our two
expert hospital consultants, and the overwhelming applicable laws,
regulations and facts.
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19.

There can be no legitimate question whatsoever that the primary purpose of
the proposed specialty hospital is the medical and healthcare and treatment
of those suffering from the disease of addiction.

20.

Putting aside the inarguable facts and numerous legal grounds we have
explained which demonstrate this is a permitted hospital, perhaps first and
foremost, this is a matter of common sense. We have a main hospital
building which was built, designed and used for some 3 0 years for the very
purpose of the same type of addiction treatment hospital for which the
Applicants will use it. It is cunently configured with hospital rooms and
office spaces, and after renovation, will continue to be. It will be occupied
by doctors, nurses, psychologists and other medical and behavioral health
care professionals. Indeed, there will be some 42 such health care
professionals to serve the projected initial population of some 42 patients.
The hospital-type rooms in the building will occupied by those patients, who
are suffering from a disease, for which they will be treated by health care
professionals. The ancillary buildings will be utilized for the same purposes.
The operation will be strictly regulated as a medical facility treating
substance abuse issues under the State Mental Hygiene Law and require
licensure thereunder by the State Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Services known as "OASAS". Patient medical insurance will be accepted.
Obviously, this is a medical use, not merely "custodial care".

21.

Thus, we requested in our April submission on this issue that in consultation
with Town Attorney Wood, the Code Enforcement Officer, in light of many
dispositive legal and factual matters of which he apparently was not
previously aware or misunderstands, change his opinion accordingly.

22.

However, on May 16th, the Code Enforcement Officer issued a second
memo, declining to change his prior Opinion. In fact, he added a second
inconect determination that the State road frontage variance we require is a
use variance, not an area variance. His second memo completely failed to
address any of the numerous points we made in our April 23rd submission.
In 40 years of practicing zoning law, I have never seen a more
egregiously wrong determination. It is beyond comprehension that the
Code Enforcement Officer has ignored the overwhelming facts and law to
the contrary and maintained his erroneous position. We will be refuting his
May 16 submission very shortly.
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23.

Further, his comment on the frontage variance is baned by law. The Zoning
Board made a determination in March 2017, over 2 years ago, that the
variance is an area variance. Notwithstanding the Code Enforcement
Officer's assertion that the Board lacked jurisdiction, which he has no
authority to make, the State Town Law provides that on an application for a
special permit or a site plan, both of which we have here, the Applicant can
go directly to the Zoning Board without the necessity of a determination by
the Code Enforcement Officer or an appeal.

24.

The Code Enforcement Officer' statement that the Zoning Board's
determination on that issue is not final is also inconect. The Court's
dismissal of the neighbors' Article 78 proceeding was not based on the fact
that that issue was not finally determined by the ZBA, which it was, but that
it was only premature for the neighbors to appeal it until the Board rendered
a deteimination on whether to issue the variance.

25.

Since the Zoning Board ruled, the Supreme Court, Westchester County, as
well as the Appellate Division, Second Depaiiment, in other cases, have
both ruled that a variance from a State road frontage requirement is an area
variance, not a use variance. The Code Enforcement Officer is also bound
by those rulings.

26.

We have submitted an appeal to the Zoning Board from the Code
Enforcement Officer's Dete1minations and we will first be appearing before
the Zoning Board at its June meeting. The facts and law are indisputable.
His determination cannot and will not stand.

27.

At this juncture, we have done everything asked of us and much more.
Based on the substantial record and proceedings to date, which have
demonstrated that the proposed use will not have any significant adverse
environmental impact, we ask that the Board now proceed with the
rendering of a Negative Declaration or at least, a Conditioned Negative
Declaration, under SEQRA, either of which could incorporate our 54
conditions, in order that the process may move forward. Thank you.

Y:\WP\DA VJS\08205\001 \DOCUMENTSVUNE 4, 20 l 9 OUTLINE.DOCX
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SUB-APPENDIX B-5

EXHIBIT 5

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
THOMAS J, SINGLETON, 1930-2015

120 EAST MAIN STREET

ROBERT F. DAVIS

MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549

WHITNEY \V. SINGLETON*
914 .666.4400

ALEXANDER D. SALVATO
(: ALSO MEM BER CONNECTICUT & FLORIDA BARS

December 17, 2020

FAX: 914 .666.6442
WWW.SDSLAWNY.COM

Via E-Mail and Federal Express
Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
Planning Board of the Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe, AICP, Deputy Director, Planning Division

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road, Town of Cortlandt
January 5, 2021 Planning Board Meeting

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
As you know, our firm represents the Applicants, who are seeking a special permit and
site plan approval from your Board to operate a specialty hospital to serve patients suffering
from substance use disorder. As a reminder, the Applicants are proposing to reuse the existing
buildings at the subject property, originally used for similar hospital and other institutional
purposes, with no new construction, except the updating of the septic system. The Applicants
also require an area variance from the Zoning Board from the State road frontage requirement for
hospital special permits. The Planning Board is the Lead Agency under SEQRA with respect to
this application.
At the January 5, 2021 meeting, I will update the Board in detail as to where we were in
the review process as of our last appearance before the Board on the substance of the application
on January 8, 2019.

In short, some four years after the commencement of this application and after two prior
litigations, upon receipt of an inquiry in February 2019 from counsel for the neighborhood
opposition group as to whether the proposed specialty hospital constitutes a permitted "hospital"
use under the Zoning Code, this Board directed that belated question to its professional staff. On
March 21, 2019, the Director of Code Enforcement rendered his opinion to the Board that the

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
December 17, 2020
Page2

proposed use does not constitute a "hospital". Notwithstanding the substantial written objection
of Applicants' counsel to the contrary, on May 16, 2019, he reiterated that opinion.
Thus, the Board's review of this application ceased and the Applicants were compelled to
appeal the Director's determinations to the Zoning Board. The Zoning Board proceedings on the
Applicants' appeal lasted from June 2019 until January 2020, when the Zoning Board, by a 3-1
vote in favor of the Applicants, with two members recused and one new member abstaining, set
aside the Director's erroneous determinations. However, as State law requires 4 votes of the
7-member Zoning Board to effectuate any such approval, the Board's 3-1 vote was deemed to
constitute a "default denial" under the statute. Accordingly, although, the 3-1 majority of the
Board voted in favor of th~ Applicants, the Applicants were compelled to bring an Article 78
proceeding against the Board to set aside its "default denial" and the Director's determinations.
On September 24, 2020, the Supreme Court, Westchester County ruled emphatically and
conclusively in favor of the Applicants, holding that the proposed use is clearly a permitted
"hospital" under the Zoning Code and directing the Zoning Board to render a Decision and Order
in accordance with the Cami's directive. A copy of the Cami's Decision Order & Judgment is
enclosed herewith. Accordingly, the application may now proceed before the Planning Board.
At the point of interruption of this Board's review, 1~years ago, after exhaustive
analysis, the Applicants had been determined by the Town's hydrogeological and traffic
consultants, respectively, to have satisfactorily addressed all relevant issues in demonstrating the
lack of any significant adverse impacts either on off-site wells or traffic, the two primary issues
raised by the public. Accordingly, the Applicants requested that the Board proceed to render its
SEQRA determination, specifically a Negative Declaration or Conditioned Negative Declaration.
In support of that request, on January 10, 2019, the Applicants submitted to the Board a detailed
analysis of the proposed use vis a vis the SEQRA criteria for a determination of significance demonstrating there would be no significant adverse environmental impacts. In addition, the
Applicants submitted as paii of their application, a list of 54 positive and mitigative aspects of its
prospective hospital operations, including special accommodations for the Town and Town
residents, which would not only further ensure there would be no significant adverse
environmental impacts, but that there will be significant positive impacts, and which the
Applicants proposed as conditions of approval.
On March 28, 2019, as the Boai·d had requested in order to facilitate its efficient and
thorough review, the Applicants submitted a 4-volume set consolidating all prior submissions,
with a fully updated version of its environmental analysis and its responses to all public
comments.

SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
December 17, 2020
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Thereafter, in April 2019, the Town's Traffic Consultant submitted his final comments, to which
the Applicants fully responded. Given the passage of time since these submissions, we
respectfully request that Board and staff review same, with the intent of moving expeditiously
forward subsequent to the January 5, 2021 meeting with the previously requested SEQRA
determination.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,
• i
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.1 , ,-......i 'v1
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Steven Laker (via e-mail)
Richai·d Pearson (via e-mail)
Robert Peake (via e-mail)
Thomas Cusack (via e-mail)
Karen Destefanis (via e-mail)
Ralph Mastromonaco (via e-mail)
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CACACE, J.

The following papers, numbered one (l) through ten (10) wel'e read on this petition for
relief brought pursuant to mticle 78 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR):
Papers Numbered

Notice of Verified Petition . .. ..•............ , . . . . . . ....... , , ....... , ...... , , . . l
Verified Petition ~ Exhibits .. , . , ............... , . . , . , ......... , ... , ...•. , , .. , . 2
Me1norandun1 of Law , . . . . . . . . , .. , ... , ........... , .. , ..... , ................. , 3
Affirmation in Opposition ............. , .... , .... , .............. , .... , , , ....... 4
Affidavit in Opposition . , , .... , , .... , . , , ................. , , , .. , ........ , .. , ... 5
Me1norandum of Law in Opposition ......... ,.,,, ......... , ...... , •.• ,, .... , .... 6
Answer ......... , ...... , .... ., ..... , , , , .. , .....
7
Reply Affirn1atlon . , , ... ,
~
8
Sur-Reply Affirtt'latio11 , . , ... , . , , . , .. , ,
c , ... , ••• , . . . . . . . , , , • , • , 9
Sur-Sur-Reply Affirmation ...... , ............. , .......... , .............. , .... JO
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relief brought pursuant to article 78 of the CPLR is resolved as follows:
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I.

Upon the foregoing papers, it is decided, ordered and adjudged that the instant petition for

1

I

I

Procedural History and Fagtual Findings

The record presented reflects that the events relevant to this proceeding began with the
implementation of measures by the petitioners, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc., and Hudson

I
I

Education and Wellness Center, to develop an approximately 20.8 acre lot located at 2016

I

\

Quaker Ridge Road, designated on the Town of Cortlandt Tax Map as Section 79.11, Block l,
Lot 18 (hereinafter, the project site), upon which improvements exist in the form of seven

I

buildings previously associated with ·the original use of the property as a specialty hospital,

I

denoted as a sanitarium in Town of Cortlandt property records, between approximately 1920 and
1948. Specifically, the petitioners are seeking to operate a new private specialty hospital upon

I
II

the project site which would provide residential substance use disorder/chemical dependency

!

treatment for a maximum of 92 pat( en ts (hereinafter, the proposed project). In pursuit of their
rehabilitation and development of the project site, the petitioners sought site plan approval

!

regarding same from the Planning Board of the Town of Cortlandt (hereinafter, Platming Board)~

l

I

which, incideni thereto, undertook a review of the potential environmental impacts of the

I!
I

proposed project purnuant to SEQRA. In connection with its review, the Planning Board made a
formal request of the Town of Cortlandt's Depattment of Technical Services (DOTS) on
February 5, 2019, seeking a zoning opinion concerning whether the prnposed project would

I

!

constitute a 11hospitul" under the Code of the Town of Cortlandt (hel'cinafter, the Town Code),

Ii

and if so, whether the operation of such a "hospital" would require frontage on a "main road 1'.

i
II

Acting pursuant to the Planning Board's zoning opinion request, Mrutin O. Rogers, the
Director of Code Enforcement of the DOTS (hereinafter, DCE Rogers), issued a written
-2-

I

I
II
II
1

i l

i)

.-..P

1 0

l !
J
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determination, dated March 21, 2019, which concluded thut the proposed project would not
provide for tl1e use of the project site as either a "hospitaP' or a "specialty hospital", but rather
would constitute use as a "rehabilitation center" which is not a permitted use within the

R~80

Zone encompassing the project site pursunnt to§§ 307-14 and 307-15 of the Town of Cortlandt
Table of Permitted Uses, and further declined to render a determination regarding any

requirement of "main road" frontage for the proposed project. For reasons not clearly articulated
upon the record, DCE Rogers issued a second written determination, dated l\lfay 16, 2019, in
!

response to the Planning Board's zoning opinio11 request of Februury 5, 20 l 9, through which he
adhered to his earlier conclusion that the proposed project would not provide for tl;te use of the

I

project site for the operatiort of either a "hospital" or a "specialty hospital", but rather would

!

provide for its use as a "rehabilitation center'', and proceeded to render his further determination

!

~

i
!

that Town Code § 307-59(8)(9) required that the proposed project have frontage up0rt a state

I I

II II

road (hereinafter, DCE Ro'gers' detenninations).
In response to DCE Rogers 1 determinations, the petitioners brought an application before

I -

II
II

tl1e respondent Zoning Board of Appeals of the Town of CortlEUldt (ZBA) for an interpretation of
the Town Code in relation to those determinations based upon their contention that same were

i

incorrect en toto (hereinafter, the underlying application), leading tbe respondent ZBA to conduc~
l

Il

public hearings upon the underlying application on June 19, 2019, August 21, 20 l9j September
18, 2019 and October 16, 2019, when the public hearing wus formally closed. As reflected in the
certified minutes ofits meeting on January 15, 2020, the respondent ZBA commenced its

11
lI
f

consideration of the underlying application by first announcing that two of its seven members,
Frank Franco t'lnd Thomas Walsh, had recused themselves from partic1pating in any vote upon

i

;

II
l

II
II
l I

-3-
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the underlying application. Immediately thereafter, Chainnan David S. Douglas proceeded to
marshal the evidence adduced in connection therewith upon the record, drawing from a draft
Decision and Order (hereinafte1·, the draft D&O) which the respondent ZBA had prepared in
advanc.e of that meeting, As published therefrom, the respondent ZBA framed the question
raised through the underlying application as an issue of whether the proposed use oftne project
site should be properly defined as the operation of a "hospi.tat", which would be capable of being
permitted upon the approval of applications for a special pennit and an area variance, or whether
that proposed use should be properly defined as a "rehabilitation center11, which would be
capable of being pem1itted upon the approval of an appUcation for a use variance.
As further reflected in the certified minutes of the meeting of January 15, 20201 Chairman
Douglas stated thnt the respondent ZBA first sought to define nhospital" through examination of
the To_wn Code, but noted that the nbsel'lCe there of such a definition had ultimately lead to its
reliance upon t11e Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC) for guidance l'egarding the
question of whether the proposed pro,ieot should properly be defined pursuant to § 8069 of the

I
!

SIC which defines "Specialty Hospitals,,, or should more properly be defined pursuant to § 8361

I

of the SIC which defines "Residential Care". In connection therewith, Chairnrnn Douglas again

I

referenced the draft D&O and reclted the definition of "Specialty Hospitals" provided by§ 8069

iil

of the SIC, and related thut the given examples of same therein included both "alcoholism
rehabilitation hospitals" and "drug rehabilitation hospitals". Again drawing from tbe draft D&Oj
Chaitman Douglas next recited the definition of§ 8361 of the SIC, and related that the given
examples of same therein included both "alcoholism rehabilitation centers, residential: with
health care incidental" and c1drug rehabilitation centers, residential: with healthcal'e incidental".

g
j

j

!

I
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After having recited these definitions, Chairman Douglas stated that the respondent ZBA had
dete1mined that the ultimate issue for its resolution turned upon whether the adduced evidence

II

demonstrated that the heulth care services to be rendered through the proposed project should
properly be characterized as being merely incidental to the primary care provided, or should
otherwise properly be characterized as being more than incidental to such provided care.
Chairman Douglas then stated that the adduced evidence which related to the typc/nalure of the
health services to be administered pursuant to the proposed project, had supported the conclusion
that ihe proposed project is a "hospital" within the meaning of§ 8069 of the SIC. In support of
this conclusion, Chairman Douglas proceeded to stunmarize lhe adduced evidence set forth

1,

II
j

I

within the draft D&O relntlng to the type/nature of the health services to be provided to patients

I

who were being treated at the proposed project facility.
Specifically, reading from the draft D&O, Chairman Douglas related that the services to

l

I

be provided to patients admitted to the proposed project facility wmlld be in the nature of those
medical treatment and care services traditionally provided by a hospital subsequent to the
detoxification and stabilization of a person suffering from an acute substance abuse issue. In this
regard, Chaimmn Douglas further related that the proponents of the proposed project had

11
1I
I'
!

demonstrated that persons admitted thereto would requite 24"hour medical treatment and care,
which would be provided by no less than 2 medical doctors and 15 nurses, among other
psychologists, social wo.rkers, counselors and technicians, all of whom would be responsible for
administering treatment for physical needs related to internal medicine and addictionology, as
well as psychiatry and psychology. Tn terms of the nature of the medical treatment to be
administered through the proposed 13rojeot to admitted patients, Chairman Douglas related that

f

I
i

II
f

IIt
i
f

I
i
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the adduced evidence had established that such medical treatment and care would be central to
the services provided> rather than merely incidental thereto, as these medical treatment and
diagnostic services would be the same as those provided by traditional hospitals. Jn te1ms of the
nature of the persons admitted to the proposed project facility for treatment and care, Chairman

I

Douglas reflected upon the adduced evidence and stated that these persons would exclusively be

i

!

sufferers of substance abuse disorder who would continue to receive diagnostic assessments,

I
I
II

routine drug testing, physical and mental health examinations, prescribed medication treatment
regimens, and other associated medical and psychiatric during their anticipated 28-45 days of jnpatient treatment at the proposed project facility. After marshaling much of the evidence
adduced In {!Onttection with the underlying application, as considered in light of the applicable

I
i

statutory and case law, Chairman Douglas submitted that the proponents of the proposed project
had successfully demonstrated that it meets the definition of a "hospital", and that the underlying

i

!

l

application should be granted to the extent that DCE Rogers' determinations should properly be

l
i.

reversed and set aside.

l

l

Having completed his summarization of the draft D&O, Clrnirman Douglas indicated that

I
i

priOl' to calling upon the members of the respondent ZBA to enter their respective votes upon the

l
~

I'

underlying application, he would first solicit comments from them. Initially, Cristin Jacoby

~
~

announced that she would be abstaining from a vote upon the undel'lying application due to her

~
!

comments from nny other members of the respondent ZBA> Chairman Douglas advised that he

II
II

wished to be heard fu1ther and proceeded to address his fellow ZBA board members. Notably,

Ia

absence from all public hearings conducted in c01mection therewith, Having received no

.

a
j

¥

Chairman Douglas stated that he agreed with the draft D&O's analysis regarding the applicability
-6-
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of the SIC to the definition of "hospital", and that he concurred with much of the content and
findings outlined in the draft D&O based thereupon, yet stated that he intended to vo1e against

the underlying application. Indeed, after submitting his several statements of concurrence with

II

the draft D&O, Chainnan Douglas proceeded to offer an explanation for his stnted 'intention to
vote to deny the underlying application based upon his feeling that the proposed project 1'falls

i

Il

more readily under SIC Code 8361 which covers residential care 11 • Specifically, Chairman
!

Il

Douglas stated that he felt that the medical treatment to be provided pursuant to the proposed
project is "irtcidental" to the primary care provided, as he submitted his belief that the residential

I

I

II
I l'

upkeep of recovering patients subsequent 10 their detoxification would primarily be provided by

I

nurses and s9cial workers. Continuing, Chairman Douglas submitted that the presence of doctors

11

doesn't establish that the proposed project would involve the operation of a hospital, as he stated

I I

that doctors provide medical care in many settings other than hospitals, as do care providers such

11

as nurses, psychologists, social wDrkers, counselors and technicians, whom he believed to

i

I

I II

routinely administer medication and perform diagnostic assessments, drug testing,

I

I

mental/physical examinations and counseling in non-hospital settings. Upon these beliefs,

Ii

Chairman Douglas submitted his opinion that the proposed project facility seemed to him to be
more akin to what he characterized as "non-hospital healthcare facilities", referencing both a
hospice E1nd a residence for people with dementia as examples, rather than hospitals. Finally,
Chairman Douglas stated that the adduced evidence concerning the Medication Assisted
Treatment (MAT) to be offered to persons admitted to the proposed project facility, supported his
view that such treatment constituted a "step-down" from the actunl medical intervention provided
to patients since MAT does not need to be provided in a hospltal, or by doctors.

!I
!

II
I

l
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Chairman Douglas' remarks were followed by a motion bl'ought by Wai Man Chin, Vice
Chainnan of the respondent ZBA, supporting the adoption of the draft D&O, as submitted and
published by Chairman Douglas. Vice Chairman Chin's motion to approve the draft D&O was
followed by a poll of the members of the respondent ZBA, which reflected votes in support of the

Cristin Jacoby, and a vote against the motion by Chail11ian Douglas. Upon the recording of the

II

votes registered by the forn· voting members of the respondent ZBA, the tabulation of same by

I

motion by members Adrian C. Hunte and Eileen Henry, an abstention from the vote by member

I

Assistant Town Attorney Joshua Subin reflected a total of3 votes registered in favor of Vice
Chaimian Chin's motion to adopt the draft D&O, and a total of I vote registered in opposition
thereto, leading Mr. Subin to announce that since the registered vote .totals reflected the absence

I

of a yo ting quorum of the respondent ZBA, the underlying application was deemed to have been

' i

denied and DCE Roger's determinations would remain in effect (hereinafter, the challenged

II

determination).
The inshmt litigation ensued, as the petitioners commenced this hybrid article 78

I
f

1
i

I

I

proceeding/declaratory judgment action Jn an effort to overturn the challenged determination
made by the respondent ZBA through its default denial of Vice Chainnan Chin's motion to

If

approve the draft D&O w11ich had represented the proposed approval of the petitioners'

I

f
i

!

I

challenge to DCE Rogers' determinations. By a verified petition, the petitioners brought the
instant hybrid proceeding fol' a judgment pursuant to article 78 of the CPLR and declaratory
reliefpmsuantto CPLR 3001 1 in an effort to challenge and overturn th~ respondent ZBA's
failute to approve its own draft D&O by a voting quorum which is required by Town Law§ 267-

A(J 3) for the adoption of same, which specifically seeks an order of this Court: (1) reversing 1
_JL

Ii

I
l I
r

I !

I' II
I
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i

I
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I

annulling and setting aside the challenged detennination upon allegations that same was arbitrmy
and capricious, an abuse of discretion, contrary to substantial evidence and contrary to law, and
(2) declaring that the petitioners' proposed establishment of a specialty residential drug abuse
·treatment facility on the pl'oject site does constitute the operation of a ''hospital" within the

II
I

meaning of the Town Code, and further directing that the draft D&O be given full force and
effect as if it had been validly approved.

I!

Legal Analysis

I

At the outset, the Court notes th!lt although the challenged determination of the

I
I

respondent ZBA to deny the petitioners' application for an "interpretation" - seeking to overturn
DCE Rogers• determinations - was supported by the registered vote of merely I of the 4 voting

members of the respondent ZBA, the resulting failure of a majority of its 7 members to register

l
l

votes in support of Vice Chairman Chin's motion to approve the drnft D&O constituted a denial

In

of the petitioners' application and, in effect, ru1 approval of DCE Rogers' determinations (see

~

ToWrt Law§ 267-a[l3][b]: see also London v Zoning Bd. ofAppeals of Town of Huntington, 49

AD3d 739, 740, Iv. denied 10 NY3d 713). When the respondentZBA

und~rtook

to consider the

!

I

petitioners' application for an "interpretation" regarding DCE Rogers' determinations, it was

!

u

i

acting with the authority to make such an "interpretation or determination ns in its opinion ought

!

to have been made in the matter" by the Code Enforcement Division of the Town of Cortlandt in

'
l

the first instance (see Town Law § 267-b[ 1]; see also Malter of BBJ Assoc., LLC v Zoning Bd. of

Appeals of Town of Kent, 65 AD3d 154, 159). Pursuant to that express authority> the respondent

g

~

l

II

I

~
i
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l
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i

I
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ZBA rendered the challenged dete1minatio11, which, in effect, served to approve DCE Rogers'
determinations that the petitioners' proposed establishment of a specialty residential drug abuse

treatment facility on the project site does not constitute the operation of u "hospital" within the
meaning of§

307~59(B)(9)

of the Town Code.

In this regard, it is generally understood that a determination made by a zoning board of
41ppeals may not be set aside by a reviewing court considering a challenge raised pursuant to
article 78 of the CPLR unless that board's decision is arbitrary and capricious, lacks a rational
basis, or constitutes an abuse of discretion (see Maffer ofLucas v Bd ofAppeals of Vil. of

Mamaroneck, 109 AD3d 925; see also Maller ofFuentes v Planning Ed. of Vil. a/Woodbury, 82
AD3d 883). More specifically> where the challenge relates to the legal interpretation of a term of
a zoning ordinance as it is applied to a pa1ticular prope1ty, the zoning board's interpretation shall
not be set aside unless found to be unreasonable or irrational (see Pecoraro v Board ofAppeals

a/Town oj'Hempstead, 2 NY3d 608, 613; see also Ma11e1• of Frishman v Schmidt, 61 NY2d 823,
825; Matter ofConli v Zoning Ed. ofAppeals o/Vll. ofArdsley, 53 AD3d 545, 547; Matter of

Falco Realty, Inc. v Town ofPoughkeepsie Zoning Bd ofAppeals, 40 AD3d 635, 636; Maller of
Arceri v Town of!slip Zoning Bd. ofAppeals, 16 AD3d 411, 412). In this regard, although a
zoning board's interpretation of its zoning ordinance is generally entitled to great deference (see

Mafler ofNew York Botanical Gardrm v Board ofStds. & Appeals of City ofN. Y., 91 NY2d 413,
419; see also Matter oJLouchheim v Zoning Bd ofAppeals of Town o/Southamp1on, 44 AD3d
771 ), Its interpretation 1'is not entitled to w1questioning judicial deference, since the ultimate
responsibility of interpreting the law is with the cornt" (Matter ofBaker v Town ofIslip Zoning

Bd. ofAppeals, 20 AD3d 522, 523; see Maller q(Ogden Land Dev., LLC v Zoning Bd of
-10-

1n

r-.-F

·to

Appeals of Vil. ofScarsdale, 121 AD3d 695, 696).
Furthermore, where, as here, the courts ate called upon to review a zoning board's
exercise of its appellate authority in relation to a zoning code interpretation made by a zoning
enforcement official pursuant to the jurisdictional authority conferred by Town Law§ 267~a(4),
this Court remains mindful that zoning ordinances exist in derogation of the common law and,

thus, must be strictly construed in favor of the owner whose lnnd is being regulated (see Matter

of La Russo v Neuringer, 105 AD3d 743; see also Matter ofSanantonio v Lustenberger, 73
AD3d at 934; Matter <JfMamaroneck Beach & Yacht Club, inc. v Zoning Bd. ofAppeals of Vil.

ofMamaroneck, 53 AD3d 494, 498), and any ambigui1y in the zoning ordinance under review
must be resolved in favor of the properly owner (see Aibcmy Basketba!l & Sports C01p. v City of

Albany, I 16 AD3d 1135, Iv, ·denied23 NY3d 907; Maller ofSubdivisions, inc. v Town of
Sullivan, 92 AD3d 1184, 1185; Incorporated Vil. o/Sallaire v Feuslel, 40 AD3d 586).
Consequently, as the Court's review of the challenged determination rendered by the
respondent ZBA reveals that the basis upon which DCE Rogers rnlied when he detem1ined that
the petitioners' proposed establishment of a specialty residential drug abuse treatment facility on
the project site does not constitute the operation of a "h.ospHal,, within the meaning of§

307~

59(B)(9) of the Town Code, Eis echoed by Chah·man Douglas when he t'egistered his vote in
opposition to the adoption of the draft D&O, was the application of the definition of a "hospital"
pursuant to the 1987 edition of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's Standard

lndustrial Classification (SIC) Manual. In this regard, it is noted that such reliance was
compelled by the absence of a. definition of "hospital" within either Town Code § 307-4, entitled
"Definitions'>, or Town Code § 307-59, entitled "Hospitals or nursing home'·'. Specifically, this

I
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I

I
l

I
npplicatio11 of the SIC is properly drawn from Town Code § 307·4, which provides that any

I

terms not defined therein (or within the unavailing New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and

!

l

Building Code) may properly be given the meaning provided within the SIC MunuaI, and by

I

Town Code§ 307-14, entitled, "Confent of Table of Permitted Uses", which also directs that

i

such definition be drawn from the SIC. As both DCB Rogers' determinations and ihe respondent

I
!

ZBA's challenged determination pennissibly drew their applied definition of"hospitul" from the

I

SIC, the Court first notes that § 8069 of the SIC, entitled ''Specialty Hospitals", defines same as

I

"[e]stablishments primarily engaged in providing diagnostic services, treatment, and other

l
!
I

hospital services for specified categories of patients'>, and provides examples including

Il

"alcoholism rehabilitation hospitals" and "drug rehabilitation hospitals". In addition, the Court

notes that§ 8361 of the SIC, entitled "Residential Care", defines same as "[e]stablishments

I'

primarily engaged in the provision of residential, social and personal care for children, the aged,
and special categories of persons with

~ome

i

limits on ability for selfwcare, but where medical care

'
~

is not a major element'', and provides examples including "alcoholism rehabilitation centers,

I

residential: with health cure incidental" 1 and "drug rehabilitation centers, residential: with health

~

tt

!

Ia

ca1·e incidenta!".

i

i'

Having applied these SJCubased definitions, the Court notes first that the evidence

3

adduced before the respondent ZBA indicated that the proposed project facility will be designed

'l
~

and staffed to provide medical treatment and related health care services to individuals who

"

~

IT

I

l)

l

suffer from the diseases of alcoholism and/or chemical dependence, primarily subseq1.1ent to their
detoxification, using ii residential substance abuse treatment program model under licensing by
the New State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) pursuant to Article

I!

II

II

1

I

-12-
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32 of the of the Mental Hygiene Law (MHL) and 14 NYCRR Part 820. In connection therewith,
the adduced evidence indicated that persons admitted to the petitioners' proposed OAS ASlicensed treatment facility (hereinafter, patients) would receive 2417 medical care and treatment
on~site

from a staff of medical/health professionals which would include a minimum of 2

medical doctol's and 15 nurses, as complimented by an additional team of 2 l!censed
psychologists and 23 social workers, counselors nnd teclmicians, all of whom would implement

I
II

the individual treatment and recovery plan developed for each patient admitted to the proposed
project facility, More specifically, all patients would 1·eceive periodic medical assessments and

I1

ongoing treatment for medical ailments and chronic diseases, whereas patients detem1ined to be

jI
I

II

suffering from 'withdrawal symptoms would be stabilized through the use of"medication-assisted
1reatment", and patients determined to be suffering from eo-occurring mental illness would be

I I

treated with "medication therapy" to alleviate the symptoms of same, through the administration

.I

I

of these treatments on a daily basis by a medical doctor, registered nurse or nurse practitioner.

I

I

Pursuant to the OASAS licensing requirements, the individual treatment and recovery plan
developed for each patient would include initial and ongoing drug/alcohol screening, individual
counseling, group counseling, family counseling chemical abuse and dependence awareness
1

education, chemical dependence relapse prevention counseling and generalized healthcare
services throughout their anticipated 28-45 days of in~patient treatment at the proposed project
facility, Notably, the adduced evidence which suppo1ted this overview of the medical treatment
and related health ca.re services to be provided to patients at the proposed project facility was
derived from the hearing testimony artd written presentations offered by Frank Cicero and Brian
Baldwin, LCSW of Cicero Consulting Associates, Inc., and Peter Mil Jock, Esq., of Nixon
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I

I
Peabody, LLP, and Dr. Ernst Jean, MD, during the public hearing sessions conducted on

1 1

September 18, 2019 and October 16, 2019.

l

Of further significance, the Court notes that the evidence presented by these hearing

I
II

witnesses further informed that the OASAS certification, which the proposed pt'oject facility will
operate under, specifically mandates that such a residential substance abuse treatment facility be

!

operated under the supervision of a Medical Director who is a NYS licensed physician

I

possessing the required education, training and experience in substance use disorder services, and

I

who shall personally bear overall responsibility for, inter alia, all medical services provided by
the program, oversight of l'Outine medical care, specialized services and medications, and the

r,

~

supervision of medical staff in the pe1'fo1mance·ofall medicEll services. Notably, Dr. Jean's

II

I

testimony on October J6, 2019, offered through the prism of his personal experience as the

!

Medical Director of an OASAS-cet1lfted residential substance abuse treatment facility located in

I
i

if

Bl'onx County, revealed that patients do not qualify for such treatment unless they are seriously

I

ill ahd require extensive 24~hour medical presence to address their addictlon~related treatment

Ir

needs and their commonly presented co·occurring disorders, which include coronary artery
disease, hypertension and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), opining that such a

!

level of significant medical care cannot be properly characterized as mere custodial care.

:1

II

Despite the considerable experience-based expe1tise reflected in the testimony and

I

extensive written submissions presented by these witnesses in connection with the respondent

ZBA 1s efforts to examine the nature of the medical cure to be provided to the petitioners'

I
i

patients, and their shared o~inion that the petitioners' proposed project facility would provide

II

diagnostic services and treatment which would be consistent with that provided at alcoholism

!
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and drug rehabilitation hospitals as defined by§ 8069 of the SIC, Chairman Douglas, alone
amongst the members of the respondent ZBA, rejected that evidence and elected to registel' the
only vote to deny the petitioners' interpretation application based upon his conclusion that the
medical care to be provided to such patients would be incidental to the primary care they were to

I

receive. Although Chairman Douglas declined lo support this conclusion by identifying the

.I

'

specific nature of the primru.y care that he believed would predominate over the medical care that

1 1

each patient would receive at the proposed project facility, he did Indicate that his vote was based

I

upon his determinntions that patient'> would primarily be cared for by nmses r:md social workers,
thnt tho presence of doctors doesn't establish that the proposed project would constitute the
operation of a hospital, and that the administration of medication a11d the performance of
diagnostic assessments/examinations and counseling could be accomplished in non~hospital

II .

settings.

.I

II II
II

Against this backdrop, having considered the evidence adduced before the respondent
ZBA, and having evaluated Chainnan Douglas' articulated factual bases for his vote to deny the

I

I
petitioners' interpretation application, the Court finds little difficulty concluding that there is .

l

I

neither a reasonable nor rational view of that adduced evidence which would support the

I

challenged determination reached by the ZBA upon the sole vote of respondent Chairman

!

I
!l

Douglas. In this regard, the Court finds that all three of the bases proffered by Chairman Douglas
in support of his disapproving vote bear little, if any, relevance to his ultimate determination that

I

I

the medical care to be provided to the petitioners' patients would be incidental to the primary

li
i

care they were to receive, as reflected by the conclusol'y statements he ostensibly offered to
support his minimization of the significance of the adduced evidence detailing the routine
~15-
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I
i

I
medical care that would be delivered to all patients of the proposed project facility. Indeed, the

I
I

Court's scrutiny of each of the three findings offered by Chairman Douglas in support of his vote,
reveals the ambiguous nature of such findings in relation to his ultimate conclusion that the

~

'

I

medical care to be provided to the petitioners' patients would be incldental to the primary Cftre

1

U1ey were to receive, as his findings that the petitioners' proposed project facility would be

I

staffed by medical doctors on-site, that more patient care would be delivered by nurses than

;

!

doctors, and that such pntient care could be equally provided in either a hospital or a non-hospital
setting, more persuasively undennines his ultimate conclusion rather than supports it.

I
I

Consequently) noting the absence of support within the challenged detetmination for Chainnan
1

Douglas' ultimate conclusion tbat the medical care to be provided to the petitioners' patients
would be incidental to the primary care they were to receive, the Court's consideration of the
hearing testimony and submissions offered by !he petitioners' expert witnesses, Frank Cicero,
Brian Baldwin, Peter Millock, Esq., and Dr. Brost Jean, MD, wjth specific regard to the extensive

!I
II

II
I
I
G

i

and consistent medical care that would be provided by the petitioners' to the patients of their
OASAS-certified residential substance abuse treatment facility, strongly indicates that such care
is not cqnsistent with mere residential care defined by§ 8361 of the SIC, yet is entirely consistent
with the care provided by a specialty hospital as defined by § 8069 of the SIC.

11
r

I

I '

Il

Accordingly, as this Court's role in reviewing the tespondent ZBA's challenged
detennination is limited to n retrospective examination and analysis of the record before it to
determine the level of evidentiary suppott therein for that determination, this Coutt finds that the
record in this cnse oompels it to conclude that the respondent ZBA 's challenged determination to
deny the petitioners' application for an interpretation that their proposed operation of an OASAS-

c

...... -:t::

I

I

"16"

1

I

1 0

l

I

certified residential substance abuse treatment facility on the project site is consistent with that of
"Specialty Hospital" as defined by§ 8069 of the SlC, was imprope1', arbitrary and capricious, and
constituted an abuse of discretion, as it was neither rational nor reasonable to reach that
determination due to the patent absence of a sufficient evidentiary basis of support for same

Ii

within the record (see Malle1• ofSanantonio v Lustenberger, 73 AD3d 934, 935; see also Malter

l

ofSlone l11d11.r., inc., v Voning Bd ofAppeals of Town ofRamapo> 128 AD3d 973; Maller of

LaRusso v Nettringer, 105 Ab3d 743; Halperin v Clry ofNew Rochelle, 24 AD3d 768).
Based upon the foregoing, the respondent ZBA's challenged determination is hereby
annulled and set aside (see Malter o/Sasso v Osgood, 86 NY2d 374, 384 n. 2; see also Maller of

I I!

Ogden Land Dev., LLC v Zoning Bd ofAppeals of Vil. ofSca1wdclfe, 121 AD3d 695, 696-97;
Mauer of Haberman v Zoning Bd. ofAppeals of Town ofE. Hampton. 85 AD3d 1170, 1171;

I
I

Maller of Campbell v Town ofMt. Pleasant Zoning Bd. ofAppeals, 84 Ab3d 1230, 1231; Matter

i

I III

ofRusciano v Ross, 78 AD3d 715 1 716) 1 and to the extent that the petitioners additionally seek
declaratory relief, the Court hereby remits this matter to the respondent ZBA for the jssuance of a

I

determination that the petitioners' proposed establishment of an OASAS-certified residential
substance abuse treatment facility on the project site does constitute the operation of a "hospital"
within the meaning of the Town Code (see Ogden Land Development, lLC v Zoning Bd. of

Il

!l

lI
i
l

t li

Appeals of Villaga ofScarsdale~ 121 AD3d at 697).

!

I

I

The foregoing constitutes the Decision and

I

Dated: White Plains, New York
September 24, 2020
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TO:

Singleton, Davis & Singleton, PLLC
Attorneys for Petitioners Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.
and Hudson Education and Wellness Center
Robert F. Davis, Esq.
120 East Main Street
Mount Kisco, New York 10549
Office of the Town Attorney, Town of Cortlandt
Thomas F. Wood, Esq., Town Attorney
Attorneys for Respondent Zoning Board of Appeals of Town of Cortlandt
I Heady Street
Cortlandt Manoi', New York 10567
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EXHIBIT 6

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
THOMAS

J. SINGLETON, 1930-2015

120 EAST MAIN STREET

ROBERT F. DAVIS

MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549

WHITNEY W. SINGLETON•
914.666.4400

ALEXANDER D. SALVATO
~ ALSO

MEMBER CONNECTICUT & FLORIDA BARS

January 4, 2021

FAX: 914 .666.6442
W\VW.SDSLAWNY.COM

Via E-Mail and Federal Express
Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
Planning Board of the Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe, AICP, Deputy Director, Planning Division

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness .Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road, Town of Cortlandt
January 5, 2021 Planning Board Meeting

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:
We are in receipt of the letter of counsel for the neighborhood opposition group, dated
December 31, 2020. We offer the following brief responses to each of the points raised therein.
As set forth in my letter to the Board of December 17, 2020, the Supreme Court,
Westchester County has set aside the 2019 Determinations of the Director of Code Enforcement
and the January 2020 3-1 Determination of the Zoning Board in favor of the Applicants,
constituting a statutory "default denial", in holding that the proposed use is a permitted
"hospital" under the Town Zoning Code. On December 16, 2020, as directed by the Court, the
Zoning Board held in pertinent paii, as follows:

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that
pursuant to the Decision, Order and Judgment (Index
# 1167/20) by the Honorable Susan Cacace, Acting Justice of
the Supreme Court, the applicant [sic] proposed establishment
of an OASAS-certified residential substance abuse treatment
facility on the project site constitutes the operation of a
"hospital" within the meaning of the Town Code. This matter
is hereby put back on the ZBA agenda and, if necessary is
referred to the Planning Board for further review.

SINGLETON, DAVIS &SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
January 4, 2021
Page2
These Determinations are binding on this Board. The fact that the opposition group,
whose motions to intervene in the Supreme Comi action were twice denied by the Comi,
disagrees and are "pmsuing [their] appellate rights before the Appellate Division" is of no
relevance to the proceedings before this Board. As it is the Applicants' view that the opposition
group, as a non-party, is clearly precluded by law from appealing the Supreme Cami's
Determination, we have moved to dismiss the group's three pending appeals. That motion is
pending determination in the Appellate Division, Second Depaiiment. Notably, the group has
been consistently unsuccessful in its legal effo1is to contest the Applicants' rights with respect to
its specialty hospital. Perhaps that fact should bear on the Boai·d's assessment of the validity of
the group's claims going forward. The following "bullet points" conespond to those counsel's
December 31 letter:
With respect to counsel's claim that "an Environmental Impact Statement
is required under SEQRA", we respectfully submit that that claim is rendered
demonstrably false by the numerous submissions made to this Board by the Applicants'
expert consultants and the Town's own expe1i consultants. In pmiicular, as set f01ih in
my December 17 letter, in January of 2019, the Applicants submitted to the Board a
detailed analysis of the proposed use vis a vis the SEQRA criteria for a determination of
significance - demonstrating there would be no significant adverse environmental impact
to warrant an Environmental Impact Statement. In addition, the Applicants submitted as
part of their application, a list of 54 positive and mitigative aspects of its prospective
hospital operations, including special accommodations for the Town and Town residents,
which would not only further ensure there would be no significant adverse environmental
impacts, but that there will be significant positive impacts, and which the Applicants
propose as conditions of approval.

In further regard to counsel's purp01ied rationale for requiring an
Environmental Impact Statement, on March 28, 2019, as the Bom·d had requested in order
to facilitate efficient and thorough review by the Board and the public, and just as counsel
suggests, the Applicants submitted a 4-volume "Consolidated Expanded Environmental
Assessment Repmi" consolidating all prior submissions to date, with a fully updated
version of their environmental analysis and their responses to all public comments on this
matter since the initiation of the application in July 2015. This was augmented by several
pieces of correspondence between the Applicants' and the Town's respective traffic
consultants in April 2019. This submission, which contained said fully updated
environmental analysis, more than satisfies the intentions of any Environmental Impact
Statement. As requested by the Applicants two years ago, the Applicants' submissions to
date clearly demonstrate that the Applicants are entitled to a Negative Declaration, or at
the very least, a Conditioned Negative Declaration, under SEQRA.

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
January 4, 2021
Page 3
With respect to counsel's claim that the proposed specialty hospital
"would violate the Town's requirement" of State road frontage for hospital special
permits, that is a very misleading statement. As counsel well knows, the Applicants have
applied to the Zoning Board for an area variance from the :frontage requirement that was
added to the hospital special pe1mit requirements in 2003. In yet another Zoning Board
and comt proceeding in which the opposition group was unsuccessful, the Zoning Board
rejected the group's spurious argument that that said variance is a use variance, not an
area variance. Since then, the Supreme Comt, Westchester County and the Appellate
Division, Second Department, have put that issue to rest once and for all, finding that a
State road :frontage variance is, in fact, an area variance.
With respect to counsel's claim that the specialty hospital "would run
afoul of the Town's 2016 Master Plan", which designates the Qualcer Ridge area as a
"scenic resource", unlike a 20-lot residential subdivision, for example, the proposed
hospital will use the existing buildings on the site, whose exteriors will not be altered,
there will be no constrnction, other than to update the septic system to better protect the
environment and the entrance way for traffic safety, with almost 50 wooded acres to be
preserved as is. No sensitive environmental features will be disturbed at all. Thus, the
quality of the Quaker Ridge area as a "scenic resource" will not be negatively affected in
any way whatsoever. The Applicants' Expanded Environmental Assessment Report
discusses at length the consistency of the proposed use with the Town's Master Plan and
Open Space Plan.
With respect to counsel's claim that the proposed specialty hospital would
significantly affect the neighborhood chm·acter as a result of traffic, the issue of traffic
has been exhaustively studied at this point, with significant mitigation measures
provided, and with the Town's expe1t traffic consultant essentially finding that there will
be no significant adverse traffic impacts, with the highest level of service, Level A, being
maintained at all relevant intersections. The additional traffic will be significantly less
than that which would be generated by uses permitted as of right.
•
With respect to counsel's request that the Board should evaluate the
January 2019 Report of the opposition group's latest hydro geologist in consultation with
the Town's hydrogeologist, the Board has already done so. At the Board's December
2018 meeting, our hydro geologist gave a Powerpoint presentation regarding the extensive
well pump testing the Applicants performed in August 2018, which clearly demonstrated
that the use will have no significant adverse impact on off-site wells. The Town's
hydro geologist agreed that there will be no significant impact. Indeed, there will be little
impact at all. Nonetheless, the Applicants have submitted an extensive post-approval
well-monitoring program, also as approved by the Town's hydrogeological consultant.
On Februm·y 26, 2019, the Applicants' hydrogeological consultant submitted their report

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
January 4, 2021
Page4
refuting each and every comment in the referenced report of the neighbor's new
consultant. To buttress that response, on March 6, 2019, the Applicants submitted an
additional report confirming that, as a condition of approval, the Applicants will conduct
an extensive post approval well-monitoring program of the off-site wells, and, in
addition, will monitor and submit monthly repo1is of water usage to the Health
Department and the Town. On April 11, 2019, the Town's hydrogeological consultant
submitted his own response to the neighbor's consultant's repmi. He once again
confirmed the Applicants' rep01is to be accurate and found no merit at all to the
comments of the neighbor's consultant.
•
Finally, with respect to counsel's request that the Board and staff should
thoroughly review the representations made by the Applicants to the ZBA regarding the
"program elements" of the proposed hospital to "confirm whether any newly proposed
services would affect the Planning Board's SEQRA and 1and use reviews", there have
been no such program changes, and ce1iainly none that would be relevant to the Planning
Board, SEQRA and land use reviews or within the legitimate purview of the Board's site
planning and special permit authority.
With respect to counsel's reference to "detoxification", there has been no change
in the Applicants' proposed use. This issue arose only because of the detailed review by
the Zoning Board of the hospital's internal operations to determine whether it constituted
a permitted "hospital", which internal operations are generally not relevant to this
Board's review or even properly reviewable by the Board under applicable law. When
the Applicants initially advised the Board that there would not be "detoxification" on site,
but that detoxification would take place at a general hospital off-site prior to patient
admission, the reference was to "detoxification" in its generic sense as understood by
most laymen, not to the very technical classifications and terms of art utilized in the State
OASAS Regulations, which will govern the specialty hospital. The Applicants' generic
use of the term "detoxification" equates to what the OASAS Regulations refer to as the
most acute level of detoxification or "medically managed withdrawal and stabilization
services", which are designed for patients who are acutely ill from substance-related
addiction or dependence, with severe withdrawal symptoms, at risk of acute physical or
psychiatric co-morbid conditions. This level of detoxification takes place in general
hospitals and will not take place - or be permitted by the regulations to tal<:e place - in the
specialty hospital. Under the OASAS Regulations, patients who have been largely
stabilized in a medically managed detoxification in a general hospital may "step down" to
"medically supervised withdrawal and stabilization services'', which is what the specialty
hospital will be authorized by the Regulations to provide.

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
January 4, 2021
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Upon request of the Board, the Applicants will be pleased to provide the reports of its
expert consultants provided to the Zoning Board with respect to its internal program operations,
but once again, I respectfully submit that such matters do not fall within the Board's bailiwick.
As we have stated from the outset, however, the public record of each of the two Boards
reviewing this application shall be deemed part of the record of the other as well.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Robe1t F. Davis
RFD:dds
c:

Steven Laker (via e-mail)
Thomas F. Wood, Esq. (via e-mail)
Michael Preziosi (via e-mail)
Bradley Schwartz, Esq. (via e-mail)
Richard Pearson (via e-mail)
Robert Peake (via e-mail)
Thomas Cusack (via e-mail)
Karen Destefanis (via e-mail)
Ralph Mastromonaco (via e-mail)
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EXHIBIT 7

PLANNING BOARD MEETING - JANUARY 5, 2021
INTRODUCTION
1.

Good evening. I am Bob Davis, attmney for the Applicant. It has been a
while, but you will recall that we are seeking your site plan approval and a
special permit for a specialty hospital to serve those suffering from
substance use disorder. We will be using the existing buildings on the
property, which have been used for the same type of hospital and for other
institutional purposes since the 1920 's. There will be no construction except
for updating the septic system and some modification of the entrance way.

2.

As we have not appeared before you on the substance of the application
since January, 2019, I will summarize where we were at that time and what
has transpired in the 2 years we have been delayed since then, through no
fault of our own.

3.

At the December 2018 meeting, our hydrogeologist gave a PowerPoint
presentation regarding the extensive well pump testing we performed that
past August, which clearly demonstrated that the use will have no
significant adverse impact on off-site wells. The Town's hydrogeologist
agreed that there will be no significant impact. Indeed, there will be little
impact at all. Nonetheless, we have submitted an extensive post-approval
well-monitoring program, also as approved by the Town's consultant.

4.

At the January 2019 meeting, our traffic engineer gave a PowerPoint
presentation with respect to traffic matters; including the substantial
mitigation measures we have incorporated into the application, which
demonstrated that the use will have no significant adverse traffic impacts.
While the Town's consultant raised some minor technical matters at that
meeting, which had already been addressed or which were addressed shortly
thereafter to his satisfaction, he essentially agreed with the basic premise
that there will also be no significant adverse traffic impacts.

5.

Thus, significantly when we left off with you, we had demonstrated, by
exhaustive expert analysis, to the satisfaction of your own independent
experts, that with respect to the 2 principal environmental concerns raised by
the neighbors - off-site wells and traffic - there will be no significant
adverse impacts.

6.

On January 10, 2019 we submitted our detailed analysis under the SEQRA
Regulations, which addressed the enumerated regulatory criteria for your
determination of significance under SEQRA. Employing those criteria, we
demonstrated that the proposed action will have no significant adverse
environmental impacts and that therefore, we are entitled to a Negative
Declaration or, at least, a Conditioned Negative Declaration under SEQRA.
(See "Executive Survey" and Appendix 31 to "Consolidated Expanded
Environmental Assessment Report, 3/28/19). Based on your own experts,
there is no basis in your record, for a Positive Declaration.

7.

On January 25, 2019, we received the two approvals for the hospital
required from the Westchester County Health Department, which have been
renewed to date:
(1) Approval of the water supply system, which was based upon and
incorporated the Health Department's prior approval of our water
demand calculations, which accordingly were incorporated in our well
pump testing, and

(2) Approval of our state-of-the-mi septic system, which will replace
most of the existing system and be much more protective of the
environment.
8.

On February 5, 2019, we responded to the letter of the neighbors' counsel,
dated February 1, and we addressed what, in our opinion, was only a last
ditch effmi to derail the application after seeing that we had clearly
demonstrated a lack of significant adverse environmental impacts.
However, as I will discuss shmily, they were successful in causing this
substantial delay.

9.

The focal point of the neighbors' February 2019 submission was the report
of their new hydro geologist - who replaced their prior one - critiquing our
well pump test protocol, which had been approved by Town's professional
staff and its own consultant.

10.

On February 26, 2019, our consultants submitted their report refuting each
and every comment of the neighbors' new consultant. To buttress that
response, on March 6, 2019, we submitted an additional report confirming
that, as a condition of approval, we will conduct an extensive post-approval
well monitoring program of the off-site wells. In addition, we will monitor
and submit monthly repmis of our water usage to the Health Depaiiment and
the Town.
2

11.

On April 11, 2019, the Town's hydrogeological consultant submitted his
own response to the neighbors' consultant's report. He, once again,
confi1med our reports to be accurate, and importantly, found no merit to
the comments of the neighbors' consultant.

12.

On Feb1uary 22, 2019, the Town's traffic consultant submitted a repmi
updating his comments at the January 2019 meeting on our December 2018
submission, which were largely technical and non-environmental in nature.
Significantly, he found our daily trip estimates acceptable and that they
would not have a significant impact on any of the studied area
intersections.

13.

On March 21, 2019, we responded to the Town traffic consultant's February
comments. We received follow up comments from him on April 16, and we
fully addressed those in our response of April 25, 2019. The Town's
consultant then orally advised our traffic engineer that he is satisfied
with our final responses.

14.

Significantly, on March 18, 2019, in order to buttress our SEQRA analysis
we submitted in January demonstrating non-significance and our entitlement
to a Negative Declaration under the SEQRA criteria, we submitted a list of
54 positive and mitigative aspects of the hospital operations, including
special accommodations for the Town and Town residents, which are
incorporated in our application and which further ensure not only that
there will be no significant adverse environmental impacts caused by
the proposed specialty hospital, but there will be significant positive
impacts. We have proposed them to be conditions of approval. (See
Appendix 37 to CEEAR.)

3

15.

At the January 2019 meeting, the Board suggested that since this has been
such a long process - now two years longer still - with so many submissions
- in order to accommodate efficient review by the Board and the public, we
should consolidate all of our submissions in a "user friendly" manner. Thus,
on March 28, 2019, we submitted a voluminous four-volume set of our prior
submissions ("Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report")
with a fully updated version of the environmental analysis we had submitted
with our original application in July 2015. These volumes include our
strong SEQRA non-significance analysis I just mentioned in the "Executive
Summary" and Appendix 31, as well as our 54 stipulated conditions in
Appendix 37, and all of the other materials we have submitted, including
detailed responses to every single public comment since the outset of
this process in 2015. There has already been very substantial public
comment.

16.

Accordingly, we then requested that your Board proceed with its SEQRA
determination at its May 2019 meeting. Unfortunately, that did not happen
and we last appeared before you on June 4, 2019 to summarize everything I
have just said and to tell you of some other events which I will now address
and update.

17.

Regarding the 2-year delay since we saw you last - in February 2019,
neighbors' counsel raised,for the first time, the issue of whether the
proposed use actually constitutes a permitted hospital use under the Town
Zoning Code. This question was first raised after four years of extensive
public review before the Zoning and Planning Boards, which had even
included two litigations.

18.

As a result, at its February 2019 meeting, the Planning Board asked staff for
advice on this "threshold" issue, even though we were far beyond any such
"threshold" of this matter.

19.

On March 21, 2019, the Director of Code Enforcement rendered a memo to
the Board, stating his enoneous opinion that the proposed specialty hospital
was not, in fact, a permitted "hospital", based on his demonstrably false
premise that the use would entail primarily "custodial care" and not
"medical care". This erroneous opinion effectively forestalled your Board's
review of the application for 2 years.

20.

We totally refuted the Director in my comprehensive submission of April
23, 2019, which was accompanied by reports of two of our expert hospital
consultants.
4

21.

There can be no legitimate question that the primary purpose of the proposed
specialty hospital is the medical treatment and health care of those suffering
from the disease of addiction.

22.

Putting aside the inarguable facts and numerous legal grounds we explained
in our April 2019 submission, which overwhelmingly demonstrated that this
is a permitted hospital, perhaps first and foremost, from the outset, this has
been a matter of common sense. We have a main hospital building which
was built, designed and used for some 3 0 years for the same type of
addiction treatment hospital for which the Applicants will use it. It is
currently configured with hospital rooms and office spaces, and after
renovation, will continue to be. It will be occupied by doctors, nurses,
psychologists and other medical and behavioral health care professionals.
Indeed, there will be some 4 2 such health care professionals to serve the
projected initial population of some 42 patients. The hospital-type rooms in
the building will occupied by those patients, who are suffering from a
disease, for which they will be treated by health care professionals. The
ancillary buildings will be utilized for the same purposes. The operation will
be strictly regulated as a medical facility treating substance abuse issues
under the State Mental Hygiene Law and require licensure thereunder by the
State Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services known as "OASAS".
Patient medical insurance will be accepted. Obviously, this is a medical use,
not merely "custodial care".

23.

Thus, we requested in our April 2019 submission that the Director, in
consultation with the Town Attorney, in light of many legal and factual
matters of which he apparently was unaware or misunderstood, change his
opinion accordingly.

24.

However, on May 16, 2019, the Director issued a second memo, declining to
change his prior Opinion. In fact, he added a second incorrect
dete1mination, that the State road frontage variance we require from the
ZBA is a use variance, not an area variance.

5

25.

His opinion on the frontage variance was baned by law. The Zoning Board
had already made a determination in March 2017, in rejecting yet another
claim of the opposition group - likewise, the claim that the frontage variance
is a use variance - in finding that it is, in fact, an area variance. The Supreme
Court, Westchester County dismissed the neighbors' Article 78 proceeding
challenging the ZBA's determination as premature. Since then, the courts
have ruled in two other cases that a variance from a State road frontage
requirement is an area variance, not a use variance, which put that matter to
rest, once and for all.

26.

In May 2019, we submitted an appeal to the Zoning Board from the
Director's erroneous Determinations. The Zoning Board conducted its first
meeting on our appeal in June 2019 and then a lengthy public hearing over 3
sessions from August to November 2019. The Applicants submitted
extensive expe1i testimony and reports from a number of witnesses with
experience with such hospitals, including management consultants
specializing in them, the Former General Counsel of the New York State
Department of Health, a physician who serves as the Medical Director of a
similar hospital, and an expe1i attorney on the Americans With Disabilities
Act, which requires the Town to make reasonable accommodations for these
Applicants.

27.

In January 2020, the Zoning Board, by a 3-1 vote, with two recusals and one
abstention, adopted a well-reasoned resolution granting the Applicants'
appeal from the Director of Code Enforcement and finding that the use is, in
fact, a permitted "hospital". However, due to the State statutory requirement
that there must be 4 votes of a 7-member board for an approval, the 3-1 vote
in the Applicants' favor constituted a "default denial" under the statute.

28.

As a result, we were compelled in February 2020 to bring an Aliicle 78
proceeding to set aside the Zoning Board's "default denial". Although the
Board had voted 3-1 in our favor, the Board vigorously opposed our Aliicle
78 proceeding and asked the Court to uphold the "default denial". The
neighborhood opposition group also sought permission of the Comi to
intervene in the proceeding against us.
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29.

The Court twice denied the neighbors' request to intervene. Finally, on
September 24, 2020, the Comi, in a 10-page Decision Order & Judgment,
ruled strongly in favor of the Applicants, finding that the proposed use is a
permitted "hospital", and ordering the Zoning Board to render a decision in
the Applicants' favor in accordance with that determination. I have
provided a copy of the Court's Decision to the Board. Our motion to
dismiss the neighbors' attempt to appeal the Decision is pending.

30.

Ultimately, at its meeting of December 16, 2020, the Zoning Board
complied with the Cami's Order, in adopting a Resolution that the use is a
permitted "hospital", as held by the Comi.

31.

Accordingly, we may and must now proceed before this Board for a SEQRA
determination before any fmiher proceedings with the Zoning Board for the
frontage variance. We ask that the Board now refresh its recollection by
reviewing the 4-volume record of this application we submitted in March
2019, including our analysis of the SEQRA criteria for a Negative
Declaration and our 54 stipulated conditions, (CEEAR, Executive Summary
and Appendices 31 and 3 7), as augmented by our April 2019
cmTespondence with your traffic consultant and the April 2019 report of
your hydrogeologist. It easily meets the requirements an Impact Statement.
Volume 1 is most relevant if you want to limit your review efforts.

32.

At this juncture, we have done everything asked of us by the Town since our
initial 2015 application, 5Yz years ago, and then some. Based on the
substantial record and proceedings to date, including your own expert
repmis, which have amply demonstrated that the proposed use will not have
any significant adverse environmental impact, we ask that the Board now
proceed - finally - with its rendering of a Negative Declaration, or at the
very least, a Conditioned Negative Declaration, under SEQRA, either of
which should incorporate our 54 stipulated conditions, in order that the
review process may move forward to conclusion before your Board and the
Zoning Board. Thank you.

Y:\WP\DAVIS\08205\001\DOCUMENTS\JANUARY 5, 202 1 OUTLI NE PLANNING BOARD.DOCX
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SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
THOMAS]. SINGLETON, 1930-2015

120 EAST MAIN STREET

ROBERT F. DAVIS

MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549

WHITNEY \V. SINGLETON•
914.666.4400

ALEXANDER D. SALVATO

* ALSO MEMBER CONNECTICUT &

FLORIDA BARS

January 21, 2021

FAX: 914:666.6442
WWW.SDSLAWNY.COM

Via E-Mail and Federal Express
Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
Planning Board of the Town of Cortlandt
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Attn.: Chris Kehoe, AICP, Deputy Director, Planning Division

Re:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and Hudson Education and Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road, Town of Cortlandt

Dear Chairperson Taylor and Members of the Board:_
We are in receipt of the letter of the neighborhood opposition group's counsel, dated
January 20, 2021. In my letters to the Board of December 17, 2020 and January 4, 2021, as well
as my comprehensive presentation at the January 6, 2021 meeting, we have amply refuted
counsel's repeated request that the Board adopt a Positive Declaration under SEQRA. In short,
there is no basis in the comprehensive record before the Board to render any SEQRA
determination other than a Negative Declaration or Conditioned Negative Declaration. Counsel
acknowledges that the Board has all it needs in the Applicants' four-volume "Consolidated
Expanded Environmental Assessment Report" to render its SEQRA Determination. A public
hearing will be held on the application regardless of that determination. Counsel's reqµest is
simply another effort to forestall the application in the opposition group's seemingly neverending war of attrition.
Further, we strongly object to the opposition group's attempt to postpone or in any way
control the scheduling of the further review of this application. The group has had in its
possession, due to its constant monitoring of the application, all of the items comprising the
Consolidated Expanded Environmental Assessment Report, which were filed from 2015-2019,
well prior to its submission in March 2019. Moreover, in the various proceedings before the
Boards and the Court, we have repeatedly referenced the four-volume compendium, as counsel is
well aware. As just one of many examples, see my outline of my June 4, 2019 presentation to
the Planning Board, when I specifically discussed our submission of the four-volume set in

SINGLETON, DAVIS & SINGLETON PLLC

Hon. Loretta Taylor, Chairperson and Members of the Board
January 21, 2021
Page2
March 2019. The fact that counsel for the group has chosen to wait some two years before
"carefully" going through it should be of no consequence whatsoever to the Applicants or the
Board.
Counsel's request is rendered all the more outrageous by the fact that the Town's review
of this application, which involves no new construction, is now approaching six years in length,
resulting in millions of dollars in unnecessary costs to the Applicants. No less than three years of
the extensive delays in the review process have been caused by two litigations arising out of
spurious claims of the opposition group, which have been soundly rejected by the courts. Quite
simply, enough is enough!
As we have previously noted, the opposition group has comported itself throughout as if
it is an equal paiiner in the application. It is noi. Its members have the right only to be heard at
public hearings on the application. On the other hand, the Applicants have substantial rights of
due process in the consideration of their application and significant property rights, which are
protected not only by State Law, but in this case, by Federal Law. We respectfully ask the Board
to keep in mind the significant difference between the rights of the Applicants and those of the
opposition group going forwai·d.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Robert F. Davis
RFD:dds
c:

Thomas F. Wood, Esq. (via e-mail)
Josh Subin (via e-mail)
Chris Kehoe, AICP (via e-mail)
Michael Preziosi, P.E. (via e-mail)
Brad Schwaiiz, Esq. (via e-mail)
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Quaker Ridge
Specialty Hospital
Town of Cortlandt, New York
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OVERVIEW
• There will be no potential for any significant adverse traffic impacts on the
neighborhood.
• There will be no impacts on historic road character.
• Site generated traffic will be staggered over 4 scheduled off-peak shifts, and two shuttle
vans will be provided to transport employees and clients.
• The proposed use would generate less traffic than other uses permitted as of right, such
as religious uses, schools, and government office buildings - and would generate traffic
similar to that of a 20-24 lot residential subdivision, for which Applicant’s and its
affiliate’s combined 47.83 acres could be developed.
• Even with our ultra-conservative assumptions and analysis, traffic would not cause any
discernible delays on area roadways. All area intersections will continue to operate at the
current best possible Level of Service A.

• Traffic generated is well below existing excess capacity to absorb it.
• Ample on-site parking will be provided.
• In conjunction with the Town’s traffic expert, we have developed a Traffic Management
Plan. The Applicant has addressed all of the Town’s traffic consultant comments to his
satisfaction as of April, 2019. The project has not been modified since this date.
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Quaker Ridge Road Pavement Width
•

There will be no potential for any significant
adverse impacts on the neighborhood.
1.
2.
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Area traffic volumes are relatively low.
The roadway widths are/will be 20 feet or wider,
which is appropriate for the future traffic
volumes.
•

New Castle recently removed overburden and
resurfaced/widened Quaker Ridge Road.

•

Quaker Ridge Road was surveyed north and south
of the driveway, as requested by the Town, and
generally has a width of 20 feet or more, which is
partially covered by dirt and grass overburden.

•

Vegetation and debris covering existing pavement
will be removed along Quaker Ridge Road in the
vicinity of the site.

•

20 foot pavement width can accommodate more
than 800 additional daily vehicles, while 120
additional daily vehicles are anticipated.

•

There will be adequate turning radius for fire
trucks and other vehicles into the driveway

Site Traffic Generation
•

Site generated traffic will be off-peak and two shuttle vans will be provided.
1. Two 15 passenger vans will transport employees and clients from pick-up points outside of the area, including a park & ride
facility and the Croton train station.
1.

Existing peak weekday roadway hours are 7:00 – 8:00 AM & 3:45 – 4:45 PM.

2.

Employee Shift Hours are out of phase with the peak hours of the roadway:
•
Shift 1 (6:00 AM – 2:00 PM)
•
Shift 1A (9:00 AM – 5:00 PM)
•
Shift 2 (2:00 PM – 10:00 PM)
•
Shift 3 (10:00 PM – 6:00 AM)

3.

Visitation for each patient is limited to one weekend day per month, with only 25% of patients having visitation on any
weekend.

4.

The patients will not be permitted to have vehicles on site or use vehicles during their stay. There will be no outpatient or
emergency services

5.

The estimated supply deliveries to the Hospital are 5-6 per week, weekdays only, as well as once a week garbage and
laundry service and daily UPS vehicles, some of which would already be driving within the area.

6.

Delivery vehicles will be directed to arrive via Routes 9 and 9A through Crotonville. Tractor trailer trucks will be
prohibited.

7.

Daily site generated traffic volumes will be approximately 60 entering and 60 exiting vehicles, spread over 24 hours with
the use of proposed shuttle vans.

8.

Approximately 95% of traffic travels to the south in New Castle.

9.

120 Trips versus more than 800 trips surplus capacity along Quaker Ridge Road.

10. No significant impact on historic road character or safety.
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Comparative Traffic Volumes
• The proposed use would generate less traffic than other permitted uses such as
religious uses, schools, and government office buildings – and would generate traffic
similar to that of a 20-24 lot residential subdivision on almost 50 acres controlled by
the applicant.
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Quaker Ridge Road Traffic Analysis
• Even with our ultra-conservative assumptions and analysis, traffic would not cause
any perceptible delays on area roadways. Levels of Service represent delays from A to
F, similar to a report card. All area intersections will continue to operate at the current
best possible Level of Service A, with substantial excess capacity to accommodate
additional traffic.
o No credit was taken for shuttle vans
o Peak site traffic was added to existing peak area road traffic, even though
the Applicant has intentionally scheduled its shifts so that peak site traffic
will not coincide with existing AM and PM traffic.
o AM shifts 1 and 1A were combined, although they are actually about 3
hours apart.
o Traffic from Sunshine Home expansion was included
• 95% of traffic projected to and from the south, and only 5% from the north on Quaker
Ridge Road.
• Town of Ossining’s traffic consultant’s memo states:
• “It is our opinion that the proposed use of the site in Cortlandt will have an
insignificant, if any, impact on the overall operation of roadways and intersection
within the Town of Ossining. Results of the analyses indicate that the existing
Level of Service would not change, which we agree with based on our review.”
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Quaker Ridge Traffic Operations
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Quaker Ridge Traffic Management Plan
•

In conjunction with the Town's traffic expert, we have developed a Traffic Management Plan. Project
mitigation measures include the following:
o Patients will not be permitted to have vehicles on site or to use vehicles during their stay.
o Employee arrival and departure times will be scheduled outside of existing peak traffic hours on area
roads.
o Staffing will consist of four shifts. Two shuttle vans will transport a substantial number of employees
from pick-up points outside the area.
o The estimated supply deliveries to the Hospital are 5-6 per week, weekdays only, as well as once a week
garbage and laundry service and daily UPS vehicles.
o Delivery vehicles will be directed to arrive via Routes 9 and 9A through Crotonville. Tractor trailer trucks
will be prohibited.
o The existing security gate will be relocated and remain open during the day. The existing entrance way
will be improved to prevent any queuing on Quaker Ridge Road. The driveway slope will be reduced as
part of the proposed project improvements.
o Visitation for each patient is limited to one weekend day per month, with only 25% of patients having
visitation on any weekend.
o Snow removal and grounds maintenance will be handled on-site.
o There will be more than adequate parking on site, much is already existing.
➢ The specialty hospital will require much less parking than a general hospital or a nursing home,
because it will have much fewer people coming to the site than those uses.
❖ There is no emergency room or outpatient treatment
❖ Visitation is very limited
❖ Many employees will use the shuttle vans.
➢ There will be an on-going parking utilization monitoring program, with required reporting to the
Town, with similar reporting on traffic along Quaker Ridge Road and the site driveway.
➢ The applicant has sought a parking wavier as part of the application, whereby 65 spaces are
provided (33 existing), with the ability to provide up to 129 spaces associated with the hospital
parking requirement
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Quaker Ridge Road Quality of Life

• No impact on the historical roadway characteristics.
• No significant adverse impact on vehicular or pedestrian safety.
• No significant accident history.
• Adequate roadway width with proposed clearly of dirt and grass overburden;
could accommodate more than 800 additional vehicles.
• No impact on emergency vehicles.
• No large trucks with trailers.
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Chazen Comment #1
Quaker Ridge Road Roadway Width
On Monday, March 15, 2021, I visited the Site to review conditions of the roadway in the vicinity of the Site. It is noted that,
based on measurements made without the benefit of Survey equipment, the dimensions measured on the roadway
amounted to approximately 18.5 feet.This measurement was replicated at several locations in the near vicinity of the Site
driveway.While these measurements may be inexact, the information leads to a question as to the viability of some of the
procedures performed. For example, there were discussions of the minimal requirements in widening of Quaker Ridge Road
and the ability of trucks to turn into and out of the Site, both based on a nominal 20-foot width, used by the Applicant. It is
recommended that the measurements of the roadway be recorded accurately using survey equipment. After accurate
measurements are made, an updated vehicle-turning analysis should be completed to determine whether the roadway can
accommodate the cars and trucks expected to be generated by the Specialty Hospital proposed for the Site.When
considering the outcome of the vehicle-turning movement analysis, the Planning Board should keep in mind the directive
under the Historic/Scenic Road study which advises “specific protection of pavement width.”

Response #1:
•

Quaker Ridge Road was surveyed north and south of the driveway, as requested by the Town,
and generally has a width of 20 feet or more, which is partially covered by dirt and grass
overburden.

•

Vegetation and debris covering existing pavement will be removed along Quaker Ridge Road in
the vicinity of the site.

•

Minimal widening will be provided where necessary to provide consistent width of 20 feet or
more, which retains the existing pavement width. Applicant submitted Driveway Improvement
Plan, revised March 15, 2019, which shows improvements to Quaker Ridge Road.
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Chazen Comment #2

Dated Traffic Volume Data
The Consolidated Expanded Environmental Report, dated, March 2019 and submitted on behalf of the application, notes
that the vicinity traffic volumes were collected on Wednesday, June 18, 2014. In that there has not been a SEQRA
determination and the application just had its first public hearing, it is my considered professional opinion that those volumes
are considered dated. Further, it is understood that Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATRs) were installed in November 2017,
however, there is no mention in the report that the 2014 volumes were adjusted based on the 2017 data. Accordingly, given
the status of the application, it is strongly recommended that new counts be conducted. ATR counts are recommended which
will record traffic volume information for a full week, including nights and weekends. Because this area has a high
recreational characteristic with significant numbers of walkers, joggers and bicyclists, it is also recommended that the counts
be performed during the warmer time frame, at least in June. The June date is requested in part because of traffic and
parking issues related to the nearby Old Croton Aqueduct trail and Croton Gorge for swimming. Data to be collected should
consist of automobile traffic, truck activity and operating speeds.

Response #2:
•

•

Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATRs) were installed at the previous locations in November 2017.
The ATR counts recorded traffic volume information through the week of April 17 to April 24,
2021. The daily traffic volumes along Quaker Ridge Road and Glendale Road are similar to and
slightly less than the 2017 counts.
JMC conducted counts on Saturday April 17, 2021, as well as Tuesday April 20, 2021 at the
intersection of Glendale Road and Quaker Ridge Road to record pedestrian
Table B
and bicycle activity in the area. Traffic and pedestrian
volumes are low.
Table A

Chazen Comment #3
Trip Generation
The traffic study expounds on the trips to be generated and uses a Nursing Home as the independent parameter from
which the expected number of trips is calculated. However, because the application is referred to and being processed by the
Planning Board as a Specialty Hospital, it is recommended that the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) standard from
which the projections are made should be a hospital using ITE Land Use Code 610.While it is recognized the proposed
facility will not have an active emergency room and, therefore, somewhat less traffic, the projections using a Nursing Home
land use are overly liberal. Further, the use of a minimalistic trip-generating nursing home trip generation, upon which
additional credits are taken with the use of a shuttle, presents an overly optimistic and least-possible anticipated number of
trips to be generated. A more conservative approach using a hospital land use is considered more appropriate for SEQRA
purposes. At a minimum, the Applicant should be requested to provide the actual trip-generation data from a comparable
facility to verify its analysis.

Response #3:
•

Traffic counts were conducted at the High Watch Recovery Center in Kent,
Connecticut, and included in the original traffic analysis for the project.

•

The traffic analyses prepared by the Applicant were reviewed and accepted by the
Planning Board’s traffic consultant.
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Chazen Comment #4
Truck Activity
While specifics have been presented about the extent of the number of trips to be generated during the morning and
afternoon peak commuter times, little discussion has been paid to the number of trucks expected on a routine basis. While it
has been stated that no trucks will be permitted on the weekends, there has been no attempt at verifying the number of
trucks that will access the Site on a typical weekday.These deliveries can include deliveries of food supplies, laundry services,
fuel, medical-waste disposal and usual over-the-road carriers such as Amazon, UPS and other suppliers. While the
Consolidated Expanded Environmental report states that the “estimated supply deliveries to the hospital are 5-6 per week,
weekdays only, as well as once a week garbage and laundry services and daily UPS vehicles”, there is no substantiation of
these estimates including actual delivery truck trips from other comparable Specialty Hospitals.

Response #4:
•

The anticipated truck activity is based on discussions with a consultant experienced in
the operations of numerous similar facilities.
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Chazen Comment #5
Credit Taken for Shuttle Usage
The use of a shuttle service is a good traffic demand management tool. However, the majority of examples using a shuttle is
in situations wherein an office park or business offers this service as a convenience for travel to and from a train station. A
second measure where shuttle services have been used is in residential communities where the shuttle provides the link
between the residential complex and the train, bus or local retail facilities as a convenience. Its use in this instant application
as a mandatory mechanism to reduce trips on a constant basis lacks certainty. It is recommended that the applicant provide
examples wherein a shuttle service works effectively as a mandatory last leg of the journey to work, where the main element
of the work trip is via a personal automobile trip such as proposed by the applicant.

Response #5:
•

The use of the shuttle service will be a condition of site plan approval and will be
monitored as part of the Traffic Management Plan.
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Chazen Comment #6
Staging for Shuttle Services
It is also concerning that one of the examples used for staging of vehicles for the shuttle trip to the Specialty Hospital is at a
park and ride lot at the FDR park with access from the Taconic State Parkway.While an open dialog is a good start, the
Applicant should obtain a commitment from the Park Director, with a measure of longevity, that he can guarantee the
Specialty Hospital a specific number of spaces, which can account for the number of workers to park their vehicle in that
Park and Ride lot for which the number of reduced trips are projected by the applicant.

Response #6:
•

In the event that the park and ride lot is not available in the future, the Applicant will
secure another facility as required.

•

Other public transportation hubs will be utilized by the shuttle service.
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Chazen Comment #7
Location of the Specialty Hospital on a Major Roadway
Typically, facilities such as the proposed Specialty Hospital are located on or in close proximity to major roadways such as
State or County highways due to the sensitive medical/healthcare nature of the use. Major roadways are addressed earlier
than local roadway paying such attention to snow and debris removal after storms. With wind damage from a storm, there
are typical roadway closures with downed trees and accidents. Because of the priority given, the major roadways are cleared
sooner rather than later. Accordingly, should one of the patients require intensive care treatment or other medical/healthcare
treatment, it is more likely that ambulance services can be available when the access to the Specialty Hospital is off a major
roadway.

Response #7:
•

The High Watch Recovery Center in Kent Connecticut is situated on a similar road.

•

The patients require a lesser amount level of care than at a general hospital.

•

Alternate routes to the proposed facility are available within the existing roadway
network.
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Chazen Comment #8
Turning-Template for Emergency Vehicles
We are aware of correspondence between the Applicant’s site engineer and the Fire Department of Croton-on-Hudson
regarding articulation of the department’s 47-foot tower ladder #44 into, around and out of the Site.What is not
documented, however, is the final review by the Fire Department of the last correspondence by the site engineer including
the Fire Access Plan. Additionally, as a former municipal engineer, I am somewhat concerned with the very tight lateral
dimensions afforded to the fire apparatus as it negotiates in and around the Site. Lastly, it is rare to see the turning of a
large fire vehicle using a k-turn maneuver for its return trip to the roadway system.

Response #8:
•

The Applicant has coordinated with
the Fire Department of Croton-onHudson, including a site visit with the
Fire Chief. No issues were raised at
the on-site meeting.

•

The K-turn maneuver is a standard
maneuver which is contained in the
New York State Fire Code, Appendix
D.
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Town of New Castle and Town of Ossining Review
• The New Castle Town Board recently questioned whether there has been
coordination regarding this project. The Applicant submitted a letter to the
Town of Cortlandt, dated January 18, 2018 addressing comments from the
Town of New Castle dated November 14, 2017. The project has not changed
since the letter was submitted.
• Town of Ossining’s traffic consultant’s memo states:
“It is our opinion that the proposed use of the site in Cortlandt will have
an insignificant, if any, impact on the overall operation of roadways and
intersection within the Town of Ossining. Results of the analyses indicate
that the existing Level of Service would not change, which we agree with
based on our review.”
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Proposed Site Landscaping Plan, Revised 01/04/2018
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Westchester County Planning Board Referral Review
Pursuant to Section 239 L, M and N of the General Municipal Law and
Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code

George Latimer
County Executive

February 19, 2021
Chris Kehoe, Deputy Planning Director
Cortlandt Town Hall
1 Heady Street
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567-1254
County Planning Board Referral File CTD 21-001 – Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road
Special Permit and Site Plan Approval
Dear Mr. Kehoe:
The Westchester County Planning Board has received a copy of a site plan (revised March 20, 2019) and
other related materials pertaining to the reuse of seven existing buildings located at the former Hudson
Institute property at 2016 Quaker Ridge Road. The 20.83 acre property is proposed to be converted into
a 92 bed private, high-end/luxury residential treatment program for individuals recovering from
substance use disorder. Site disturbance will be less than an acre and will include a new 13 space parking
lot, utility upgrades, the installation of two new septic fields, and the creation of a rain garden. 65 total
parking spaces are proposed.
We have reviewed the petition under the provisions of Section 239 L, M and N of the General Municipal
Law and Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code and we offer the following comments:
1. Recycling.
While a garbage and recycling storage area is established on the plans, the Town should verify that
sufficient space will be available to store recyclables under the County recycling program, which
includes plastics numbered 1 through 7. County regulations for plastic recycling may be found at:
http://environment.westchestergov.com. We also recommend the applicant consider the on-site
composting of food waste from the proposed dining facilities. Compost could serve as a resource for
maintaining on-site landscaping.
2. Green building technology and bicycle parking.
We commend the applicant for including a rain garden in the site plans, and encourage the applicant to
include as much further green building technology as possible into the proposed development. We also
recommend the site plan include bicycle parking for employees. Electrical facilities should be provided
near the parking area for the charging of E-Bicycles.

432 Michaelian Office Building
148 Martine Avenue
White Plains, New York 10601

Telephone: (914) 995-4400

Website: westchestergov.com
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August 6, 2021

Mr. Steve Laker
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center Inc.
72 North State Road
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510
Via Electronic Transmission
RE:

Response to Village and Town of Ossining Comments
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
2016 Quaker Ridge Road, Cortlandt, New York

Dear Mr. Laker:
WSP USA Inc., and related company Hydrogeologic Architecture, Land Surveying, Landscape
Architecture Services, P.C. (WSP), has prepared the following response to comments from the Village
and Town of Ossining (Ossining) regarding the proposed Hudson Ridge Wellness Center (HRWC) at
2016 Quaker Ridge Road in the Town of Cortlandt, New York. These comments were submitted to the
Town of Cortlandt Planning Board in a letter dated July 12, 2021. Ossining’s primary concern is related
to the potential impact by the proposed development to the Indian Brook Watershed, the Indian Brook
Reservoir and the drinking water available to residents and businesses in Ossining. Each comment and
corresponding response is presented below.
·

Much of the sanitary collection system is in the Indian Brook Watershed.

This statement is incorrect. The former septic system that served the property is located entirely
within the Indian Brook Watershed and will be abandoned and replaced with a modern sanitary collection
system. Approximately half of the new sanitary collection system for the proposed HRWC is located in
the Indian Brook Watershed (see attached Figure). No part of the proposed septic system will be located
in the Indian Brook Reservoir Critical Environmental Area (CEA). The modern system that is proposed
is designed to much higher standards than the older system and includes a Recirculating Gravel Filter
(RFG) which is used to polish septic tank effluent prior to discharging to the subsurface system. In
addition, the galley disposal chambers of the new system is designed to have a larger storage capacity
than traditional systems. This will allow for better distribution of the treated wastewater, with a
significant advantage of regulating the diurnal peaks of flows. The applicant has also included a
dedicated emergency generator to automatically operate the sewage pumps if there is an electrical outage.
The Indian Brook Watershed encompasses approximately 768 acres. Based on an annual
recharge rate to the bedrock aquifer beneath the site of 8.45 inches per year (Wolcott & Snow, 1995)1, the
underlying bedrock in the watershed receives about 629 gpd/acre (gallons per day per acre), or
approximately 483,000 gpd. The proposed sanitary sewer system located within the Indian Brook
Watershed encompasses approximately 0.5 acre or approximately 0.07 percent of the watershed area.
The daily sewage flow design for the project is 12,485 gpd, half (6,240 gpd) of which would be
1

Wolcott, Stephen W. and Robert F. Snow, 1995, “Computation of Bedrock-Aquifer Recharge in Northern Westchester County,
New York, and Chemical Quality from Selected Bedrock Wells”, U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Investigation Report
92-4157.
WSP USA Inc.
4 Research Drive, Suite 204
Shelton, CT 06484
Phone: +1 (203) 929-8555
Fax: +1 (203) 926-9140
wsp.com

discharged to the sanitary collection system located within the Indian Brook Watershed. This is
equivalent to 20 average size homes. The proposed wastewater disposal system, which has been
approved by WCDH, includes several features that are not required by any agency and were voluntarily
provided by the HRWC because it greatly enhances the reliability of the treatment process, far above the
typical septic system. Because this system will be constructed to higher standards than the older system
(to be abandoned), includes extraordinary wastewater treatment processes that will renovate the
wastewater to negate any impacts and is completely outside of any wetland buffer, there will be no
significant impact to the Indian Brook Watershed.
·

The location for the proposed recycle/refuse dumpsters near existing Main Building 1 is in the
Indian Brook Watershed which has the potential to impact water quality.

The recycle/refuse dumpsters will be located in a dedicated area and managed properly. All
dumpsters will be in sound condition, with working lids. The lids will remain closed when the dumpsters
are not in use and the dumpsters will be emptied in a timely manner (before exceeding their capacity).
The dumpsters will only be used for storing typical household waste and hazardous wastes shall not be
deposited in any of the dumpsters. No medical wastes (i.e. needles, medication, etc.) will be deposited in
the dumpsters. Any damaged dumpster that is identified will be replaced with an undamaged container in
a timely manner.
·

The existing water system (to be abandoned) is in the Indian Brook Watershed as well as Well 1
(potable). An increase in water use at the project site can impact the Indian Brook Reservoir.
Please forward current and planned water consumption information.

The proposed HRWC is not a general hospital or like a typical nursing home. There will be no
outpatient treatment or emergency room, very restricted visitation, no irrigation system and no laundry
done onsite. Based on the potable supply demands, the proposed HRWC at full occupancy will require an
average daily demand of 12,660 gpd or a designed pumping rate of approximately 8.8 gpm (gallons per
minute). This demand is based on NYSDEC standards and has been approved by Westchester County
Department of Health. Full occupancy is anticipated to take five years from opening. Please note that
Well 2 is located in the Indian Brook Watershed, not Well 1. Well 1 from the former water system is
located in the Indian Brook Watershed. The former potable water system will be replaced by a new
potable water system comprised of two new wells (Well 1 and Well 2), shown on Figure 2. The potable
supply system will be supported by the two wells equally so that water is not drawn from one well.
The proposed water demand for maximum occupancy is summarized on the table below.
Usage Type

Number

Usage Rate 1/
(gpd)
110
15
0.1 gpd/sf
110
110 gpd/br

Water Demand
(gpd)
10,120
1,290
40
660
330
220
12,660
8.8

Hospital Beds
92
Staff
86
Garage/Office Building
400 sf
Outbuilding Beds
6 2/
Staff Residence
3 bedrooms
Building 2
Total Average Daily Flow (gpd) 3/
Total Average Daily Flow (gpm)
1/
Usage rate approved by WCDH in a letter dated December 14, 2017.
2/
Note that six outbuilding beds are to serve the maximum 92 patients, but because they are located in different
buildings, WCDH requires a separate accounting of each bed.
3/
Note that the average daily flow for the first year is estimated at 6,855 gpd (4.8 gpm) based on 41 patients and
73 staff.
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On an annual basis, approximately 85 percent of potable supply will be returned to the ground by
the septic systems through percolation from the leachfield. As a result, the total consumptive use, or
water lost from the groundwater system, will be approximately 15 percent of the average water demand or
approximately 1,900 gpd. Based on an annual recharge rate to the bedrock aquifer beneath the site
discussed in the previous comment, the underlying bedrock receives about 629 gpd/acre, or a total of
approximately 9,516 gpd for the 15.13-acre project parcel located in the watershed and 13,000 gpd of
direct recharge to the entire 20.8 acre property. This precipitation recharge rate to the portion of the
property within the Indian Brook Watershed is over five times the actual total consumptive use of
1,900 gpd (actual consumptive use because the project will be served by onsite wastewater septic systems
which will return 85 percent of the water back in to the groundwater system). The consumptive use of the
proposed wellness center (1,900 gpd) is approximately 20 percent of the groundwater directly recharging
the 15.13 acres located in the Indian Brook Watershed and 0.4 percent of the groundwater recharging the
entire watershed. No impacts to the Indian Brook Reservoir are expected.
·

Site work including roadway widening and new walkways will increase surface runoff which may
impact water quality.

Site work activities will result in temporary disturbances of the property. Prior to any driveway
widening or walkway installation, sediment and erosion controls will be installed on the downslope side
of the construction activity to prevent any sediment transport. The sediment and erosion control
structures, which will include hay bales and silt fencing, will be installed prior to initiating disturbance
activities. Disturbed areas not to be repaved will be seeded and mulched until permanent grass cover is
established. No permanent or long-term impact to water quality associated with proposed driveway
widening or walkway installation is expected.

Please feel free to contact Karen directly at (475) 882-1706 with any questions or comments you
may have.
Kind regards,
WSP USA Inc.

Karen Destefanis, CPG, PG(NY)
Lead Hydrogeologist
Affirmed by:

Thomas P. Cusack, CPG, PG(NY)
Senior Supervising Hydrogeologist
KD:cmm
Enclosures
H:\Hudson Ridge Wellness Center\2021\Response to Ossining.doc
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APPENDIX 53

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATION TIME-LINE
STEVEN LAKER TO AND FROM NYS OASAS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES TO AND FROM OASAS

DATE
7/13/16

TYPE
Letter

8/8/16

Letter

2/11/19

Letter

2/25/19

Letter

6/21/19

Letter

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN HUDSON RIDGE WELLNESS AND NYS OASAS
TO
FROM
CONTENT
Hudson
Diane Gerdon, We don’t have this letter.
Ridge
OASAS
Wellness
Diane
Steven Laker,
“Please note that we are not an operational facility.”
Gerdon,
HRW
“However, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. is planning
OASAS
to seek certification in the near future from OASAS..”.
Hudson
Dena Holmes, “chemical dependence treatment services are subject to
Ridge
OASAS
OASAS certification and regulation under Article 32 of the
Wellness
Mental Hygiene Law”. Ms. Holmes requested that Hudson
Ridge complete the Need for OASAS Certification
Questionnaire.
Dena
Steven Laker,
We don’t have the signed copy of this letter. “Please note,
Holmes,
HRW
as was the case back in 2016, that at this time we are not
OASAS
an operational facility. The buildings on the former
Hudson Institute are still not currently in the condition to
house anyone at this time. However, Hudson Ridge
Wellness Center, Inc. is planning to seek certification in
the near future from OASAS..”.
Steven
Laker, HRW

Janet Paloski,
OASAS

This letter had the completed Need for OASAS
Certification Questionnaire attached. “We would like to
confirm that Hudson Ridge is required to be licensed by
the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance
Abuse Services (NYSOASAS) in order to operate a Chemical
Dependence Residential Program under Part 820 of

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATION TIME-LINE
STEVEN LAKER TO AND FROM NYS OASAS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES TO AND FROM OASAS

7/11/19

DATE
5/30/19

6/10/19

Letter

Steven
Laker, HRW

Dena Holmes,
OASAS

NYCRR. Hudson Ridge has notified the town of Cortland of
their intention to seek OASAS approval for the
establishment of a chemical dependence residential
program in their town and the town has inquired about
the need for licensure”.
“Your completed Need for OASAS Certification
Questionnaire states that services are not currently being
provided but does provide information on a proposed
program. Please note, as was stated in our February 11,
2019 communication, Mental Hygiene Law section
32.05(a) defines the circumstances when an entity must
obtain certification for the operation of a residential or
outpatient program for treatment of a person suffering
from a substance use disorder.”

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES AND NYS OASAS
*Please note that Cicero Consulting Associates was engaged by HRW on 3/19/19
TYPE
TO
FROM
CONTENT
Letter
Janet
Frank Cicero,
“..I am requesting a letter from you confirming that
Paloski,
Cicero
Hudson Ridge is required to be licensed by the New York
OASAS
Consulting
State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services
Associates
(NYSOASAS) in order to operate a Chemical Dependence
Residential Program under Part 820 of NYCRR”.
E-MAIL
Brian
Janet Paloski,
“Brian - I received the attached letter from Frank Cicero
Baldwin,
OASAS
regarding Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. I have attached
Cicero
Mental Hygiene Law 32.05 which spells out who needs to

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATION TIME-LINE
STEVEN LAKER TO AND FROM NYS OASAS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES TO AND FROM OASAS

Consulting
Associates

6/10/19

E-MAIL

Janet
Paloski,
OASAS

7/12/19

E-MAIL

7/12/19

E-MAIL

Brian
Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates
Dena
Holmes,
OASAS

7/19/19

E-MAIL

7/19/19

E-MAIL

Brian
Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates
Dena
Holmes,
OASAS

Brian Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates
Dena Holmes,
OASAS

be certified to provide SUD services. I also attached OASAS
Uncertified Services Inquiry which we requested from
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center in 2017 and again in 2019.
Please have them fill out this inquiry so we can determine
if the services they provide require certification
“Thank you Janet. We will send you the completed
Uncertified Services Inquiry when they complete it, so that
you can issue an opinion on their need for OASAS
licensure, which we are sure is required.”
“Brian - sending this to Steven today - he is getting a hard
copy in the mail.”

Brian Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates
Dena Holmes,
OASAS

“Thank you, Dena.”

Brian Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates

Dena,
Yes, I wanted to speak to Janet in order to advocate for a
letter from OASAS that more clearly answers the
submission of the Need for OASAS Certification
Questionnaire by our client, Hudson Ridge Wellness

“Good morning Brian - I believe you called earlier for Janet
Paloski? Is there anything I can assist with? I know we
spoke about Hudson Ridge last week? Is there something
else you wanted to discuss?”

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATION TIME-LINE
STEVEN LAKER TO AND FROM NYS OASAS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES TO AND FROM OASAS

8/5/19

E-MAIL

Dena
Holmes,
OASAS

Brian Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates

8/7/19

Letter

Janet
Paloski,
OASAS

Frank Cicero,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates

8/21/19

E-MAIL

Janet Paloski,
OASAS

8/21/19

E-MAIL

Brian
Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates
Janet
Paloski,
OASAS

Brian Baldwin,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates

Center. We would appreciate a letter that clearly answers
the question of whether their proposed chemical
dependence residential treatment program requires
licensure by OASAS under part 820, so that they can
communicate that to the Town of Cortlandt.”
“Dena,
I am following up on my e-mail of July 19.
Will there be any further clarification?
Thanks.
Brian”
“I am responding, on behalf of our client, Hudson Ridge
Wellness Center, to Dena Holmes’ July 11, 2019 letter to
Steven Laker. Please let us know if the proposed 820
residential program requires OASAS licensure under Part
820 of 14 NYCRR.
“Brian – I know I owe Frank a response to his letter.
Hopefully I will be able to get a response done by the end
of the week.”

“Thanks, Janet.
We feel strongly that since Hudson Ridge is considering
the establishment of a Residential Chemical dependence
Treatment program, they deserve to receive a written
confirmation that their proposed program requires OASAS
approval and licensure under Part 820.
Brian”

CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATION TIME-LINE
STEVEN LAKER TO AND FROM NYS OASAS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES TO AND FROM OASAS

8/23/19

Letter

Frank
Cicero,
Cicero
Consulting
Associates

Janet Paloski,
OASAS

“To date, OASAS has not seen any proposal from Hudson
Ridge and as such, cannot make a determination whether
certification is required. The only information we have on
Hudson Ridge is a Need for OASAS Certification
Questionnaire in which Stephen Laker stated that he is not
currently providing services but was interested in seeking
OASAS approval to establish a chemical dependence
residential program under Part 820. In a letter dated July
11, 2019, Dena Holmes directed Mr. Laker to the OASAS
certification website for the steps to obtain certification.
Once a completed certification application is received
from Hudson Ridge, OASAS certification will review and
determine whether the services proposed in the
application require OASAS certification.”

February 25, 2019

Ms. Dena M. Holmes
Assistant Director
Bureau of Certification
1450 Western Avenue
Albany, NY 12203-3526
Re: Letter of Inquiry Regarding Program Services

Dear Ms. Holmes,

We received your letter dated February 11, 2019 from the New York State Office of Alcoholism
and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) regarding Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. and operation
without appropriate OASAS certification which is similar to a letter we received back in 2016.
Please note, as was the case back in 2016, that at this time we are not an operational facility.
The buildings on the former Hudson Institute are still not currently in the condition to house anyone at
this time.
However, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc. is planning to seek certification in the near future
from OASAS and have previously retained Shari Noonan to assist with this matter.
We thank you for your note and look forward to working with your agency in the near future.

Sincerely,

Steven Laker
Vice President
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.

CC: Shari Noonan

Robert B. Peake, AICP
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Monday, June 10, 2019 11:48 AM
Paloski, Janet (OASAS)
Allen, Trishia (OASAS); Holmes, Dena (OASAS); Plessas, Phillip (OASAS); Frank Cicero
Re: Hudson Ridge Wellness Center

Thank you, Janet,
We will send you the completed Uncertified Services Inquiry when they complete it, so that you can issue an opinion on
their need for OASAS licensure, which we are sure is required.
Brian

Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW
Cicero Consulting Associates
Phone: (516) 671-9535
FAX:
(516) 977-8006
E-mail: bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e‐mail and any attachments may contain
confidential or sensitive information which is, or may be, legally
privileged or otherwise protected by law from further disclosure. It is
intended only for the addressee. If you received this in error or from
someone who was not authorized to send it to you, please do not
distribute, copy or use it or any attachments. Please notify the sender
immediately by reply e‐mail and delete this from your system. Thank you
for your cooperation.

From: "Paloski, Janet (OASAS)" <Janet.Paloski@oasas.ny.gov>
Date: Monday, June 10, 2019 at 10:36 AM
To: Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Cc: "Allen, Trishia (OASAS)" <Trishia.Allen@oasas.ny.gov>, "Holmes, Dena (OASAS)"
<Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov>, "Plessas, Phillip (OASAS)" <Phillip.Plessas@oasas.ny.gov>
Subject: Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Brian – I received the attached letter from Frank Cicero regarding Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. I have attached
Mental Hygiene Law 32.05 which spells out who needs to be certified to provide SUD services. I also attached OASAS
Uncertified Services Inquiry which we requested from Hudson Ridge Wellness Center in 2017 and again in 2019. Please
have them fill out this inquiry, so we can determine if the services they provide require Certification.

Janet L Paloski
Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1

1450 Western Ave., Albany, New York 12203-3526
( 518) 485-2250 │ janet.paloski@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov

2

June 21, 2019
Ms. Janet Paloski, Director
Bureau of Certification
NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1450 Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203-3526
RE:

Hudson Ridge Wellness Center

Dear Ms. Paloski:
On behalf of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center (Hudson Ridge), I am submitting the attached completed
OASAS Need for OASAS Certification form. We would like to confirm that Hudson Ridge is required to
be licensed by the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYSOASAS) in
order to operate a Chemical Dependence Residential Program under Part 820 of the NYCRR.
Hudson Ridge has notified the Town of Cortlandt of their intention to seek OASAS approval for the
establishment of a Chemical Dependence Residential Program in their town and the town has inquired
about the need for licensure.
Please feel free to contact Mr. Brian Baldwin, the project contact person, at (516) 671-9535 or
bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com should you require any additional information. Thank you for your
consideration of this request.

Sincerely,
Steven Laker
cc:

Mr. Frank M. Cicero, Cicero Consulting Associates
Mr. Brian M. Baldwin, Cicero Consulting Associates
Mr. Robert Davis, Singleton, Davis and Singleton
72 N. State Road #502, Briarcliff Manor NY 10510

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Governor

ARLENE GONZÁLEZ-SÁNCHEZ, M.S.,
L.M.S.W.

Commissioner

NEED FOR OASAS CERTIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
In order to assist in making a determination as to whether your program
requires OASAS certification under New York State Mental Hygiene Law
Section 32.05(a), please complete the following information and provide
supporting documentation as necessary.
PART I -- PROGRAM INFORMATION
Program Legal Name: Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, Inc.
Program Mailing Address: 72 North State Road, #502, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510
Program Website Address: TBD

Program Telephone Number: TBD

Program/Service Names [list all]:
Proposed Chemical Dependence Residential Program
Program Executive Director: TBD
Telephone Number: (914) 643-9711

E-Mail Address:
slaker@HUDSONEDUCATIONANDWELLNESS.COM

Owner Representative: Steven Laker
Telephone Number: (914) 643-9711

E-Mail Address:
slaker@HUDSONEDUCATIONANDWELLNESS.COM

Is this entity registered with the New York State Department of State? Yes _x____ No_____
[If yes, include with response.]
Does this entity have a certificate of Authorization from the New York State Department of Education?
Yes _____ No__x___ [If yes, include with response.]

PART II -- CASE RECORDS
Source(s) of client/patient/resident referrals: This program is not currently operating.
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center is interested in seeking OASAS approval to establish a
Chemical Dependence Residential Program under Part 820. It is expected that referrals will
come from private physicians, Hospital Emergency Rooms, Inpatient Chemical Dependence
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Governor

ARLENE GONZÁLEZ-SÁNCHEZ, M.S.,
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Commissioner

Stabilization and Withdrawal Programs, Inpatient Chemical Dependence Rehabilitation
Programs and Outpatient Chemical Dependence Programs.
Number of current active clients/patients: 0
Number of current active clients/patients with a substance use disorder: 0
Describe how is eligibility determined?
This program is not currently operating. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center is interested in
seeking OASAS approval to establish a Chemical Dependence Residential Program under
Part 820.
What is the admission criteria for this program?
This proposed program is not operational. The proposed Admission Criteria will be as
follows:
A person who appears at Hudson Ridge Wellness Center seeking or having been referred for
residential treatment or evaluation will have an initial assessment made and documented in
an electronic written record by a qualified health professional or other clinical staff under the
supervision of a qualified health professional, which states the following:
1)
2)
3)

That the person appears to need chemical dependence services;
That the person appears to be free of serious communicable disease that can
be transmitted through ordinary contact; and
That the person appears to be not in need of acute hospital care, acute
psychiatric care, or other intensive services which cannot be provided in
conjunction with residential services or would prevent him/her from
participating in a chemical dependence service.

The assessments made according to the above will be based upon service provider records,
reports from other providers and/or through a face-to-face contact with the person, all of
which must be documented.
Level of Care Determination
If a person is determined to be appropriate for chemical dependence services, a level of care
determination will be made by a qualified health professional or by a clinical staff member
who will be provided clinical oversight by a qualified health professional. The level of care
determination will be signed and dated by the clinical staff member. The level of care
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determination will be made no later than 24 hours after the residents first on-site contact
with the program. To be admitted for residential services at the appropriate level of care, the
person must meet the level of care protocol criteria for the residential services and the
program must be providing the services which match his or her need for either stabilization,
rehabilitative or integration services.
The level of care determination process must be in accord with Hudson Ridge Wellness
Center policy and procedures and incorporate the use of the OASAS Level of Care for Alcohol
and Drug Treatment Referral Protocol (LOCADTR).
Prohibition against discrimination. No person will be denied admission to Hudson Ridge
Wellness Center based solely on the person’s:
• Prior treatment history;
• Pregnancy;
• History of contact with the criminal justice system;
• HIV or AIDS status;
• Referral source;
• Physical or mental disability;
• Lack of cooperation by significant others in the treatment process;
• Medication support in recovery for opioid dependence prescribed and monitored by
a physician, physician’s assistant or nurse practitioner.
ADMISSION CRITERIA
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center has not decided which levels of Residential Services it will
offer, so we list the Admission Criteria for all 3 levels of care
STABILIZATION SERVICES
Admission criteria. To be admitted for residential stabilization services, the individual must
be determined to be able to achieve or maintain abstinence and recovery goals with the
application of residential services and in addition to the admission criteria applicable to
residential services generally, an individual admitted to stabilization services must meet the
following criteria:
• Stabilization services are appropriate for residents who present with mild withdrawal or
expected withdrawal and psychiatric symptoms that cause acute impairment; Medical
conditions, emotional or cognitive impairment that can be managed in a residential
setting where medical staff are available on an on call basis.
REHABILITATION SERVICES
Admission criteria. To be admitted for residential rehabilitation services, the individual must
be determined to be able to achieve or maintain abstinence and recovery goals with the
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application of residential services and in addition to the admission criteria applicable to
residential services generally, an individual admitted to rehabilitation services must meet the
following criteria:
• Rehabilitation services are appropriate for residents who do not have significant
withdrawal symptoms, are free of severe cravings to use substances and, if present,
psychiatric and medical conditions are stable. Residents have functional impairment in
cognitive, emotional regulation, social and role functioning.
REINTEGRATION SERVICES
•

•

(b) Admission criteria. In addition to the admission criteria applicable to residential
services generally, an individual admitted to a reintegration residential service must
meet the following criteria: (1) The individual must be homeless or must have a
living environment not conducive to recovery; and
(2) The individual must be determined to need outpatient treatment services and/or
other support services such as vocational or educational services; and

If the person is deemed inappropriate for residential services at Hudson Ridge Wellness
Center, unless the person is already receiving chemical dependence services from another
provider, a referral to a more appropriate service will be made. The reasons for denial of any
admission to Hudson Ridge Wellness Center must be provided to the person and documented
in the electronic record maintained by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center.
If determined appropriate for Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, the person will be admitted.
The decision to admit a person will be made by a staff member, who is a qualified health
professional authorized by the policy of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center to admit persons. The
name of the qualified health professional that made the admission decision, along with the
date of admission, must be documented in the electronic case record. There must be a
notation in the case record that the resident received a copy of Hudson Ridge Wellness
Center’s rules and regulations, including resident rights and a summary of federal
confidentiality requirements, and a statement that notes that such rules were discussed with
the resident, and that the resident indicated that he/she understood them. All residents are
informed upon admission that admission is on a voluntary basis and that he/she is free to
discharge him or herself from the program at any time.

PART II -- CASE RECORDS (cont’d)
Does the program maintain client/patient records?

Yes _____ No___x__
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Describe what information is contained within the client/patient record?
This program is not currently operating. Hudson Ridge Wellness Center is interested in
seeking OASAS approval to establish a Chemical Dependence Residential Program under
Part 820.
The Hudson Ridge Wellness Center case records will contain the following information:
There will be a complete electronic case record maintained for each resident. Such case
record will be maintained in accordance with recognized and acceptable principles of record
keeping as follows:
•

Case record entries will be legible.

•

Case records will be periodically reviewed for quality and completeness.

•

Case records will be dated and signed electronically by appropriate staff.

The case record will be available to all staff of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center, who are
participating in the provision of services to the resident and will include the following
information:
•

A notation that the resident received at admission a copy of the services rules
and regulations, including resident‘s rights and a summary of the federal
confidentiality requirements, that such rules and regulations were discussed
with the resident, and that the resident indicated that he/she understood
them;

•

Source of Referral;

•

Documentation that the resident met the admission and retention criteria;

•

Documentation of the Comprehensive Assessment;

•

Physical Examination (results if applicable);

•

Treatment Plan and all reviews and updates to the treatment/recovery plan;

•

Documentation of Recommendations, Referrals and Services provided for the
resident‘s general health or for other special needs;
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•

Documentation of Coordination with Other Agencies, as included in the
resident treatment/recovery plan, and notes on the resident‘s progress with
such other agencies;

•

Correspondence about the resident;

•

Test Results
o Toxicology
o Breath Testing
o Other Testing Performed;

•

Documentation of Contacts with Resident‘s Family and/or Significant Other(s);

•

Signed Releases of Consent for Information;

•

Progress Notes; and

•

Discharge documentation including:
• The reasons for discharge
• The resident’s status at discharge
• A written discharge summary of the resident’s progress towards the goals
set forth in the treatment/recovery plan and the plan for treatment and
follow up after discharge
• The signature of the counselor and program Manager

Resident records maintained by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center are confidential and may only
be disclosed in conformity with federal regulations relating to the confidentiality of records
as set forth in 42 Code of Federal Regulations Part 2 and other applicable law.

Are individual treatment plans developed for each client/patient that establishes goals to
address chemical dependence? Yes_____ No_____ They will once OASAS approval is
received, as follows:
A patient-centered, interdisciplinary treatment/recovery plan addressing the resident’s
individual needs must be developed as soon as possible after admission, or readmission,
to Hudson Ridge Wellness Center and will be prepared in consultation with the resident,
as documented by the resident’s signature on the treatment/recovery plan. This initial
treatment/recovery plan will contain a statement, which documents that the individual
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is appropriate for this level of care, identifies the assignment of a named clinical staff
member with the responsibility to provide orientation to the individual, and includes a
preliminary schedule of activities, therapies and interventions. For those residents being
re-admitted to the program within 60 days of discharge the existing treatment recovery
plan may be used if there is documentation that it has been reviewed and updated.
The treatment/recovery plan will be reviewed in collaboration with the resident on a
monthly basis.
The treatment/recovery plan will:
• be developed in collaboration with the resident as evidenced by the resident’s
signature;
•

be based on the admitting evaluations specified above and any additional
evaluation(s) determined to be required;

•

specify goals for each problem identified;

•

specify the objectives to be achieved while the resident is receiving services which
will be used to measure progress toward attainment of goals;

•

include schedules for the provision of all services prescribed;

•

identify the single member of the clinical staff responsible for coordinating and
managing the resident’s care (“the responsible clinical staff member”);

•

include the diagnosis for which the resident is being treated;

•

be signed by the responsible clinical staff member and approved and signed by
the clinical staff member’s supervisor or another supervising qualified health
professional within ten days; and
Where a service is to be provided by any other service or facility off site, the
treatment/recovery plan must contain a description of the nature of the service,
a record that referral for such service has been made, the results of the referral,
and procedures for ongoing coordination of care.

•

The clinical staff member will ensure that the treatment/recovery plan is included in the
resident record and that all treatment is provided in accordance with the
treatment/recovery plan.
If the comprehensive assessment indicates that the individual service needs are beyond
the capacity of Hudson Ridge Wellness Center to provide either alone or in conjunction
with another program, referral to appropriate services will be made. Identification of such
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referrals and the results of those referrals to identified program(s) will be documented in
the resident record.
Any resident who is not responding to treatment, not meeting goals defined in the
treatment/recovery plan or is disruptive to Hudson Ridge Wellness Center must be
discussed at a case conference. The case conference will include the multidisciplinary
team and the responsible clinical staff member. Any decisions made must be documented
in the resident record and the treatment/recovery plan must be revised accordingly.
Does the program provide individual counseling to address chemical dependence?
Yes_____ No_____ They will once OASAS approval is received.
Does the program provide group and/or family counseling to address chemical
dependence? Yes_____ No_____ They will once OASAS approval is received.
[Provide group and/or family counseling curriculum, schedule, and description of services
including license of staff providing counseling sessions.]

PART III -- SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Is the program accredited? Yes_____ No_x____
If yes, by whom? ____________________
[Provide a copy of accreditation certificate(s).]
Does the program maintain policies and procedures related to the provision of chemical
dependence services? Yes_____ No_____ They will once OASAS approval is received.
[If yes, provide copies of applicable policies.]
How are counseling/treatment services paid for? [E.g. Medicaid, self-pay, third-party.]
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will be a self-pay model, in and out of network for private
insurance and will offer free care of a certain percentage of patient bed days.
Provide the names and titles of all clinical and administrative staff (including volunteers) in
the program. Identify each staff member’s professional credentials/licenses and work
schedule (hours worked), and type of employment. [Attach additional sheets if necessary.]
Name
Title
Name

Professional Credentials/Licenses

There are no staff hired
at this time.
Professional Credentials/Licenses

Work Schedule

Staff Type
____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor

Work Schedule

Staff Type
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Title

Name

Professional Credentials/Licenses

Work Schedule

____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor
Staff Type
____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor

Title
Name

Professional Credentials/Licenses

Work Schedule

Staff Type
____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor

Title
Name

Professional Credentials/Licenses

Work Schedule

Staff Type
____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor

Title
Name

Professional Credentials/Licenses

Work Schedule

Staff Type
____ W-2
____ Independent
Contactor

Title

PART IV -- PROGRAM LITERATURE
Please provide copies of: Not Available.
•

Client/patient/resident handbook

•

Client/patient/resident agreements or contracts

•

Any other documents/handouts provided to clients/patents/residents

•

All advertising material (e.g., print media, social networking, website)

•

All materials used for outreach activities to potential participants

•

All materials used for outreach activities to potential referral sources

PART V -- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Please describe and/or attach copies of any other relevant information that you believe will
provide the best picture of the services offered at the program. [Attached additional sheets
if necessary.]
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center Residential Services will provide services within a structured
therapeutic environment, and include the following services:
Assessment and Treatment Planning
Qualified health professionals will provide Assessment and Treatment Planning services in
partnership with each resident on an ongoing basis. Motivational Interviewing will be
incorporated as a treatment technique in assessing residents with co-occurring disorders. A
complete and thorough assessment of both the mental illness as well as the substance abuse
disorder will be accomplished. The outcome of this service will be much more than arriving
at a DSM 5 diagnosis. The outcome will be the development of a comprehensive,
individualized, culturally sensitive, goal-oriented treatment/recovery plan. It will identify
both the mental illness and the substance abuse disorder, the symptoms of each, and the
effects on the person’s ability to function in major life roles. The plan will identify resident
strengths that can be built upon to improve important skills necessary for success. Risk factors
regarding harm to self or others will be identified and will be assessed on an ongoing basis.
Goals and objectives will be mutually agreed upon regarding improvements to be made in
attaining skill levels in the living, learning, working, and socializing environments. The ongoing
assessment process and the regular review of the treatment/recovery plan will enable the
staff and the resident to monitor his/her response to treatment and design modifications
when necessary.
The Comprehensive Assessment for adult residents will utilize the American Psychiatric
Association Guidelines for Assessment of Adult residents and will consist of the following:
CURRENT EPISODE AND PREVIOUS TREATMENT
• What is the resident’s chief complaint and its duration?
• What reason does the resident give for seeking evaluation at this specific time?
• What reasons are given by other involved parties (e.g., family, other health
professionals) for seeking evaluation at this specific time?
• What symptoms is the resident experiencing (e.g., substance abuse, worries;
present illness preoccupations; changes in mood; suspicions; delusions or
hallucinatory experiences; recent changes in sleep, appetite, libido,
concentration, memory, or behavior, including suicidal or aggressive behaviors)?
• What is the severity of the resident’s symptoms?
• Over what time course have these symptoms developed or fluctuated?
• Are associated features of specific substance use disorders (i.e., pertinent positive
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

or negative factors) present or absent during the present illness?
What factors does the resident believe are precipitating, aggravating, or
otherwise modifying the illness or are temporally related to its course?
Did the resident receive prior treatment for this episode of illness?
Are other clinicians who care for the resident available to comment?
What is the chronology of past episodes of substance abuse and/or mental illness,
regardless of whether such episodes were diagnosed or treated?
What are the resident’s previous sources of treatment, and what diagnoses were
given?
With respect to somatic therapies (e.g., medications, electroconvulsive therapy),
what were the dose or treatment parameters, efficacy, side effects, treatment
duration, and adherence?
With respect to psychotherapy, what were the type, frequency, duration,
adherence, and resident’s perception of the therapeutic alliance and helpfulness
of the psychotherapy?
Is there a history of psychiatric hospitalization?
Is there a history of suicide attempts or aggressive behaviors?
Are past medical records available to consult?

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
• What licit and illicit substances have been used, in what quantity, how frequently,
and with what pattern and route of use?
• What functional, social, occupational, or legal consequences or self-perceived
benefits of use have occurred?
• Have tolerance or withdrawal symptoms been noted?
• Has substance use been associated with psychiatric symptoms?
• Are family members available who could provide corroborating information about
the resident’s substance use and its consequences?
PHYSICAL HEALTH
• What general medical illnesses are known, including history of hospitalizations,
procedures, treatments, and medications?
• Are undiagnosed illnesses causing major distress or functional impairment?
• Does the resident engage in high-risk behaviors that would predispose him or her
to a medical illness?
• Is the resident taking any prescribed or over-the-counter medications, herbal
products, supplements, and/or vitamins?
• Has the resident experienced allergic reactions to or severe adverse effects of
medications?
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DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS
• What have been the most important events in the resident’s life, psychosocial,
and what were the resident’s responses to them?
EDUCATIONAL FACTORS
• What is the resident’s history of formal education?
• What are resident’s current educational goals?
CULTURAL FACTORS
• What are the resident’s cultural, religious, and spiritual beliefs, and how have
these developed or changed over time?
TRAUMA FACTORS
• Is there a history of parental loss or divorce; physical, emotional, or sexual abuse;
or exposure to other traumatic experiences?
• What strategies for coping has the resident used successfully during times of
stress or adversity?
• During childhood or adolescence, did the resident have risk factors for any mental
disorders?
• What has been the resident’s capacity to maintain interpersonal relationships,
and what is the resident’s history of marital and other significant relationships?
• Has the resident been abusive to others?
SEXUAL FACTORS
• What is the resident’s sexual history, including sexual orientation, beliefs, and
practices?
PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESSORS
• What past or current psychosocial stressors have affected the psychosocial
context, and resident (including primary support group, social environment,
sociocultural history, education, occupation, housing, economic status, and access
(continued) to health care)?
• What is the resident’s capacity for self-care?
SUPPORT SYSTEM
• Does the resident have children?
• What are the resident’s sociocultural supports (e.g., family, friends, work, and
religious and other community groups)?
• Is the resident able to provide adequate care for dependent children?
• How do important members of the resident’s support system understand and
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react to their difficulties/symptoms?
RESIDENT PRIORITIES
• What are the resident’s own interests, preferences, and values with respect to
health care and mental health treatment?
OCCUPATIONAL FACTORS
• What is the resident’s occupation, and what jobs has the resident held?
• What are the resident’s current occupational goals?
• What is the quality of the resident’s work relationships?
• What work skills and strengths does the resident have?
• Is the resident unable to work due to disability?
• Is the resident preparing for or adjusting to retirement?
MILITARY HISTORY
• Regarding military service, what was the resident’s status (volunteer, recruit, or
draftee), did the resident experience combat, and did the resident suffer injury or
trauma?
LEGAL HISTORY
• Does the resident have any past or current involvement with the legal system
(e.g., warrants, arrests, detentions, convictions, probation, parole)?
• Do past or current legal problems relate to aggressive behaviors or substance
intoxication?
• Has the resident had other significant interactions with the court system (e.g.,
family court, workers’ compensation dispute, civil litigation, court-ordered
psychiatric treatment)?
• Is past or current legal involvement a significant social stressor for the resident?
FAMILY HISTORY
• What information is available about general medical and psychiatric illnesses,
including substance use disorders, in close relatives?
• Is there a family history of suicide or violent behavior?
• Are heritable illnesses present in family members that relate to the resident’s
presenting symptoms?
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS
• Is the resident having difficulty with sleep, appetite, eating patterns, or other
vegetative symptoms, or with pain, neurological symptoms, or other systemic
symptoms?
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•
•

Does the resident have symptoms that suggest an undiagnosed (continued)
medical illness that may be causing or contributing to psychiatric symptoms?
Is the resident experiencing side effects from medications or other treatments?

MENTAL STATUS
• What symptoms and signs of a mental disorder is the resident examination currently
exhibiting?
• What is the resident’s general appearance and behavior?
• What are the characteristics of the resident’s speech?
• What are the resident’s mood and affect, including the stability, range, congruence,
and appropriateness of affect?
• Are the resident’s thought processes coherent?
• Are there recurrent or persistent themes in the resident’s thought processes?
• Are there any abnormalities of the resident’s thought content (e.g., delusions, ideas
of reference, overvalued ideas, ruminations, obsessions, compulsions, phobias)?
• Is the resident having thoughts, plans, or intentions of harming self or others?
• Is the resident experiencing perceptual disturbances (e.g., hallucinations, illusions,
derealization, depersonalization)?
• What is the resident’s sensorium and level of cognitive function (e.g., orientation,
attention, concentration, registration, short and long-term memory, fund of knowledge, level
of intelligence, drawing, abstract reasoning, language, and executive functions)?
• What is the resident’s level of insight, judgment, and capacity for abstract reasoning?
• What is the resident’s motivation to change his or her health risk behaviors?
FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
• What are the resident’s functional strengths, and what is the assessment of the
disease severity?
• To what degree can the resident perform physical activities of daily living (e.g., eating,
toileting, transferring, bathing, dressing)?
• To what degree can the resident perform instrumental activities of daily living (e.g.,
driving, using public transportation, taking medications as prescribed, shopping,
managing finances, keeping house, communicating by mail or telephone, caring for
dependents)?
• Would a formal assessment of functioning be useful (e.g., to document deficits or aid
continued monitoring)?
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
• What diagnostic tests are necessary to establish or exclude a diagnosis, aid in the
choice of treatment, or monitor treatment effects or side effects?
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION
• Are symptoms minimized or exaggerated by the resident or from the interview of
others?
• Does the resident appear to provide accurate information?
• Do particular questions evoke hesitation or signs of discomfort?
• Is the resident able to communicate about emotional issues?
• How does the resident respond to the assessing clinician’s comments and behaviors?
CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
1. Did the resident lose a parent at an early age?
2. Was there unusual or excessive separation anxiety during childhood or
adolescence?
3. Were there significant problems with sleep?
4. Were there eating disturbances?
5. Were there problems making or keeping friends?
6. Was severe shyness a problem, including when interacting in peer groups?
7. Were there problems with being bullied or bullying?
8. Were there frequent disciplinary problems in school?
9. Were there serious difficulties with temper?
10. Were there many school absences for medical problems or any other problems?
11. Were there any delays in learning to read, write, or do math?
12. Were there serious problems paying attention, finishing school work, or
completing homework?
13. Did the above problems lead to grade retention or special education intervention?
Treatment/Recovery Plan
An initial treatment/recovery plan addressing the resident’s individual needs will be
developed for each resident. The treatment/recovery plan will include cultural, linguistic, and
social factors as well as the particular characteristics, conditions and circumstances of the
resident.
The responsible clinical staff member will ensure that the treatment/recovery plan is
included in the resident record and that all treatment is provided in accordance with the
individual treatment/recovery plan.
If, during the course of treatment, revisions to the treatment/recovery plan are determined
to be clinically necessary, the responsible staff member will revise the treatment/recovery
plan accordingly.
The case of any resident who is not responding to treatment, is not meeting goals defined in
the comprehensive treatment/recovery plan or is disruptive to the service will be discussed
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at a case conference by the multi-disciplinary team, and the treatment/recovery plan revised
accordingly.
Individual Counseling
Clinical staff will provide this service. These goal oriented face-to-face interventions between
staff and residents will address the functional deficits of the resident as they progress
towards the objectives agreed upon in their treatment/recovery plan.
Group Counseling
Clinical staff will provide this service. These goal oriented face-to-face interventions between
staff and groups of residents will address the functional deficits of the resident as they
progress towards the objectives agreed upon in their treatment/recovery plan.
Structured Activity and Recreation
Residents will be afforded the opportunity to participate in activities designed to develop
skills to enable them to make effective use of leisure time as well as improve social skills, selfesteem and responsibility.
Education About, Orientation To, And the Opportunity for Participation In, Available and
Relevant Self-Help Group.
Chemical Abuse and Dependence
• Awareness
• Relapse Prevention
• Evaluation
• Assessment
Health Care Services
HIV and AIDS (and other communicable diseases)
• Education
• Risk Assessment
• Supportive Counseling
• Referral
Family Treatment
• Evaluation and Assessment
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•

Addressing resulting problems and conditions. Professional staff will provide
this service in a family setting to treat the resident’s substance abuse problem,
to address family issues that have a direct impact on the symptoms
experienced by the resident, and to promote successful problem solving,
communication, and understanding between a resident and family members
as it relates to the resident’s symptoms, treatment, and recovery.

Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
• Ancillary Withdrawal services will be provided to patients who are
experiencing mild or moderate withdrawal symptoms or Post-Acute
Withdrawal Syndrome (PAWS). This service will be governed by the Hudson
Ridge Wellness Center OASAS approved Stabilization and Withdrawal
protocol.
Medication Therapy and Medication Education
•

Medication Therapy for the alleviation of symptoms of mental illness is used in
conjunction with the other services provided by Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. The
psychiatrist prescribes all medication for residents being treated by Hudson Ridge
Wellness Center. Medication Education is provided in conjunction with Medication
Therapy in order to inform residents and, in the case of children, their parent, foster
parent, or guardian, of the benefits, risks, and possible side effects of medications
being prescribed.

Rehabilitation and/or Habilitation Services
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center will include a comprehensive and appropriate range of
rehabilitative services for each resident. The will include, but are not limited to:
(a)
Vocational services such as vocational assessment, job skills training, and
employment readiness training;
(b)

Educational remediation services; and

(c)

Life, parenting and social skills training.

Personal, Social, And Community Skills Training and Development
Residents will receive training in community living skills, personal hygiene and personal care
skills as needed by each individual. Such skill development will include, but is not limited to,
social interaction and leisure activity.
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Signature of Owner Representative:

Date:

6/21/19
OASAS OFFICE USE ONLY
□

The program requires OASAS certification under MHL Section 32.05(a)

□

The program DOES NOT require OASAS certification under MHL Section 32.05(a)

OASAS COUNSEL

DATE
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From:
To:
Subject:

Brian Baldwin
Holmes, Dena (OASAS)
Re: Hudson Ridge Wellness

Thank you, Dena.
Brian

Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW
Cicero Consulting Associates
Phone:     (516) 671-9535
FAX:         (516) 977-8006
E-mail:   bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachments may contain
confidential or sensitive information which is, or may be, legally
privileged or otherwise protected by law from further disclosure. It is
intended only for the addressee. If you received this in error or from
someone who was not authorized to send it to you, please do not
distribute, copy or use it or any attachments. Please notify the sender
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this from your system. Thank you
for your cooperation.

From: "Holmes, Dena (OASAS)" <Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov>
Date: Friday, July 12, 2019 at 9:08 AM
To: Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Subject: Hudson Ridge Wellness
Brian- sending this to Steven today- he is getting a hard copy in the mail

Dena M. Holmes, BA, CASAC 2
Assistant Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, NY 12203-3526
(518) 485-2273 | Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Holmes, Dena (OASAS)
Brian Baldwin
Hudson Ridge Wellness
Friday, July 12, 2019 9:08:06 AM
Hudson Ridge Wellness follow up letter.pdf

Brian- sending this to Steven today- he is getting a hard copy in the mail

Dena M. Holmes, BA, CASAC 2
Assistant Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, NY 12203-3526
(518) 485-2273 | Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov

Robert B. Peake, AICP
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holmes, Dena (OASAS) <Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov>
Friday, July 19, 2019 10:36 AM
Brian Baldwin
Hudson Ridge Wellness

Good morning Brian‐
I believe you called earlier for Janet Paloski? Is there anything I can assist with? I know we spoke about Hudson Ridge
last week? Is there something else you wanted to discuss?

Dena M. Holmes, BA, CASAC 2
Assistant Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, NY 12203-3526
(518) 485-2273 | Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov
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Robert B. Peake, AICP
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Friday, July 19, 2019 10:54 AM
Holmes, Dena (OASAS)
Paloski, Janet (OASAS); Frank Cicero; Boss, Mark (OASAS)
Re: Hudson Ridge Wellness

Dena,
Yes, I wanted to speak to Janet in order to advocate for a letter from OASAS that more clearly answers the submission of
the Need for OASAS Certification Questionnaire by our client, Hudson Ridge Wellness Center. We would appreciate a
letter that clearly answers the question of whether their proposed Chemical Dependence Residential Treatment
Program requires licensure by OASAS under Part 820, so that they can communicate that to the Town of Cortlandt.
Thanks.
Brian

Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW
Cicero Consulting Associates
Phone: (516) 671-9535
FAX:
(516) 977-8006
E-mail: bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e‐mail and any attachments may contain
confidential or sensitive information which is, or may be, legally
privileged or otherwise protected by law from further disclosure. It is
intended only for the addressee. If you received this in error or from
someone who was not authorized to send it to you, please do not
distribute, copy or use it or any attachments. Please notify the sender
immediately by reply e‐mail and delete this from your system. Thank you
for your cooperation.

From: "Holmes, Dena (OASAS)" <Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov>
Date: Friday, July 19, 2019 at 10:36 AM
To: Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Subject: Hudson Ridge Wellness
Good morning Brian‐
I believe you called earlier for Janet Paloski? Is there anything I can assist with? I know we spoke about Hudson Ridge
last week? Is there something else you wanted to discuss?

Dena M. Holmes, BA, CASAC 2
Assistant Director, Bureau of Certification
1

NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, NY 12203-3526
(518) 485-2273 | Dena.Holmes@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov
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/ĂŵĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐƵƉŽŶŵǇĞͲŵĂŝůŽĨ:ƵůǇϭϵ;ƐĞĞďĞůŽǁͿ͘

tŝůůƚŚĞƌĞďĞĂŶǇĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĐůĂƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͍

dŚĂŶŬƐ͘

ƌŝĂŶ


%ULDQ0%DOGZLQ/&6:
&LFHUR&RQVXOWLQJ$VVRFLDWHV
3KRQH  
)$;  
(PDLOEEDOGZLQ#FLFHURDVVRFLDWHVFRP

/DWKZdEdEKd/͗dŚŝƐĞͲŵĂŝůĂŶĚĂŶǇĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚƐŵĂǇĐŽŶƚĂŝŶ
ĐŽŶĨŝĚĞŶƚŝĂůŽƌƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶǁŚŝĐŚŝƐ͕ŽƌŵĂǇďĞ͕ůĞŐĂůůǇ
ƉƌŝǀŝůĞŐĞĚŽƌŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞƉƌŽƚĞĐƚĞĚďǇůĂǁĨƌŽŵĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞ͘/ƚŝƐ
ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚŽŶůǇĨŽƌƚŚĞĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĞ͘/ĨǇŽƵƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚƚŚŝƐŝŶĞƌƌŽƌŽƌĨƌŽŵ
ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞǁŚŽǁĂƐŶŽƚĂƵƚŚŽƌŝǌĞĚƚŽƐĞŶĚŝƚƚŽǇŽƵ͕ƉůĞĂƐĞĚŽŶŽƚ
ĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞ͕ĐŽƉǇŽƌƵƐĞŝƚŽƌĂŶǇĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚƐ͘WůĞĂƐĞŶŽƚŝĨǇƚŚĞƐĞŶĚĞƌ
ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇďǇƌĞƉůǇĞͲŵĂŝůĂŶĚĚĞůĞƚĞƚŚŝƐĨƌŽŵǇŽƵƌƐǇƐƚĞŵ͘dŚĂŶŬǇŽƵ
ĨŽƌǇŽƵƌĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ͘



&ƌŽŵ͗ƌŝĂŶĂůĚǁŝŶфďďĂůĚǁŝŶΛĐŝĐĞƌŽĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞƐ͘ĐŽŵх
ĂƚĞ͗&ƌŝĚĂǇ͕:ƵůǇϭϵ͕ϮϬϭϵĂƚϭϬ͗ϱϰD
dŽ͗Η,ŽůŵĞƐ͕ĞŶĂ;K^^ͿΗфĞŶĂ͘,ŽůŵĞƐΛŽĂƐĂƐ͘ŶǇ͘ŐŽǀх
Đ͗ΗWĂůŽƐŬŝ͕:ĂŶĞƚ;K^^ͿΗф:ĂŶĞƚ͘WĂůŽƐŬŝΛŽĂƐĂƐ͘ŶǇ͘ŐŽǀх͕&ƌĂŶŬŝĐĞƌŽф&ƌĂŶŬΛĐŝĐĞƌŽĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞƐ͘ĐŽŵх͕
ΗŽƐƐ͕DĂƌŬ;K^^ͿΗфDĂƌŬ͘ŽƐƐΛŽĂƐĂƐ͘ŶǇ͘ŐŽǀх
^ƵďũĞĐƚ͗ZĞ͗,ƵĚƐŽŶZŝĚŐĞtĞůůŶĞƐƐ

ĞŶĂ͕

zĞƐ͕/ǁĂŶƚĞĚƚŽƐƉĞĂŬƚŽ:ĂŶĞƚŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽĂĚǀŽĐĂƚĞĨŽƌĂůĞƚƚĞƌĨƌŽŵK^^ƚŚĂƚŵŽƌĞĐůĞĂƌůǇĂŶƐǁĞƌƐƚŚĞƐƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶŽĨ
ƚŚĞEĞĞĚĨŽƌK^^ĞƌƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶYƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŶĂŝƌĞďǇŽƵƌĐůŝĞŶƚ͕,ƵĚƐŽŶZŝĚŐĞtĞůůŶĞƐƐĞŶƚĞƌ͘tĞǁŽƵůĚĂƉƉƌĞĐŝĂƚĞĂ
ůĞƚƚĞƌƚŚĂƚĐůĞĂƌůǇĂŶƐǁĞƌƐƚŚĞƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŽĨǁŚĞƚŚĞƌƚŚĞŝƌƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚŚĞŵŝĐĂůĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞZĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂůdƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ
WƌŽŐƌĂŵƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐůŝĐĞŶƐƵƌĞďǇK^^ƵŶĚĞƌWĂƌƚϴϮϬ͕ƐŽƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĐĂŶĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƚŚĂƚƚŽƚŚĞdŽǁŶŽĨŽƌƚůĂŶĚƚ͘



dŚĂŶŬƐ͘

ƌŝĂŶ


%ULDQ0%DOGZLQ/&6:
&LFHUR&RQVXOWLQJ$VVRFLDWHV
3KRQH  
)$;  
(PDLOEEDOGZLQ#FLFHURDVVRFLDWHVFRP

/DWKZdEdEKd/͗dŚŝƐĞͲŵĂŝůĂŶĚĂŶǇĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚƐŵĂǇĐŽŶƚĂŝŶ
ĐŽŶĨŝĚĞŶƚŝĂůŽƌƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶǁŚŝĐŚŝƐ͕ŽƌŵĂǇďĞ͕ůĞŐĂůůǇ
ƉƌŝǀŝůĞŐĞĚŽƌŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞƉƌŽƚĞĐƚĞĚďǇůĂǁĨƌŽŵĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞ͘/ƚŝƐ
ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚŽŶůǇĨŽƌƚŚĞĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĞ͘/ĨǇŽƵƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚƚŚŝƐŝŶĞƌƌŽƌŽƌĨƌŽŵ
ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞǁŚŽǁĂƐŶŽƚĂƵƚŚŽƌŝǌĞĚƚŽƐĞŶĚŝƚƚŽǇŽƵ͕ƉůĞĂƐĞĚŽŶŽƚ
ĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞ͕ĐŽƉǇŽƌƵƐĞŝƚŽƌĂŶǇĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚƐ͘WůĞĂƐĞŶŽƚŝĨǇƚŚĞƐĞŶĚĞƌ
ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇďǇƌĞƉůǇĞͲŵĂŝůĂŶĚĚĞůĞƚĞƚŚŝƐĨƌŽŵǇŽƵƌƐǇƐƚĞŵ͘dŚĂŶŬǇŽƵ
ĨŽƌǇŽƵƌĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ͘



&ƌŽŵ͗Η,ŽůŵĞƐ͕ĞŶĂ;K^^ͿΗфĞŶĂ͘,ŽůŵĞƐΛŽĂƐĂƐ͘ŶǇ͘ŐŽǀх
ĂƚĞ͗&ƌŝĚĂǇ͕:ƵůǇϭϵ͕ϮϬϭϵĂƚϭϬ͗ϯϲD
dŽ͗ƌŝĂŶĂůĚǁŝŶфďďĂůĚǁŝŶΛĐŝĐĞƌŽĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞƐ͘ĐŽŵх
^ƵďũĞĐƚ͗,ƵĚƐŽŶZŝĚŐĞtĞůůŶĞƐƐ

'ŽŽĚŵŽƌŶŝŶŐƌŝĂŶͲ
/ďĞůŝĞǀĞǇŽƵĐĂůůĞĚĞĂƌůŝĞƌĨŽƌ:ĂŶĞƚWĂůŽƐŬŝ͍/ƐƚŚĞƌĞĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ/ĐĂŶĂƐƐŝƐƚǁŝƚŚ͍/ŬŶŽǁǁĞƐƉŽŬĞĂďŽƵƚ,ƵĚƐŽŶZŝĚŐĞ
ůĂƐƚǁĞĞŬ͍/ƐƚŚĞƌĞƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐĞůƐĞǇŽƵǁĂŶƚĞĚƚŽĚŝƐĐƵƐƐ͍


'HQD0+ROPHV%$&$6$&
$VVLVWDQW'LUHFWRU%XUHDXRI&HUWLILFDWLRQ

1<62IILFHRI$OFRKROLVPDQG6XEVWDQFH$EXVH6HUYLFHV 1<62$6$6 
:HVWHUQ$YH$OEDQ\1<
 _'HQD+ROPHV#RDVDVQ\JRY

ZZZRDVDVQ\JRY




Robert B. Peake, AICP
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paloski, Janet (OASAS) <Janet.Paloski@oasas.ny.gov>
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 8:24 AM
'Brian Baldwin'
Hudson Ridge Wellness Center

Brian – I know I owe Frank a response to his letter. Hopefully I will be able to get a response done by the end of the
week.

Janet L Paloski
Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, New York 12203-3526
( 518) 485-2250 │ janet.paloski@oasas.ny.gov
www.oasas.ny.gov
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Robert B. Peake, AICP
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 9:41 AM
Paloski, Janet (OASAS)
Frank Cicero
Re: Hudson Ridge Wellness Center

Thanks, Janet.
We feel strongly that since Hudson Ridge is considering the establishment of a Residential Chemical Dependence
Treatment program, they deserve to receive written confirmation from OASAS that their proposed program requires
OASAS approval and licensure under Part 820.
Brian

Brian M. Baldwin, LCSW
Cicero Consulting Associates
Phone: (516) 671-9535
FAX:
(516) 977-8006
E-mail: bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e‐mail and any attachments may contain
confidential or sensitive information which is, or may be, legally
privileged or otherwise protected by law from further disclosure. It is
intended only for the addressee. If you received this in error or from
someone who was not authorized to send it to you, please do not
distribute, copy or use it or any attachments. Please notify the sender
immediately by reply e‐mail and delete this from your system. Thank you
for your cooperation.

From: "Paloski, Janet (OASAS)" <Janet.Paloski@oasas.ny.gov>
Date: Wednesday, August 21, 2019 at 8:24 AM
To: Brian Baldwin <bbaldwin@ciceroassociates.com>
Subject: Hudson Ridge Wellness Center
Brian – I know I owe Frank a response to his letter. Hopefully I will be able to get a response done by the end of the
week.

Janet L Paloski
Director, Bureau of Certification
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (NYS OASAS)
1450 Western Ave., Albany, New York 12203-3526
( 518) 485-2250 │ janet.paloski@oasas.ny.gov
1

www.oasas.ny.gov
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APPENDIX 54

ANALYSIS OF HUDSON RIDGE WELLNESS PHYSICAL PLANT
SUITABILITY TO MEET NYS OASAS PART 814 REQUIREMENTS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES
AUGUST 9, 2021

NYS OASAS Title 14 Part 814 NYCRR Physical Plant Requirements for a Part 820 Residential Program are as follows:
• 80 square feet per bed for single occupancy patient bedrooms
• 60 square feet per bed for double occupancy patient bedrooms
• 60 square feet per bed for patient program space, which includes living, social, dining and counseling.
• A medical exam room
• Clean linen and laundry rooms
• Soiled linen and laundry rooms
• Bathrooms containing one toilet, one sink, 1 tub or shower per 10 patients
The minimum approximate square footage that would be required by NYS OASAS for a 92 bed Residential Program would be:
REQUIRED SPACE
180 square feet for single occupancy patient bedrooms with
bathroom X 12 single patient bedrooms
220 square feet for double occupancy patient bedrooms with
bathroom X 40 double patient bedrooms
60 square feet per bed for patient program space, which
includes living, social, dining and counseling
A medical exam room
Clean linen and laundry rooms
Soiled linen and laundry rooms
Hallways, entrances, etc.
Kitchen
Total

SQUARE FEET TOTAL
2,160 square feet
8,800 square feet
5,520 square feet
150 square feet
300 square feet
300 square feet
4,307 square feet
1,000 square feet
22,537 square feet

ANALYSIS OF HUDSON RIDGE WELLNESS PHYSICAL PLANT
SUITABILITY TO MEET NYS OASAS PART 814 REQUIREMENTS
CICERO CONSULTING ASSOCIATES
AUGUST 9, 2021

The square footage that is available at the current Hudson Ridge Wellness physical plant for their proposed 92 bed Residential
Program is:
BUILDING
Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Building 4
Building 5
Building 6
Building 7
TOTAL

SQUARE FOOTAGE
30,000
3,800
2,560
2,250
1,850
2,600
2,500
45,560

The space available at Hudson Ridge Wellness is more than double the required square footage for the proposed 92 bed facility.

